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HARD-WORKING CRAFTSMEN DESERVE THE BEST. SO WE NEVER SETTLE FOR LESS THAN THE ULTI-

BEEN PIONEERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CUTTING-EDGE WORK WEAR BASED ON THE REAL NEEDS 

MAKE YOUR PROFESSIONAL LIFE EASIER, SAFER AND MORE PRODUCTIVE. AND WE KNOW WHAT IT 
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FIGHTING FOR BETTER WORKWEARFFIGHTIN TTER WORRKKWWEAR

MATE IN ON-THE-JOB SAFETY, PROTECTION AND FUNCTIONALITY. FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS NOW WE’VE 

OF SKILLED CRAFTSMEN WHO HAVE TO BE ABLE TO RELY ON THEIR GEAR. WE FIGHT EVERY DAY TO 

TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.



WELCOME TO THE 
FOREFRONT

Looking for the ultimate workwear?  
Flip through this catalogue and you’ve 
found it. We strive every day to push the 
boundaries, constantly trying to redefine 
the very concept of modern workwear.  
Developing the most advanced workwear, 
not just for the sake of it, but because we 
know what you’re facing every day at work. 
We know our garments can make a differ-
ence that really matters to you. Not only  
today but also in the long run, so you can 
look forward to a long and healthy career. 
On the bottom line, we believe it’s your right 
to stay ahead. Just try any garment in our 
new 2013 range and you’ll feel it right away. 
We never compromise. Ever.

1110 XTR Shield Jacket Page: 13
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WORK TROUSERS

Trousers / Onepiece / Pirates / Shorts/Kneepads

WORK JACKETS
Jackets / Vests / Fleece

FOUL WEATHER
GORE-TEX® / A.P.S. / PU

TOOL CARRIERS
Tool bag/ Toolbelt / Tool vest 

TOP WEAR
Sweatshirts / Shirts / Polo Shirts / T-shirts

UNDERWEAR
First Layer/Micro Fleece/Socks

WOMEN’S WEAR
Trousers / Jackets / Topwear

HIGH VISIBILITY

PAINTER

FLAME RETARDANT

ACCESSORIES

DRESS RIGHT
Cold/Rain/Wind/Hot

PROFILING

MISCELLANEOUS
Materials / Size charts 

PRODUCT INDEX
 



Cutting-edge work wear requires cutting-edge 
testing. And nothing beats reality. Of course we 
work closely with the best test laboratories and 
institutes in Europe to ensure that our garments 
meet your expectations. But for us, the ultimate 
tests are carried out by our Test Crew – demanding 
and hard-working professionals who really put 
our prototype garments and new designs to the 
test, evaluating everything from functionality, 
comfort and protection to quality and durability. 
They do it the only way that counts: at work,  
sometimes for months and in every type of  
climate and weather. Ranging from the arctic  
winters in northern Scandinavia to the heat of 
southern Europe. And they never settle for a  
compromise. If the design needs to change they 
say so. We adjust the garment and they try again, 
until every detail is in place. Only then is it a  
true Snickers Workwear garment – that truly 
works for real.

TESTED

Sergio Akhavan  
Head of Design  
Snickers Workwear

The Snickers Workwear test crew is our ultimate source of 
inspiration. They challenge us every day. Which is why we are 
constantly pushing the creative and technological limits in 
the development of cutting-edge work wear.

3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 10
1219 Soft Shell Jacket with Hood Page: 36

1888 XTR GORE -TEX® Shell Jacket Page: 43
3888 XTR  GORE-TEX® Shell Trousers Page: 43
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A revolutionary design, but will it really perform the way we expect, in every possible on-the-job  
situation? Our test reports are the ultimate source for honest answers. Filled in by hard-working 
craftsmen who really put our new prototypes to the test, giving us first-hand feedback on what 
works and what doesn’t. Allowing us to adjust and fine-tune the design until it truly performs 
just the way we expect. For real.

Comment: Not as soft as 
before.

Solution: The black 
polyolefin material was made 
slightly softer.

Authentic test protocols from craftsmen in 
Belgium and Sweden who tested early prototypes 
of our new 9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads.

Comment: Can the kneepad 
be bent more?

Solution: Changed to softer 
polyolefin material for greater 
flexibility.

Comment: Too wide to fit  
the kneepad pockets.

Solution: More accentuated 
curved design and deeper 
grooves.

FOR REAL

7



3214 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
9033 Logo Belt Page: 111

3212 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, DuraTwill Page: 15
2820 Logo Sweatshirt Page: 60

9822 Flexi Tool Bag 30 L Page: 50
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OPTIMAL FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT.
Our work trousers feature an advanced cut with 
Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear 
Gusset™ in the crotch for outstanding working 
comfort and freedom of movement.

TR
O

U
SE

R
S

XTR – THE ULTIMATE WORK TROUSERS.
For extreme performance at work, wear our pioneering XTR 
Craftsmen Holster Pocket trousers in Canvas+. Count on 
advanced no-compromise design, Cordura® 1000 reinforce-
ments for excellent durability, superior knee protection, 
patented knife fastener and limitless built-in functionality.

UNLIMITED  
FUNCTIONALITY. 
Velcro tool fasteners, front 
pockets, holster pockets, leg 
cargo pocket with mobile phone 
compartment and ruler pocket 
with an outside compartment 
ensure that you have everything 
you need within easy reach.

LONG, PIRATE OR SHORT?
The advanced Snickers Workwear 3-series design is 
available throughout our entire range of work trousers, 
pirate trousers and shorts. Giving you loads of built-in 
functionality, all year round.

The patented knife fastener on our XTR Craftsmen’s 
Canvas+ Trousers keeps your knife securely in place 
at all times.

CERTIFIED KNEE PROTECTION.
Working on your knees takes its toll.  
That’s why our work trousers and kneepads  
with the KneeGuard™ positioning system 
give you the most advanced, certified 
knee protection available. So you can 
protect yourself today – and save your 
knees for tomorrow. Read more about  
our range of cutting-edge kneepads on 
page 27.

HARDWEARING DOUBLE SEAMS
Most Snickers Workwear trousers feature 
double lockstitch seams, which is much 
stronger than the often-used triple chain 
stitch seams. The 2-needle topstitching 
features 2 upper and under threads, giving 
an extremely strong and durable seam that 
can’t rip. The 3-needle chain stitch seam, 
on the other hand, only uses 3 upper-
threads and no under-thread - resulting in a 
weaker seam that can easily rip.
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3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+
For extreme performance at work. Cutting-edge work trousers with the ultimate no-compromise design. Features 
advanced ergonomic cut, Cordura® 1000 reinforcements for outstanding durability, superior knee protection and 
limitless functionality.

Advanced contemporary cut with extreme Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding 
working comfort with every move.

Cordura® 1000 reinforced and rubber padded kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system, providing 
superior knee protection and comfort.

Patented knife fastener that keeps your knife securely in place at all times.

Large easy-to-access leg pockets with flaps and outside compartments, including mobile phone pocket and wide  
pen compartments.

Easy-to-access holster pockets with outside compartments and tool loops.

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-
Polyamide 1000 D knee reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154

Easy-to-access 
holster pockets 
with tool loops.

Hard-wearing, yet 
extremely comfortable 

Canvas+ fabric.

Patented knife 
fastener that keeps 
your knife securely 
in place.

Reflective features for 
enhanced visibility.

Extreme Twisted Leg™ 
design for outstanding 
freedom of movement.

Easy-to–access leg 
pockets, including mobile 

phone pocket and pen 
compartments.

Ruler pocket designed 
for enhanced freedom 
of movement.

Rubber padded kneepad 
pockets with Cordura® 

1000 reinforcements for 
superior knee protection.

– THE ULTIMA 

TROUSERS10



NO-COMPROMISE DESIGN 
The 3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers in Canvas+ feature  
an absolute no-compromise design with extra everything for extreme 
performance at work.

EXTREME KNEE PROTECTION 
The rubber padded kneepad pockets are reinforced with heavy 
Cordura® 1000 – three times stronger than regular Cordura® – for an 
extra long service life.

SMART TOOL CARRYING 
Innovative solutions make your workday easier and safer. Such as 
the patented knife fastener for Hultafors craftsmen knives.

TE WORK TROUSERS

TROUSERS

1198 XTR A.P.S. Waterproof Winter Jacket Page: 30
3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 10
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XTR

TM

Superior windproof, 
waterproof and 
breathable technology 
for reliable outdoor  
protection.

Super-light 4-way stretch  
Soft Shell fabric with fused 

seams for extreme  
working comfort.

Water resistant chest 
pocket suitable for  
mobile phone.

Indoors: Super-light, breathable 
and durable soft shell fabric for 
extreme working comfort.

Outdoors: Windproof, waterproof 
and breathable to protect against 
the elements.

Extreme Twisted Leg™ design for 
outstanding freedom of movement.

Super Fabric® 
reinforcements for 
extreme durability.

Easy-access ruler pocket 
with knife attachment.

Reflective features for 
enhanced visibility.

Superior knee protection featuring 
the KneeGuard™ positioning 
system.

Shield
The pioneering XTR Shield Jacket and Trousers 
from Snickers Workwear completely redefine 
the concept of modern work wear. Giving you 
a super-light protective shield around your 
body that follows your every move. It allows 
you to move seamlessly between indoor and 
outdoor work. Count on advanced technology, 
fabrics, design, durability and absolute 
limitless functionality in the world’s 
first workwear that works best 
anywhere – indoors, outdoors, 
any job, any season.

trousers

3310 XTR Shield Trousers Page: 13
1110 XTR Shield Jacket Page: 13
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3310 XTR Shield Trousers
Step into the future with these revolutionary and high-tech indoor-outdoor 
work trousers. Count on super-light, breathable, windproof and waterproof 
protection, safety and functionality that works best anywhere.  
All year round.

Advanced contemporary cut with extreme Twisted Leg™ design for outstanding 
working comfort with every move

Stay comfortable indoors and protected outdoors thanks to superior windproof, 
waterproof and breathable high-tech 2-way stretch fabric

Hardwearing Super Fabrics® reinforcements where needed for extreme durability

Superior knee protection with kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ 
positioning system

Water resistant front pockets and leg pocket and mobile phone compartment as 
well as easy-access ruler pocket with knife attachment

Material: Windproof, waterproof, breathable and 2-way stretch. Laminated Soft 
Shell fabric in 100% Polyamide 250 g/m2. Reinforcements in Super Fabric®.

Size: 44–58, 88–100, 146–152

1110 XTR Shield Jacket
Wear the future today. Advanced jacket that creates a super-light, 
windproof, waterproof and breathable shield around your body that 
follows your every move. Count on superior protection and working 
comfort. All year round.

Revolutionary protective design in high-tech 4-way stretch fabric for 
extreme working comfort

Stay comfortable indoors and protected outdoors thanks to superior 
windproof, waterproof and breathable super-light fabric

Hardwearing Super Fabrics® reinforcements where needed for extreme 
durability

Chest pocket with water resistant zipper and easy-access mobile phone 
compartment

Reflective features front and rear for enhanced visibility

Material: Windproof, waterproof, breathable and 4-way stretch. 3-layer 
Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 100% Polyamide 270  g/m2. Reinforcements 
in Super Fabric®.

Size: XS–XXL

 REVOLUTIONARY INDOOR  
OUTDOOR WORKWEAR

TROUSERS 13
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3214, 3314 Craftsmen Trousers, Canvas+
Amazing work trousers made in extremely comfortable yet durable 
Canvas+ fabric. Features an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, 
Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability and a range of pockets, 
including phone compartment.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in 
crotch for outstanding working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements at the knees for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for 
superior knee protection

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and 
four pen/tool compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality 
and freedom of movement

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% 
Polyester, 340 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3214 – with holster pockets 
3314 – without holster pockets

TROUSERS

THE CRAFTSMA 
ADVANCED DESIGN, SUPERIOR KNEE PROTECTION

KneeGuard™ positioning system for 
superior knee protection.

Ruler pocket designed for enhanced 
freedom of movement.

Easy-to-access leg pockets, 
including mobile phone pocket  
and pen compartments.

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

* Colour not available for art no. 3314

Twisted Leg™ design and 
Snickers Workwear Gusset™ 
in crotch for outstanding 
freedom of movement.

3214 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
8508 Rip Stop Shirt  Page: 65

3212 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, DuraTwill Page: 15
2819 Logo Jacket Page: 6414
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3212, 3312 Craftsmen Trousers, DuraTwill
Extremely hard-wearing work trousers made in dirt repellent DuraTwill fabric. 
Features an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, Cordura® reinforcements 
for extra durability and a range of pockets, including phone compartment.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch 
for outstanding working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements at the knees for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior 
knee protection

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four 
pen/tool compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and 
freedom of movement

Material: DuraTwill. Durable fabric: soft cotton on the inside, slightly impregnated, for 
better protection, on the outside. 52% Cotton 48% Polyamide, 240 g/m2. Featuring 
100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

TROUSERS

3212 – with holster pockets 
3312 – without holster pockets

N’S FAVOURITE
Easy-to-access leg pockets, including mobile 
phone pocket and pen compartments.

KneeGuard™ positioning system  
for superior protection.

Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers 
Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for 
outstanding freedom of movement.

Ruler pocket designed for enhanced 
freedom of movement.

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

3214 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
8508 Rip Stop Shirt  Page: 65

3312 Craftsmen Trousers, DuraTwill Page: 15
2706 A.V.S. Polo Shirt Page: 66 15
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3255, 3355 Craftsmen Trousers, Denim
Get back to the future. Show the way with the original denim workwear 
trousers in a pioneering design. Count on advanced cut, superior 
Cordura® reinforced knee protection and built-in functionality for your 
everyday, on-the-job needs.

Made in comfortable pre-washed cotton denim fabric with tough Cordura® 
reinforcements on the knees for extra durability.

Advanced contemporary cut with extreme Twisted Leg™ design and 
Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working comfort 
with every move.

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for 
superior knee protection

Large leg pockets, including mobile phone pocket and wide pen 
compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose corners for optimal functionality and 
freedom of movement.

Material: 100% Cotton denim. A pre washed cotton fabric for outstanding 
working comfort, 420g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide 1000 D 
reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154

3211, 3311 Craftsmen Trousers, CoolTwill
Stay cool in these work trousers made in lightweight CoolTwill fabric. 
Features an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, Cordura® 
reinforcements for extra durability and a range of pockets, including phone 
compartment.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in 
crotch for outstanding working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements at the knees for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior 
knee protection

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and 
four pen/tool compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and 
freedom of movement

Material: CoolTwill. A lightweight, yet durable fabric. 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton, 
195 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

TROUSERS

3255 – with holster pockets 
3355 – without holster pockets

3211 – with holster pockets 
3311 – without holster pockets

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

16
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3215 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Comfort Cotton
Cotton at its best. Advanced work trousers in soft washed cotton for amazing comfort and great 
looks. Features an innovative cut for a perfect fit, Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability and 
a range of smart pockets, including holster pockets.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding 
working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements at the knees and inside the holster pockets for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool 
compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Cotton. A Heavy soft washed cotton fabric for outstanding working comfort. 100% Cotton 2/2 Twill, 
380 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3619 Power Winter Trousers
A revolution in warmth at work. Quilt lined work trousers in durable Power Polyamide fabric 
featuring renowned 3-series design with advanced cut, reliable protection and limitless 
functionality.

Made in Power Polyamide fabric with Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability and soft quilt lining for 
warm working comfort

Advanced extra high cut back and Twisted Leg™ design that anticipates your next move

Trouser legs with zippers makes them easy to get in and out of

Cordura® reinforced kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior 
knee protection

Left leg cargo pocket with mobile phone compartment for easy access at all times

Material: Strong, water repelling 100% Power Polyamide fabric, 220 g/m2, with Cordura®-Polyamide 
reinforcements. 100% Polyester lining.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3714 Women's Holster pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Amazing fit, amazing comfort. True work trousers for women, combining a superior female fit with 
advanced functionality. Made in Canvas+ fabric with Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability 
and pink design details for a modern, feminine look.

Low woman’s cut with shaped waistband, extreme Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ 
in the crotch for outstanding working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements on the knees and inside the holster pockets for extra durability

Kneepad pockets are designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection, and 
feature extra material in the front for greater comfort

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool 
compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2. 
Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 32–54, 18–22, 76–92

TROUSERS

NEW
Launch Spring 2013

17
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3223 Floorlayer Holster Pocket Trousers, Rip-Stop
Save your knees. Count on reliable protection and functionality every working day in these advanced 
floorlayer trousers. Features an innovative cut for a perfect fit and coated Kevlar® reinforcements on the 
knees for extra durability.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working 
comfort with every move

Kneepad pockets reinforced with coated Kevlar® for extra durability. Features adjustable elastic string that 
keeps your Snickers Workwear Floorlayer kneepads in position.

Made in durable Rip-Stop fabric with double fabric on the thighs for an even longer service life.

Easy-access knife pocket with protective flap on the right thigh.

Convenient leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool compartments.

Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2. Featuring 100% Polyamide Cordura® reinforcements, 54% 
Polyester/24% Aramide/13% Polyamide/9% Polyurethane knee reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

9118 Floorlayer Kneepads
The floorlayer’s certified knee protection. Kneepads that maintain their 
shape, hold their position – and won’t slide around when you’re hard at 
work. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 1).

Made up of polyethylene beads that make the kneepad light and 
breathable

Best suited for Snickers Workwear floor layers trousers 3223. Kneepads 
that keep their shape during hard work over a long period of time.

Designed not to slide so that they remain in position when moving about on 
your knees

Material: 100% Polyethylene.

Size: One size

TROUSERS

TAKE THE FLOOR WITH KEVLAR®

Floorlayer? Then you’ll love our floorlayer trousers with advanced Twisted Leg™ design and coated Kevlar® 
reinforcements at the knees. Like floating on air, they are designed for maximum knee protection and working 
comfort. So think of our floorlayer’s trousers as the perfect solution if you spend a lot of time on your knees. 
Because now you can take to the floor with pleasure. 

Maximum knee 
protection thanks to 
kneepads that keep 
their position and 
don’t slide around.

Velcro tool fastener, 
perfect for a 

Snickers Workwear 
hammer holder.

Unique material makes 
kneepads light and 
breathable.

Coated Kevlar® reinforce-
ments at the knees for a 
long service life.

Two large holster 
pockets for extra 

convenience.

Made in durable rip-stop fabric 
with double fabric on the thighs 
for an even longer service life.

Front phasing knife pocket with 
protective flap for easy access.

KEVLAR®

 reinforced
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0214 Craftsmen One-piece Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Amazing onepiece trousers with holster pockets made in extremely comfortable yet durable 
Canvas+ fabric. Features an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, Cordura® reinforcements for 
extra durability and Velcro tool fasteners, plus advanced knee protection and a comprehensive 
range of pockets.

Made in Canvas+ fabric and Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Steady holster pockets with outside compartments, perfect for small tools, pens etc

Extreme stretch fabric in the back and wide, adjustable shoulder straps for outstanding freedom of 
movement and working comfort

Two large external breast pockets with extra compartments (maximum drop 45 degrees, increasing 
security and preventing items from falling out)

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2. 
Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 44–64, 84–120, 146–162, 250–260

0212, 0312 Craftsmen One-piece Trousers, DuraTwill
Extremely hard-wearing onepiece trousers made in dirt repellent DuraTwill fabric. Features an 
advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability and Velcro 
tool fasteners, plus advanced knee protection and a comprehensive range of pockets.

Made in DuraTwill fabric and Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Extreme stretch fabric in the back and wide, adjustable shoulder straps for outstanding freedom of 
movement and working comfort

Two large external breast pockets with extra compartments (maximum drop 45 degrees, increasing 
security and preventing items from falling out)

Smart ruler pocket design with loose corners for improved functionality and freedom of movement.

Material: DuraTwill. Durable fabric: soft cotton on the inside, slightly impregnated for better protection on 
the outside. 52% Cotton 48% Polyamide, 240 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements

Standard stock sizes: 44–64, 84–120, 146–162, 250–260

0212 – with holster pockets 
0312 – without holster pockets

TROUSERS

* Colour not available for art no. 0212

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS
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5283, 5383 Trousers
By popular demand. Hardwearing trousers combining contemporary design and reliable 
knee protection with the essential functionality and reinforcements you need for 
everyday working comfort.

Contemporary cut with Twisted Leg™ design for enhanced working comfort

Reinforced kneepad pockets designed for Snickers kneepads, giving you reliable knee 
protection

Easy-access ruler pocket and convenient leg pocket

Material: 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester Twill, 295 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3393 Utility Trousers, Rip-Stop
Attitude and function, with every step. Modern, versatile trousers designed for fast-paced 
service and transport work. Count on superior on-the-job comfort and a range of convenient 
pockets for easy access at all times.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding 
working comfort with every move

Made in comfortable and hard-wearing Rip-Stop fabric for long-lasting durability

Large angled, easy-to-access leg pockets with flaps and outside compartments, including mobile 
phone pocket

Two deep front pockets and two wide back pockets with Velcro flaps

Rivet reinforcements for extra strength and durability

Material: Durable rip-stop fabric. 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154

3823, 3813 Cargo Trousers
By popular demand. Modern trousers in easy-care fabric – inspired by our 3-Series Trousers. 
Combines contemporary design and superior working comfort. Not to mention a range of pockets 
and phone compartment.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Modern cut and optimal fit for maximum freedom of movement

Two walled leg pockets with flap, and outside compartments with mobile phone pocket

Two deep pockets with pocket bag at front and back

Belt tunnel in the middle back keeps the belt from riding up over the trousers and firmly in position

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and colour over the 
long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

TROUSERS

3813 – with contrast stitchings 

3823 – with tonal stitching (available in black 0400)

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

5283 – with holster pockets 
5383 – without holster pockets

20
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3863 Service Kneepad Trousers
An upgraded favourite. Modern, versatile trousers in easy-care fabric. Features a contemporary 
design and fit, extra convenience, knee protection and no scratch design with hidden button.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Modern cut and optimal fit for maximum freedom of movement

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Ruler pocket with an outside compartment has been shifted forward for greater comfort and easy 
accessibility

Left leg pocket with convenient Velcro fastening flaps and a mobile phone compartment

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and colour over the 
long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3713 Women's Service Trousers
Designed for women at work. On-the-move, easy-care trousers in durable fabric – with a 
contemporary design and fit that ensures maximum freedom of movement.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit and maximum freedom of movement

Left leg pocket with convenient Velcro fastening flaps and a mobile phone compartment

Two deep pockets with pocket bag at front and back

Belt tunnel in the middle back keeps the belt from riding up over the trousers and firmly in position

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and colour over the 
long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: 32–54, 18–22, 76–92

6013 Service Overall
A classic revolution. Experience unparalleled freedom of movement, loads of pockets and 
long-lasting performance.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Left leg pocket with convenient Velcro fastening flaps and a mobile phone compartment

Moblie phone pocket, two large breast pockets with a protective flap perfect for your wallet or notebook

Ruler pocket with an outside compartment has been shifted forward for greater comfort and easy 
accessibility

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and colour over the 
long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: S–XXL, M–L long

TROUSERS 21
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3923, 3913 Pirate Trousers, Rip-Stop
The ultimate cut in warm weather. Pioneering pirate trousers made in durable Rip-Stop fabric. 
Features an advanced design for maximum ventilation and comfort, superior knee protection, 
Cordura® reinforcements and a range of easy-to-access pockets.

Advanced cut with loose fit, featuring extreme Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ 
in crotch for maximum ventilation and working comfort in hot weather

Made in comfortable yet hard-wearing rip-stop fabric with tough Cordura® reinforcements on the 
knees and pockets for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Large, easy-to-access leg pockets with flaps and outside compartments, including mobile phone 
pocket and wide pen compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose corners for optimal functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Durable Rip-Stop fabric. 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2. Featuring 100% Cordura®-
Polyamide reinforcements

Standard stock sizes: 44–62, 84–104

TROUSERS

3923 – with holster pockets  
3913 – without holster pockets

Advanced cut with a loose 
fit for maximum ventilation 
and comfort.

Extreme Twisted Leg™ design and 
Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch 
for outstanding freedom of movement.

Ruler pocket designed for  
enhanced freedom of movement.

Easy-to-access leg pockets, 
including mobile phone pocket 
and pen compartments.

KneeGuard™ positioning system for 
superior knee protection.

* Colour not available for art no. 3913

BEAT THE HEAT
ORIGINAL CRAFTSMAN’S PIRATE TROUSERS

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS

3923 Pirate Holster Pocket Trousers, Rip-Stop Page: 22
2815 Logo Hoodie Page: 6122
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3014 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Shorts, Canvas+
Amazing work shorts made in Canvas+ fabric. Features an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ 
design, Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability and Velcro tool fasteners. Plus, a 
range of smart pockets, including holster pockets and phone compartment.

Made in Canvas+ fabric with Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability

Advanced cut with Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working comfort with 
every move

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/ tool 
compartments

Two steady holster pockets with outside compartments, perfect for small tools, pens etc

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of 
movement.

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2. 
Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements

Standard stock sizes: 42–62

3123 Craftsmen Shorts, Rip-Stop
Beat the heat in these work shorts made in super-light yet durable rip-stop fabric. Features 
an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability 
and a range of pockets, including phone compartment.

Advanced cut with Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working comfort with 
every move

Cordura® reinforced pockets for extra durability

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool 
compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of 
movement

Two spacious front and back pockets and Velcro tool fasteners

Material: Durable and lightweight rip-stop fabric. 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton, 200 g/m2. Featuring 
100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 44–64 – New adjusted fit, see page 126

3113 Service Shorts
At your service. These super modern yet highly durable shorts feature an optimal cut that 
re-defines working comfort and convenience.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Modern cut and optimal fit for maximum freedom of movement

Two walled leg pockets with flap, and outside compartments with mobile phone pocket

Two deep pockets with pocket bag at front and back

Material: Easy care 65% Polyester/35% Cotton mix fabric, 250 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: 42–62

TROUSERS

3023 – with holster pockets 
3123 – without holster pockets

Available with and without 
HOLSTER POCKETS
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Flexible when working, stiffens on impact. Lasts twice as long as 
other kneepads. The revolutionary 9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads from 
Snickers Workwear take cutting-edge knee protection to  
a completely new level. The pioneering kneepads feature an 
advanced pre-bent design that combine a soft yet 
sturdy outside with high-tech and shock-ab-
sorbing D3O® material inside. Giving you 
extreme functionality and working com-
fort if you spend a lot of time working 
on your knees.

WORLD’S FIRST A 
FOR ACTIVE CRAFTSMEN

Flexible when 
working, stiffens 
on impact.

Advanced D3O® material – stiffens on 
impact and absorbs impact energy.

High-tech D3O® material. D3O® is an active 
and specially engineered material made of 
intelligent molecules. They flow with you as 
you move, but on shock they lock together to 
absorb the impact energy.

High-frequency protection. If you work  
a lot on your knees, going up and down on  
and off your knees many times a day,  
the 9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads give you  
by far the best knee protection available.

Long-lasting protection. The durable  
D3O® material features an extremely  
slow compression rate, ensuring that  
the kneepads keep their shape during  
hard work and over a long period of time.

Hard-wearing yet 
flexible and comfort-
able polyolefin outer 
shell for extreme 
durability.

KNEEPADS

Outer  
fabric

Inner  
lining

Shock absorptionTransmitted force

Impact force

NEW
Launch Spring 2013
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9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads
Flexible when working, tough on impact. Active kneepads for active craftsmen, featuring 
shock-absorbing D3O® material for extreme protection and durability. Ready for the 
Snickers Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 1).

Extremely hardwearing and cut-resistant outer shell with advanced shock absorbing D3O® 
material on the inside that stiffens up on impact

Keep their shape during hard work and last twice as long as other kneepads

Ergonomic curved design that follows the shape of the knee allows for flexibility when  
walking, yet closes around the knee when bending down

Can be placed at different heights in the knee pocket to ensure correct position for  
maximum protection

Fits in the knee pockets on all Snicker Workwear trousers

Material: 100% Polyolefin and 100% D3O®.

Size: One size

CTIVE KNEEPADS
Fits in the kneepad 

pockets of all Snickers 
Workwear t rousers  

with the KneeGuard™ 
positioning system.

Cut-resistant for 
superior protection.

Curved design that 
closes around your 
knee when kneeling.

Ergonomic design. Knees are not flat.  
That’s why the 9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads 
feature an ergonomic, pre-bent design that 
make the kneepad close around your knee 
when kneeling down.

Keep their shape during 
hard work and last twice 

as long as other 
kneepads.

Can be placed at 
different heights in  
the kneepad pockets.

KNEEPADS 25
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9110 Craftsmen Kneepads
Work a lot on your knees? Save them with advanced certified knee protection. Extremely efficient and 
comfortable kneepads ready for the Snickers Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. EN 14404 
(Type 2, Level 1).

Hard wearing durable outside and softer inside for maximum comfort, force distribution and cut protection

Advanced design makes it extremely flexible when walking, yet closes around the knee when bending down

Can be placed at different heights in the kneepad pocket to ensure correct position for maximum protection

Always in place – high sides prevent the knee from sliding off the kneepad

Fits in the kneepads pockets on all Snickers Workwear trousers

Material: 100% Polyethylene

Size: One size

9111 Service Kneepads
Reliable, comfortable and certified knee protection if you only kneel down 
now and again during indoor work on even surfaces. Ready for Snickers 
Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 0).

Reliable and certified protection for painters, service technicians and when 
you occasionally need to work on your knees indoors

Light and soft for optimum working comfort

Flexible when walking, yet closes around the knees when you bend down

Can be placed at different heights in the kneepad pocket to ensure correct 
position for maximum protection

Always in place – high sides prevent the knee from sliding off the kneepad

Material: 100% polyethylene

Size: One size

9118 Floorlayer Kneepads
The floorlayer’s certified knee protection. Kneepads that 
maintain their shape, hold their position – and won’t slide 
around when you’re hard at work. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 1).

Made up of polyethylene beads that make the kneepad light  
and breathable

Best suited for Snickers Workwear floor layers trousers 3223. 
Kneepads that keep their shape during hard work over a long 
period of time.

Designed not to slide so that they remain in position when moving 
about on your knees

Material: 100% Polyethylene.

Size: One size

High sides 
prevent the knee 

from sliding off.

Soft inside for  
exceptional comfort.

Sturdy outside  
for efficient cut 
protection.

Can be placed in  
different positions  
in Snickers Workwear 
Trousers.

Closes around  
your knee when 
bending down.

KNEEPADS26



KneeGuard

9118

9111

9110

9191

EN 14404 Knee Protection Standard. 
This standard encompasses the size, 
force distribution, penetration 
resistance and user testing of 
kneepads. 

Type 2, Level 1
Reliable knee protection for craftsmen with a 
mobile working environment that involves regular 
kneeling to perform their job. Designed to protect 
the knees from pebbles, nails and other small 
objects up to 1 cm on hard and flat surfaces.

Type 2, Level 0
Effective knee protection for craftsmen who 
occasionally need to work on their knees indoors. 
Designed to protect the knees on flat hard surfaces.

Snickers Workwear kneepads are designated  
and certified together with all Snickers Workwear 
knee pocket trousers according to EN14404;2010,  
Type 2. The kneepads are not certified and may 
not be used for other branded trousers.

Protect your knees today, and save them for tomorrow. With our 
range of cutting-edge kneepads you can count on superior EN 
14404-certified knee protection. 

Efficient kneepads that stay firmly in position are crucial for  
reliable knee protection. That is exactly what you get with the 
Snickers Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. The unique 
kneepad pockets on our trousers feature special seams allowing 
you to adjust the kneepads at different heights to ensure correct 
positioning for maximum protection. In addition, the advanced 
Twisted Leg™ design prevents the kneepads from sliding to the 
side, ensuring they always stay in the optimum position and lands 
on the knee for superior protection.

So if you want to look after your knees, wear Snickers Workwear 
trousers and you can rely on KneeGuard™ protection that follows 
your every move.

Do you kneel down occasionally or do you spend a lot of time working on your 
knees? Perhaps you kneel and stand up many times a day? Choose the kneepad 
that best suits your working situation.

SAVE YOUR KNEES  
WITH ADVANCED, CERTIFIED KNEE PROTECTION

CHOOSE THE RIGHT KNEEPAD

KNEEPADS
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FREQUENCY – UP / DOWN ON KNEES

9118

9111

9110

9191
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1122 Craftsmen’s Winter Jacket Page: 35
3355 Craftsmen Trousers, Denim Page: 16

9085 Striped Beanie, Reversable Page: 110

1888 XTR GORE -TEX® Shell Jacket Page: 43
3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 10

9086 Logo  Beanie, Reversable Page: 110
9517 Winter Glove Page: 108
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BUILT-IN FUNCTIONALITY. 
Our high-performing work jackets feature a range 
of solutions that will make your workday easier. 
Highly durable materials, dirt repellent fabrics, 
Cordura® reinforcements, easy-access pockets and 
smart phone compartments with hands-free 
openings are just a few examples.

GET USED TO WARMER WINTERS
With the new range of advanced winter jackets from  
Snickers Workwear you can count on a superior  
combination of on-the-job warmth, comfort and functionality 
– in a contemporary design and modern colours.

MORE THAN FLEECE. 
Snickers Workwear is leading the way 
in warm and comfortable work wear. 
Our range of fleece garments feature 
advanced designs, ergonomic fit and 
surprising functionality, such as 
patented  MultiPocket™ convenience.

ALL-YEAR-ROUND PROTECTION. 
With Snickers Workwear you can count on 
reliable protection with advanced materials 
whatever the season. From winter to summer, 
we’ve got the right work jacket designed for 
your on-the-job needs.

The reflective features on Snickers Workwear jackets ensure  
enhanced visibility for added working safety.

FREEDOM OF  
MOVEMENT. 
Our range of work jackets 
feature cutting-edge 
ergonomic designs with 
pre-bent sleeves for 
extreme freedom of 
movement and working 
comfort. For even more 
freedom at work, combine 
our advanced fleece 
jackets with our innovative 
body warmers.
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1198 XTR A.P.S. Waterproof Winter Jacket
The ultimate, no compromise work jacket. Advanced three-jackets-in-one design keeps you warm 
and dry in all seasons. Rely on high-tech waterproof protection, flexibility and functionality.

Three jackets in one: A waterproof shell jacket, a detachable fleece jacket and, when combined, a warm 
winter jacket

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with waterproof seams that prevent 
moisture penetration for 100% protection

Enhanced protection thanks to Hi-Vis coloured hood with windows for better side vision

Reflective features woven in the fabric for enhanced visibility

Easy-access chest pocket with pen compartments and mobile phone compartment

Material: High-technology 2-layer fabric in A.P.S. 100% Power Polyamide 240 g/m2, reinforced with A.P.S. 
100% Rugged Polyester 305 g/m2 for maximum waterproof protection. 2-sided brushed fleece lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

High-Vis coloured hood 
for enhanced protection.

Windows in the hood for 
better side vision.

Reflective features 
for enhanced 
visibility.Waterproof seams 

prevent moisture 
penetration.

Easy-access chest 
pocket with mobile 
phone compartment.

Advanced three-jackets-
in-one design.

Superior waterproof 
technology – conforms 

to EN 343.

Detachable 
fleece jacket.

– THE ULTIM 
For extreme performance at work, wear our new pioneering XTR A.P.S. Waterproof Winter Jacket. The advanced 
three-jackets-in-one design features a waterproof shell jacket, a detachable fleece jacket and, when combined, 
a warm winter jacket. Count on high-tech waterproof protection, flexibility and functionality – all year round.

JACKETS30



DETACHABLE FLEECE JACKET 
Wear the fleece jacket alone or as the perfect second layer for 
superior on-the-job warmth.

WATERPROOF SHELL JACKET 
With superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and 
designed with taped waterproof seams that prevent moisture 
penetration for 100% protection.

WARM WINTER JACKET 
Attach the fleece jacket in the shell jacket and you have a warm  
and waterproof winter jacket, protecting you from the elements. 
Features High-Vis coloured hood with windows for better side vision.

ATE WORK JACKET

JACKETS

1198 XTR A.P.S. Waterproof Winter Jacket Page: 30
3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 10
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1119 Craftsmen Winter Jacket, Power Polyamide
The craftsman’s favourite in the cold. Hard-wearing and water resistant Winter Jacket with ergonomic design. Count on 
warm protection and working comfort with maximum freedom of movement.

True pre-bent sleeves – anticipating a natural working position

High cut front for easy access to trouser pockets and longer back for enhanced protection in all working positions

Large, fleece lined front pockets, large inner pockets including pen compartments and easy-access chest pocket, perfect for a 
mobile phone

Fleece lined collar and smooth quilt liner for optimal insulation

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Material: 100% Power Polyamide 220 g/m2. Hard-wearing, water resistant and extremely durable. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

JACKETS

THE CRAFTSMA 
HARDWEARING, WARM AND COMFORTABLE

Fleece-lined front pockets and 
convenient inner pockets including 
pen compartments.

Water-resistant and durable  
fabric with smooth quilt liner.

Easy-access chest pocket,  
perfect for a mobile phone.

Pre-bent sleeves for superior  
freedom of movement.

Reflective features for 
enhanced visibility.
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1212 Soft Shell Jacket
Active inspiration at work. Soft Shell Jacket in 3-layer, stretchable, breathable 
and water repellant Polyester with a warm fleece inner layer. You can count on 
comfort with every move and plenty of space for company profiling.

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position 
and freedom of movement

Chest pocket with zipper and convenient hands-free solution

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Two large inside pockets perfect for documents or notebook

Material: Water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 
100% Polyester, 285 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

JACKETS

N’S FAVOURITES

Windproof, water repellent and 
breathable Soft Shell fabric.

Easy-access chest pocket 
with hands-free solution.

Soft and warm fleece inner layer.
Convenient large 

inside pockets.

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ for 
outstanding freedom of movement.

Reflective features for 
enhanced visibility.

1119 Craftsmen Winter Jacket, Power Polyamide Page: 32
3355 Craftsmen Trousers, Denim Page: 16
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1188 Waterproof Winter Jacket
Warm and dry in the wet and cold. A waterproof winter jacket to rely on, giving you warm 
working comfort with every move, even when the elements are working against you.

Anticipates a natural working position with true pre-bent sleeves

Taped seams for extra waterproof protection – conforms to EN 343

High cut front for easy access to trouser pockets and longer at the back for enhanced 
protection against draft

Easy-access chest pocket with pen compartments and mobile phone compartment

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Material: 100% Polyester with PU coating 235 g/m2, 100% Rugged Polyester 305 g/m2 for 
waterproof protection. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1128 Craftsmen’s Winter Jacket, Rip-stop
For everyday on-the-job warmth, wear this rip-stop winter jacket in ergonomic and contemporary design. 
Water repellent outside, cosy lined inside. Comfortable, reliable and affordable.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

High cut front for easy access to trouser pockets and longer back for enhanced protection in all working 
positions

Front pockets, easy-access chest pocket perfect for a mobile phone and inner pocket with pen compartment

Pile lined soft collar and smooth quilt liner for optimal insulation

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Material: 100% Polyester Rip-stop, 230 g/m2. Water resistant. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1129 Winter Pilot Jacket
For warmth with attitude, take off in this rugged winter pilot jacket. Quilt lined for truly cosy 
working comfort and designed for outstanding freedom of movement.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Large front pockets and an arm pocket with zipper and outside mobile phone and pen compartments

Soft collar for enhanced comfort

Elastic cuffs and waist for added convenience

Place on the chest for easy company profiling

Material: 100% Twill Polyester, 275 g/m2. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

JACKETS

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013
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1122 Craftsmen’s Winter Jacket
Your best friend in the cold. Stay warm in this surprisingly light yet hard-wearing winter jacket, featuring contemporary 
design, modern colours and doubled cosy quilt and pile lining. Cut for excellent freedom of movement.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Large front pockets, zipped pocket for safe storage of keys, chest pocket with mobile phone and pen compartments and one 
convenient inner pocket

Winter jacket with reflective features for enhanced visibility and safety

Elastic waist and adjustable Velcro cuffs for optimal fit and comfort

Soft collar for enhanced comfort

Material: Highly durable 100% Power Polyester, 275 g/m2. Quilt and pile lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1822 Craftsmen’s Winter Long Jacket
Stay warm, longer. Wear this remarkably light yet hard-wearing long winter jacket, featuring 
contemporary design, modern colours and doubled cosy quilt and pile lining. Count on reliable 
on-the-job comfort, even when sitting down.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Climate regulation at the waist and cuffs – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Large hand warmer pockets, zipped pocket for safe storage of keys and chest pocket with mobile 
phone and pen compartments

Roll-in hood with zip cover for optimum protection and soft collar for enhanced comfort

Winter jacket with reflective features for enhanced visibility and safety

Material: Highly durable 100% Power Polyester, 275 g/m2. Quilt and pile lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1118 Winter Jacket
For reliable on-the-job warmth. A rugged Winter Jacket with smooth quilt liner and ergonomic cut 
for real working comfort and maximum freedom of movement

True pre-bent sleeves – anticipating a natural working position

High cut front for easy access to trouser pockets

Shaped back that follows the natural shape of the body, extra long for protection in all positions

Material: 100% Polyester Canvas 200 g/m2. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

JACKETS 35
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8888 WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell Jacket
Face the wind with confidence. This cutting-edge stretchable jacket in 100% windproof 
and breathable 3-layer WINDSTOPPER® fabric keeps you warm and ventilated with 
every move. Features advanced reinforcements for extra durability.

Contemporary design, ergonomic cut and pre-bent sleeves provide exceptional freedom of 
movement

Tough reinforcement in rip-stop Cordura® on pockets, arms and bottom hem ensure 
extreme durability

Cosy micro fleece lining for extra warmth in chilly working conditions

Climate regulation at the waist – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Chest pocket with convenient mobile phone compartment and large easy-access front 
pockets

Material: Absolute windproof, breathable, water repellent and elastic 3-layer WINDSTOPPER® 
Soft Shell fabric, 51% Polyester, 37% Polyamide and 12% ePTFE membrane, 299 g/m2. Micro 
fleece lining

Size: XS–XXXL

1219 Soft Shell Jacket with Hood
Designed to follow every move, on and off work. This water repellent and breathable 
soft shell jacket with fleece lining combines warmth with ventilation, giving you 
comfortable protection – with attitude.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Zippers in the armpits for extra ventilation, preventing moisture build-up

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Adjustable waist and elastic cuffs with Velcro flaps ensure an optimal fit and help retain 
body warmth

Large zipped front pockets, large inner pocket including pen/phone compartments and 
easy-access chest pocket, perfect for a mobile phone

Material: Water repellent, breathable and stretchable laminated 3-layer Soft Shell fabric in 
100% Polyester, 285 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1227 Women’s Soft Shell Jacket
Active inspiration, cut for women. A casual Soft Shell Jacket in 3-layer stretchable, 
breathable and water repellant Polyester with a warm fleece inner layer. Count on 
comfort and a perfect female fit.

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit and maximum freedom of 
movement

Chest pocket with zipper and convenient hands-free solution

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Two large inside pockets perfect for documents or notebook

Material: Water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 100% 
Polyester, 285g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL

JACKETS36
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4522 Craftsmen’s Winter Vest
Warm and free! The perfect body warmer, featuring contemporary design and modern 
colours. This lightweight yet hardwearing winter vest with doubled cosy quilt and pile 
lining is the ideal complement to your soft shell jacket, hoodie or fleece.

Contemporary design and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Large front pockets and chest pocket with mobile phone and pen compartments and one 
convenient inner pocket

Shorter front, longer back for freedom of movement and extra protection over the lower back

Winter vest with reflective features for enhanced visibility and safety

Soft collar for enhanced comfort

Material: Highly durable 100% Power Polyester, 275 g/m2. Quilt and pile lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1512 Craftsmen Jacket, DuraTwill
Durable good looks at work. You’ll enjoy the smart, functional design of this easy care 
DuraTwill Jacket for a long time to come.

DuraTwill fabric offers easy care comfort and good resistance to moisture, oil and dirt

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and 
freedom of movement

Adjustable waist and double function cuffs with Velcro and elastic gives an optimal fit and 
helps retain body warmth

Moblie phone pocket, two large breast pockets with a protective flap perfect for your wallet 
or notebook

Two spacious side pockets for added convenience and a large inner pocket, perfect for note 
pad and drawings etc

Material: DuraTwill. Durable fabric: soft cotton on the inside, slightly impregnated, for better 
protection, on the outside. 52% Cotton 48% Polyamide, 240 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1513 Service Jacket
Looks as good as it works. A modern, highly functional work jacket in easy-care fabric 
designed for a perfect fit and maximum freedom of movement.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and 
freedom of movement

Adjustable waist and double function cuffs with press stud and elastic gives an optimal fit 
and helps retain body warmth

Moblie phone pocket, two large breast pockets with a protective flap perfect for your wallet 
or notebook

Two spacious side pockets for added convenience and a large inner pocket, perfect for note 
pad and drawings etc

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and 
colour over the long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL
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8011 Pile Fleece Jacket
Clear-weather jacket or soft and warm second layer? The choice is yours in this 
lightweight pile fleece jacket with advanced body-mapped design, combining 
insulation with ventilation for superior working comfort.

Advanced body-mapped design, combining body insulation with ventilation in the armpits 
for superior comfort

Comfortable high collar protects your neck from the elements

Zipped outside pockets and easy-access chest pocket, perfect for a mobile phone

Climate regulation at the waist – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Thumb grip in the cuffs holds the sleeves in position

Material: Warm, soft and lightweight fabric in 100% long Polyester Pile on the outside, 400 g/
m2 combined with 100% Polyester Jersey , 350 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

9435 Body Mapping  ½ Zip Micro Fleece Pullover
Insulation where you want it, ventilation where you need it. ½ zip micro fleece 
pullover in lightweight high-functionality fabric and advanced body-mapped design. 
Ideal as a warm first layer or as a lighter second layer.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative natural anti-odour treated 
and quick-drying fabric

Advanced body-mapped design for a superior balance of insulation and ventilation

Micro fleece fabric with checked structure on the inside for enhanced breathability and 
mesh fabric in armpits for extra ventilation

Zipped arm pocket for added convenience

High collar for extra warmth and protection

Material: Quick-drying A.I.S breathable with anti-odour treatment. 92% Bamboo Charcoal 
Polyester, 8% Elastan, 285 g/m2. Polyester mesh, 120 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

9438 Body Mapping Micro Fleece Jacket
Warm, light and flexible. This zip micro fleece jacket in high-functionality fabric and 
advanced body-mapped design is ideal as a warm first layer or a lighter second layer. 
Count on insulation where it matters and ventilation where it’s needed.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative natural anti-odour treated 
and quick-drying fabric

Advanced body-mapped design for superior balance of insulation and ventilation

Micro fleece fabric with checked structure on the inside for enhanced breathability and 
mesh fabric in armpits for extra ventilation

Zipped arm pocket for added convenience

High collar for extra warmth and protection

Material: Quick-drying A.I.S., breathable with anti-odour treatment. 92% Bamboo Charcoal 
Polyester, 8% Elastan, 285 g/m2. Polyester mesh, 120 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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8088 WINDSTOPPER® Fleece Jacket
Turn down the wind. Count on reliable warmth and soft working comfort in this amazing 
stretchable fleece. Features 100% windproof and breathable 3-layer WINDSTOPPER® fabric for 
maximum protection and ventilation.

Contemporary design, ergonomic cut and pre-bent sleeves provide exceptional freedom of 
movement.

Neatly integrated fleece hood with 3-way adjustment system for optimum protection and fit.

Cosy micro fleece lining for extra warmth in chilly working conditions.

Climate regulation at the waist – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation.

Easy-access front pockets and large inner pockets with mobile phone and pen compartments.

Material: Absolute windproof, breathable, water repellent and elastic 3-layer WINDSTOPPER® fleece 
fabric, 100% Polyester 240 g/m2, ePtfe membrane. Micro fleece lining.

Size: XS–XXXL

8010 Protective Fleece Jacket
For outstanding warmth and protection, try this highly functional windproof fleece jacket. You 
can rely on extreme comfort at work thanks to the ultimate combination of insulation and 
breathability.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience – two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone 
or glasses

Black reflecting piping helps you stand out in the dark

Breathable rating 10 000 MVP and water resistance 10 000 MM fabric

Two large zipped side pockets and one breast pocket

Two large inside pockets perfect for papers or notebook

Material: 100% Polyester, 3-layer laminated fleece with 2-sided brushed and anti-pilling. Hexagon 
structure on the inside and windproof film with high breathability, 320 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL

8008 ½ Zip Fleece Jacket
Your second layer favourite for on-the-job warmth. This perfectly cut fleece jacket 
gives you essential insulation for a warm and comfortable working day.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience – two smart side pockets, perfect for a 
mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Comfortable high zipped collar with inner zip cover protects your neck from the elements

Thumb grip in the cuffs holds the sleeves in position

Soft working comfort with cosy brushed fleece on the inside

Advanced design and drop-needle knit for a contemporary fit

Material: 100% Polyester, 2-sided brushed fleece with anti-pilling, 300 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL

8009 Fleece Jacket
Stay warm and flexible in this full-zip fleece jacket with built-in functionality. A perfect 
second layer that gives you essential insulation for on-the-job warmth and comfort.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience – two smart side pockets, perfect for a 
mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Zipped outside pockets and large inside pockets perfect for papers or notebook

Working comfort with cosy brushed fleece on the inside

Comfortable high collar protects your neck from the elements

Thumb grip in the cuffs holds the sleeves in position

Material: 100% Polyester, 2-sided brushed fleece with anti-pilling, 300 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL
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1988 GORE -TEX® Winter Jacket Page: 44

RAINY AND NOISY? 
The roll-in protective hood in super-light 
GORE-TEX® fabric with its advanced 
adjustment system can be worn over 
earmuffs for extra warmth in demanding 
working environments.

WARMTH WITH VENTILATION.
The advanced body-mapped lining 
combines warmth with ventilation for 
unbeatable working comfort. Mesh lining  
at the back and in the armpits for optimum 
ventilation. Cosy quilt lining in the front  
for essential warmth around vital organs 
such as the heart and lungs.

STAY DRY.
Count on outstanding dry 
working comfort in our 
advanced GORE-TEX® jackets 
with sealed seams. It’s 100% 
waterproof, windproof and 
offers outstanding breatha-
bility for hours on end.

CONTROL THE TEMPERATURE.
Convenient climate regulation at  
the waist allows you to adjust the 
temperature. Close to stay warm,  
open to increase ventilation.
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  EN 343 PROTECTION AGAINST FOUL WEATHER 
  This standard encompasses materials and  
stitching and is divided into two sections:  
water penetration and resistance to water vapour.

For water penetration there are 3 classes, where Class 
2 requires Wp (water pressure) ≥ 8000 Pa and Class 3 
requires Wp ≥ 13000 Pa. Class 1 requires the same as Class 
2, but without pre-treatment.

For resistance against water vapour, that is 
to say RET, (the lower the rating the greater the 
penetration) there are 3 classes:
Class 1: RET ≥ 40 
Class 2: 20 < RET ≤ 40 
Class 3: RET ≤ 20
Water penetration is noted at the top in the 
symbol and resistance to water vapour is at the 
bottom in the symbol. FO
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For reliable waterproof protection during shorter 
shifts in the rain, choose our A.P.S. garments.

For 100 % dry working comfort during long working shifts in the rain, choose our GORE-TEX® garments.

For quick and reliable protection during intense rain or stationary 
jobs, choose our PU garments.

Staying dry and comfortable in the rain is all about choosing the right type of 
workwear for the job. With the Snickers Workwear Active Climate System you 
can choose between three different types of rainwear.

For long rainy days, the cutting-edge performance of our 100% waterproof, 
windproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX® garments are the obvious choice.  
If you mainly work shorter shifts in rainy weather, our advanced all-weather 
garments in A.P.S. fabric will keep you covered. And for less active jobs,  
when ventilation is not as crucial, our PU garments are ideal.

STAY DRY

Fabric with 
dirt repellent  
finish

Wind

Snow  
and rain

A.P.S.  
membrane

Inside lining

Body heat

Skin

Body 
moisture

Wind/Rain

Outer material

GORE-TEX® membrane

Lining

Water vapour (sweat)



XTR 

1888 XTR GORE -TEX® Shell Jacket Page: 43
3888 XTR  GORE-TEX® Shell Trousers Page: 43

Integrated 3-way adjustable 
protective hood.

Audio pocket with mobile 
compartment – accessible 
without having to open  
the main zip.

Large front pockets with 
waterproof zippers.

Advanced 3-layer 
breathable GORE-TEX® 
fabric keeps you dry, 
warm and ventilated.

3M reflective features 
for enhanced visibility.

Reinforced GORE-TEX® 
fabric on the sleeves and 
pockets for extra durability.

Pre-bent knees and Twisted 
Leg™ design for exceptional 
freedom of movement.

Cordura® reinforcements at  
the knees for extra durability.

Easy-access  
ruler pocket.

Large front leg pocket 
with waterproof 
zippers.

Climate regulation  
at the waist for 

optimum ventilation.

Velcro tool/hammer 
holder fasteners at 

the waist.

Superior knee protection 
featuring the KneeGuard™ 

positioning system.

Zippers and Velcro flaps  
on the leg openings for 

added convenience.

Detachable and adjustable 
braces keep trousers in  
place and kneepads in  
the right position.

Pre-bent sleeves and 
ergonomic cut for 
exceptional freedom  
of movement.

TAKING WEATHER PROTECTION TO THE EXTREME
For extreme performance, try our advanced  
XTR GORE-TEX®. Shell Jacket and Trousers. 
Allowing you to fight back the elements and  
stay dry, warm and ventilated with amazing 
working comfort, all day long. Count on 
superior weather protection combined with 
outstanding functionality and durability.  
Forget all you know about advanced  
GORE-TEX® sportswear, because GORE-TEX® 
workwear has to withstand far more 
demanding tests. Tougher laundry 
cycles and, not least, much tougher 
requirements when it comes to 
functional design, waterproof 
seams and long-lasting durability. 
Like our XTR GORE-TEX® 3-layer 
Jacket and Trousers – guaranteed 
to keep you at the forefront.

FOUL WEATHER

GORE-TEX® 
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1888 XTR GORE -TEX® Shell Jacket
Advanced design, extreme performance. A pioneering high-functionality 
work jacket in reinforced 3-layer GORE -TEX® fabric, giving you the ultimate 
in dry and ventilated working comfort. All day, on and off work. Conforms to 
EN 343.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Climate regulation at the waist and bottom hem – close to stay warm, open to 
increase ventilation

Neatly integrated protective hood with 3-way adjustment system for optimum 
protection and fit

Convenient audio pocket with mobile compartment – accessible without having 
to open the main zip

Reflective features woven in fabric for enhanced visibility

Material: Cutting-edge 3-layer breathable GORE-TEX® fabric 100% Polyester 
200 g/m2 and 100% Polyamide 285 g/m2, ePTFE membrane, with built-in liner 
and sealed seams for 100% waterproof and windproof long-term protection and 
comfort.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

3888 XTR  GORE-TEX® Shell Trousers
For extreme protection all day long. Advanced and high-functionality work 
trousers in reinforced 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric, giving you the ultimate in dry 
and ventilated working comfort. All day, any weather. Conforms to EN 343.

Advanced cut with pre-bent knees and extreme Twisted Leg™ design for 
outstanding working comfort with every move

Cordura® reinforcements at the knees for extra durability and reflective features 
for enhanced visibility and safety

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior 
knee protection

Detachable and adjustable braces keep the trousers in place and the kneepads 
in the right position

Large front pockets with waterproof zippers, smart ruler pocket and Velcro  
tool/hammer holders at the waist

Material: Cutting-edge 3-layer breathable GORE-TEX® fabric 100%, Polyester  
200 g/m2 and 100% Polyamide 285 g/m2, ePTFE membrane, with built-in liner and 
sealed seams for 100% waterproof and windproof long-term protection and comfort.

Standard stock sizes: 46–60, 92–104, 148–154 – New adjusted fit, see page 126

3-LAYER

FOUL WEATHER

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013
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1988 GORE -TEX® Winter Jacket
Work outdoors, feel like you’re indoors. Advanced work jacket in 2-layer GORE-TEX® fabric for superior waterproof 
and windproof protection. Features advanced lining for superior combination of comfort, warmth and ventilation. 
Conforms to EN 343.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Body-mapped lining for superior comfort – ventilating mesh at the back and in the armpits combined with warm quilt lining 
around heart and lungs

Climate regulation at the waist – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Roll-in hood in super-light GORE-TEX® fabric with advanced adjustment for optimum protection and fit

3M reflective features for enhanced visibility

Material: Advanced 2-layer breathable GORE-TEX® fabric 100% Polyester 165 g/m2 and 100% Polyamide 215 g/m2, ePTFE 
membrane, with sealed seams and body-mapped mesh/quilt lining for 100% waterproof and windproof protection, warmth and 
comfort.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

FOUL WEATHER

Roll-in hood with advanced 
adjustment for a perfect fit.

Advanced 2-layer breathable 
GORE-TEX® keeps you dry  
and ventilated.

Quilted lining around 
the heart and lungs 
for extra warmth.

3M reflective 
features for 
enhanced visibility.

Large e asy-access  
front pockets.

Body-mapped lining for 
outstanding comfort.

Mesh lining at the back  
and in the armpits for  
superior ventilation.

Pre-bent sleeves and 
ergonomic cut for 

maximum freedom
of movement.

Climate r egulation  
at the waist for  

optimum ventilation.
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1688 GORE-TEX® Shell Jacket
The craftsman’s favourite to fight the elements. Hard-working jacket in highly breathable 2-layer GORE-TEX® 
fabric for outstanding waterproof and windproof protection. Affordable, reliable and durable. EN 343.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Advanced self-adjusting hood that follows your head movements for superior visibility and comfort

Mesh lining and climate regulation at the waist for optimum ventilation

Easy-access front pockets with zippers and convenient inner pocket with pen compartment

3M reflective features for enhanced visibility

Material: Advanced 2-layer breathable GORE-TEX® fabric, 100% Polyester 223 g/m2, ePTFE membrane, with sealed 
seams and mesh lining for 100% waterproof and windproof protection.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

THE CRAFTSMAN’S FAVOURITE

Count on superior protection  
and visibility in every situation.

FOUL WEATHER

Advanced self-adjusting  
hood that follows your head 
movements for superior 
visibility and comfort.

3M reflective features  
for enhanced visibility.

Easy-access front pockets  
with zippers.

Adjustable cuffs and waist  
for optimum ventilation.

Advanced 2-layer breathable 
GORE-TEX® keeps you dry  

and ventilated.

Convenient inner pocket  
with pen compartment.

Pre-bent sleeves and 
ergonomic cut for maximum 

freedom of movement.

Mesh lining for  
superior ventilation.

The hood is made of light and 
comfortable GORE-TEX® fabric.

The advanced design makes it 
self-adjusting, following every 
movement of your head. 

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013
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1978 A.P.S. Craftsmen’s Waterproof Jacket
The craftsman’s all-year-round favourite. Advanced windproof and waterproof jacket that 
breathes while you work. Combining dry and ventilated comfort with freedom of movement 
and built-in functionality.

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Climate regulation at the waist and cuffs – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Roll-in hood for reliable protection and convenience

Large waterproof front pockets and chest pocket with Thermo plastic reinforced pocket flaps for 
extra durability

Waterproof jacket with reflective features for enhanced visibility and safety

Material: Advanced and light-weight Polyamide rip-stop A.P.S. fabric and sealed seams for waterproof, 
windproof and breathable protection. Mesh lining for added comfort. Polyamide 110 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

3378 A.P.S. Waterproof Trousers
Pull on and stay dry and ventilated, whatever the season. Waterproof and windproof 
trousers in breathable lightweight fabric. Count on reliable protection with durable 
reinforcements and built-in functionality.

Advanced contemporary cut with extreme Twisted Leg™ design for outstanding working comfort 
with every move

Tough Polycanvas reinforcements for enhanced durability and reflective features for enhanced 
visibility and safety

Superior knee protection since the kneepad pockets are designed for the KneeGuard™ 
positioning system

Zippers and Velcro flaps on the leg openings allow you to put on the trousers without removing 
your boots or shoes

Convenient, large front pockets with waterproof zippers and Velcro tool/hammer holder fasteners 
at the waist

Material: Advanced and light-weight Polyamide rip-stop A.P.S. fabric and sealed seams for waterproof, 
windproof and breathable protection. Mesh lining for added comfort.100% Polyamide 110 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: 46–60, 92–104, 148–154 – New adjusted fit, see page 126

FOUL WEATHER

NEW
Launch Spring 2013

NEW
Launch Spring 2013
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8200 Rain Jacket, PU
Beat the rain. For a 100% dry working day, wear this completely waterproof, 
PU-coated rain jacket with welded seams. Made of smooth and stretchy fabric for 
superior comfort. Conforms to EN 343.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally 
waterproof seams, preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Soft, heat-sealed 3M reflective tapes for enhanced visibility

Adjustable hood for reliable protection and a perfect fit

Reversed water-resistant YKK zipper for extra protection

Two large front pockets and Velcro adjustments at cuffs

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

8201 Rain Trousers, PU
Beat the rain. For a 100% dry working day, wear these completely waterproof, 
PU-coated rain trousers with welded seams. Made of smooth and stretchy fabric  
for superior comfort. Conforms to EN 343.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally  
waterproof seams, preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Soft, heat-sealed 3M reflective tapes for enhanced visibility

Two large front pockets

Velcro adjustments at the ankles

Convenient design – easy to pull on

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

9038 Rain Jacket, PU
Practical and essential. Stay dry with our completely waterproof, PU-coated Rain Jacket designed 
with a modern cut. With welded seams, reflective tape and the comfort of a soft fleece collar.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally waterproof seams, 
preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Reflective features for enhanced visibilit

Reversed water-resistant YKK zipper for extra protection

Soft fleece on the inside collar provides added warmth and comfort

Hood can be stored in the collar for maximum flexibility and convenience

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9037 Rain Trousers, PU
Practical and essential. Stay dry with our completely waterproof, PU -coated Rain 
Trousers. Designed with a modern cut, welded seams, reflective tape and elastic waist 
with drawstring

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally waterproof 
seams, preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Two large front pockets

Velcro adjustments at the ankles

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

FOUL WEATHER

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013
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3214 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
2820 Logo Sweatshirt Page: 60
9822 Flexi Tool Bag 30 L Page: 50
9812 Flexi Tool Bag/Backpack 23 L Page: 51

Our innovative Backpack was awarded the 
prestigious “red dot” title in the world’s largest 
and most prestigious design contest. The jury 
highlighted “the product’s innovative material, 
the ergonomic and modern design of the bag 
and the unique shape that makes it easy for 
the user to reach the tools”.
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EASY ACCESS TO YOUR TOOLS. 
Count on superior overview and access to your 
tools. All Flexi Tool Bags and Tool Bag/Backpacks 
feature tool loops, compartments, elastic cords, 
multi-purpose pockets and dedicated holders for 
your cordless drill.

DURABLE MATERIALS. 
The Flexi Tool Bags and Tool Bag/Backpacks 
feature robust rubber-clad aluminium handles.  
The hardwearing bottoms in rubber-plastic reduce 
the risk of leaving marks on the floor and prevent 
the tool bags from sliding around in the car.

SMART TOOL CARRYING. 
With our pioneering Flexi Tool Bag/Backpack,  
you can carry your essential tools on your back  
– leaving your hands free for other things or for 
safely climbing a ladder.

XTR – THE ULTIMATE TOOLBELT. 
Our new advanced XTR Toolbelt takes 
mobile tool carrying to yet another level. 

It features a unique pouch attachment system 
that allows you to place the durable leather 
pouches exactly where you want them.

The hard-wearing Flexi Tool Bag features ergonomically curved 
design for convenient carrying along the side of your body.

The new XTR Toolbelt is available in two special versions,  
for carpenters and electricians.

You know the drill. Always on the move. From the car to the workplace, from one 
spot to another. When you need that special tool you need it now. In essence, 
you want easy access to your tools at all times. That’s what the new generation 
of tool bags and belts from Snickers Workwear is all about. Designed with 
cutting-edge ergonomics and functionality for extreme mobility at work.

THE NEW GENERATION TOOL CARRIERS
GEAR UP FOR EXTREME MOBILITY
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9822 Flexi Tool Bag 30 L
Cutting-edge tool bag with advanced ergonomic design and outstanding functionality, giving you easy 
access to your tools at all times. Hardwearing and flexible with a range of tool compartments, keeping 
your gear in place when on the move.

Ergonomically curved design and outside padding for added comfort and convenience when carrying at the 
side of your body

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium handle – folds down for superior overview and access to your tools, locks in 
upright position for steady carrying

Durable tool loops and compartments, including dedicated holders for cordless drills, and an easy-access, 
multi-purpose pocket with protective flap

Hard-wearing bottom in rubber-plastic, reduces the risk of leaving marks on the floor and prevents the tool 
bag from sliding around in the car

Ergonomic and padded shoulder strap for superior carrying comfort, while its anti-slip material keeps the 
tool bag from sliding off your shoulder

Material: Hard-wearing EVA base and robust PE-boards with textile interior (polyamide).

Size: 530 x 280 x 350 mm

9820 Flexi Tool Bag 15 L
The optimal tool bag for your essential tools when on the move. Advanced ergonomic 
design for convenient carrying and foldable handle for easy access at all times. 
Hardwearing and compact, yet with a range of practical tool compartments.

Ergonomically curved design and outside padding for added comfort and convenience when 
carrying at the side of your body

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium handle – folds down for superior overview and access to 
your tools, locks in upright position for steady carrying

Durable tool loops and compartments, including dedicated holder for a cordless drill, and an 
easy-access, multi-purpose pocket with protective flap

Hard-wearing bottom in rubber-plastic, reduces the risk of leaving marks on the floor and 
prevents the tool bag from sliding around in the car

Ergonomic and padded shoulder strap for superior carrying comfort, while its anti-slip 
material keeps the tool bag from sliding off your shoulder

Material: Hard-wearing EVA base and robust PE-boards with textile interior (polyamide).

Size: 345 x 200 x 320 mm

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium 
handle. Locks in upright position  

for steady carrying.

Multi-purpose pocket  
with protective flap.

Wide range of tool compartments, 
including special holders for your 
cordless drills.

Ergonomically curved 
design for added 
carrying comfort.

Hard-wearing bottom made 
of rubber-plastic reduces 
the risk of leaving marks on 
the floor.

TOOL CARRIERS50
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9812 Flexi Tool Bag/Backpack 23 L
Revolutionary tool bag/backpack for hands-free carrying. Transport your tools on your back and free 
the hands for other things or to safely climb a ladder. Rely on advanced ergonomic design and 
cutting-edge functionality – for extreme mobility at work.

Superior carrying comfort thanks to ergonomic design with padded back and adjustable padded shoulder 
straps

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium handle – folds down for superior overview and access to your tools, locks in 
upright position for steady carrying

Durable tool loops and compartments, including dedicated holder for a cordless drill, and an easy-access, 
multi-purpose pocket with protective flap

Hard-wearing bottom in rubber-plastic, reduces the risk of leaving marks on the floor and prevents the tool 
bag from sliding around in the car

Elastic cords inside for easy storage and quick access to spirit levels, long drills and longer tools

Material: Hard-wearing EVA base and robust PE-boards with textile interior (polyamide).

Size: 415 x 230 x 450 mm

9810 Flexi Tool Bag/Backpack 19 L
The ultimate way to carry your essential tools. Compact tool bag/backpack with advanced 
ergonomic design, leaving your hands free for other things or to safely climb a ladder. 
Hardwearing and flexible with a range of practical tool compartments.

Superior carrying comfort thanks to ergonomic design with padded back and adjustable padded 
shoulder straps

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium handle – folds down for superior overview and access to your 
tools, locks in upright position for steady carrying

Durable tool loops and compartments, including dedicated holder for a cordless drill, and an 
easy-access, multi-purpose pocket with protective flap

Hard-wearing bottom in rubber-plastic, reduces the risk of leaving marks on the floor and 
prevents the tool bag from sliding around in the car

Elastic cords inside for easy storage and quick access to spirit levels, long drills and longer tools

Material: Hard-wearing EVA base and robust PE-boards with textile interior (polyamide).

Size: 345 x 200 x 430 mm

Wide range of  
tool compartments, 

including special holder 
for your cordless drill.

Hard-wearing bottom made of 
rubber-plastic reduces the risk 
of leaving marks on the floor.

Ergonomic design with 
padded back for superior 
carrying comfort.

Foldable, rubber-clad aluminium 
handle. Locks in upright position 
for steady carrying.

Adjustable and padded 
shoulder straps for comfortable 

no-hands carrying.

TOOL CARRIERS 51



XTR
The XTR Toolbelt from Snickers Workwear takes mobile tool-carrying to the extreme. 
With advanced ergonomic design and adjustable padded braces, taking the weight off 
your hips for enhanced working comfort. The unique and flexible pouch attachment 
system allows you to position the hardwearing leather pouches exactly where you 
want them. The XTR Toolbelt is available in a choice of versions for carpenters and 
electricians, featuring special pouches designed to facilitate each specific job. So put 
it on, lock the inno vative aluminium buckle and bring all the nails, screws and tools 
you need – all the way, all day.

– THE ULTIMATE TOOLBELT

Reflective features for 
enhanced visibility.

Screw & nail pouches 
with unique angled 
openings for easy 
access at all times.

Hard-wearing leather 
pouches with double 
seams and rivets for 
enhanced durability.

TOOL CARRIERS52
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9770 XTR Carpenter’s Toolbelt
Gear up with the ultimate carpenter’s toolbelt. Count on advanced 
ergonomic design, padded braces and a flexible attachment system that 
includes hardwearing leather pouches and a special carpenter’s tool 
pouch.

Cordura® reinforced belt in advanced ergonomic design with an innovative 
and flexible pouch attachment system

Adjustable and removable braces with shoulder padding reduce the weight 
on your hips for enhanced ergonomics and comfort

Special carpenter’s leather tool pouch with compartments and loops, 
including a hammer holder, knife attachment buttons and pen compartment

Two durable leather nail & screw pouches with angled design and wide 
openings for easy access

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy opening and 
closing

Material: Belt in 100% Nylon, 100% Cordura®-Polyamide. Leather pouches.

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

9780 Electrician’s Toolbelt
Power up with the ultimate electrician’s toolbelt. Count on advanced 
ergonomic design, padded braces and a flexible attachment system that 
includes hardwearing leather pouches and a special electrician’s tool 
pouch.

Cordura® reinforced belt in advanced ergonomic design with an innovative 
and flexible pouch attachment system

Adjustable and removable braces with shoulder padding reduce the weight on 
your hips for enhanced ergonomics and comfort

Special electrician’s leather tool pouch with compartments and loops for 
screwdrivers, pliers, utility knife, voltmeter and hammer

Two durable leather nail & screw pouches with angled design and wide 
openings for easy access

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy opening and 
closing

Material: Belt in 100% Nylon, 100% Cordura®-Polyamide. Leather pouches.

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

In the electrician’s version,  
the tool pouch features a range 
of compartments and loops 
for screwdrivers, pliers, utility 
knife and voltmeter, as well 
as a hammer holder and knife 
attachment button.

In the carpenter’s version,  
the tool pouch features a range 
of compartments and loops for 
various tools, including a hammer 
holder, knife attachment buttons 
and pen compartment.

Adjustable braces, 
padded over the 
shoulders for 
enhanced comfort.

Robust and innovative 
aluminium buckle designed for 

easy opening and closing.

Ergonomic design and 
multi-layer padding for 
enhanced working 
comfort.
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9771 Carpenter’s Toolbelt
Keep it all in place with this steady carpenter’s toolbelt. Designed with 
reinforced functionality and a flexible attachment system that includes 
hardwearing leather pouches and a special carpenter’s tool pouch.

Reinforced belt in curved design with an innovative and flexible pouch 
attachment system

Soft padding for enhanced working comfort

Special carpenter’s leather tool pouch with compartments and loops, 
including a hammer holder, knife attachment buttons and pen 
compartment

Two durable leather nail & screw pouches with angled design and wide 
openings for easy access

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy opening and 
closing

Material: Belt in 100% Nylon, 100% Polyamide. Leather pouches.

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

9781 Electrician’s Toolbelt
Recharge at work with this steady electrician’s toolbelt. Designed with 
reinforced functionality and a flexible attachment system that includes 
hardwearing leather pouches and a special electrician’s tool pouch.

Reinforced belt in curved design with an innovative and flexible pouch 
attachment system

Soft padding for enhanced working comfort

Special electrician’s leather tool pouch with compartments and loops for 
screwdrivers, pliers, utility knife, voltmeter and hammer

Two durable leather nail & screw pouches with angled design and wide 
openings for easy access

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy opening and 
closing

Material: Belt in 100% Nylon, 100% Polyamide. Leather pouches.

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

TOOL CARRIERS

In the electrician’s version, the 
tool pouch features a range 
of compartments and loops 
for screwdrivers, pliers, utility 
knife and voltmeter, as well 
as a hammer holder and knife 
attachment button.

In the carpenter’s version, the 
tool pouch features a range of 
compartments and loops for 
various tools, including a ham-
mer holder, knife attachment 
buttons and pen compartment.
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9790 XTR Toolbelt
The ultimate toolbelt. Count on advanced ergonomic design and superior 
padding for enhanced working comfort, a flexible pouch attachment 
system and Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability.

Advanced ergonomic design with support at the right places and multi-layer 
padding for enhanced working comfort

Hardwearing Cordura® reinforcement on the inside for extra durability and 
reflective features on the outside for enhanced visibility

Innovative pouch attachment system, giving you the freedom to add and 
position pouches as you like

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy one-hand opening 
and closing

Available in three sizes for optimal fit

Material: 100% Nylon, 100% Cordura®-Polyamide

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

9791 Toolbelt
Get the job done with this steady toolbelt in curved, slim design. 
Count on reinforced functionality and a flexible pouch attachment 
system for added convenience.

Curved design and soft padding for enhanced working comfort

Reinforced with extra tough fabric on the inside for enhanced durability

Innovative pouch attachment system, giving you the freedom to add and 
position pouches as you like

Robust and innovative aluminium buckle designed for easy one-hand 
opening and closing

Available in three sizes for optimal fit

Material: 100% Nylon, 100% Polyamide

Size: S, M, L (44–48, 48–54, 54–60)

9785  Electrician’s Tool Pouch
Designed for the electrician. Extremely hardwearing leather tool pouch 
for your essential tools. Uniquely designed for Snickers Workwear 
toolbelts.

Hardwearing pouch made in thick leather, with double seams and rivets for 
extra durability

Special reinforced compartments and durable Nylon loops for easy access to 
your screwdrivers, pliers, utility knife and voltmeter

Hammer holder in durable rubber plastic, suitable for the Hultafors 
electrician’s hammer

Knife attachment button suitable for the Hultafors craftsmen’s knives

Unique solution for easy and reliable attachment on the toolbelt

Material: 100% Leather.

Size: One size

9775 Carpenter’s Tool Pouch
Designed for the carpenter. Extremely hardwearing leather tool pouch 
for your essential tools. Uniquely designed for Snickers Workwear 
toolbelts.

Hardwearing pouch made in thick leather, with double seams and rivets 
for extra durability

Special reinforced compartments and durable Nylon loops for good 
overview and easy access to your tools

Hammer holder in durable rubber plastic

Pen compartment and knife attachment buttons suitable for the 
Hultafors craftsmen’s knives

Unique solution for easy and reliable attachment on the toolbelt

Material: 100% Leather.

Size: One size

9795 Nail & Screw Pouches
Always at your fingertips. Extremely hardwearing leather nail & 
screw pouches, uniquely designed for Snickers Workwear 
toolbelts.

Kit with two hardwearing pouches made in thick leather, with double 
seams and rivets for extra durability

Smart angled design and wide openings for easy access

Two compartments and extra tool loop for added convenience

Unique solution for easy and reliable attachment on the toolbelt

Material: 100% Leather.

Size: One size

9792 Braces
Relieve the weight on your hips. Hardwearing yet extremely 
comfortable braces for Snickers Workwear toolbelts.

Ergonomic design with padded and reinforced shoulders for enhanced 
working comfort and durability

Easy to adjust for a perfect fit

Elastic in the back for added convenience when bending forward

Aluminium hooks for easy attachment to the belt

Can be attached at two positions on the belt for an optimal fit

Material: 100% Nylon.

Size: One size
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4192 Craftsmen Toolvest, DuraTwill
Upgrade to unlimited flexibility at work. Wear the Snickers Flexi Toolvest made in durable 
DuraTwill fabric and your essential, on-the-job tools are always within easy reach – while evenly 
distributing your load.

A versatile Flexi Toolvest with mesh construction for superior ventilation

Velcro fasteners for maximum flexibility with Snickers attachable holster pockets or Snickers Flexi 
Pocket tool carrying system

Integrated inside expander means the tool vest can be easily expanded and worn over a jacket

Wide shoulder straps spread the load for working comfort

Adjustable ergonomic belt takes pressure off the shoulders

Material: DuraTwill. 52% Cotton 48% Polyamide, 240 g/m2. 100% Polyester mesh.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL

4294 Craftsmen Toolvest, Canvas+
Versatility without limits. The ultimate Flexi Toolvest for keeping your on-thejob essential tools 
within easy reach – while evenly distributing the load.

A flexible Flexi Toolvest in Canvas+ with mesh construction for superior ventilation and strength

Velcro fasteners for maximum flexibility with Snickers attachable holster pockets or Snickers Flexi 
Pocket tool carrying system

Integrated inside expander means the tool vest can be easily expanded and worn over a jacket

Wide shoulder straps spread the load for working comfort

Adjustable ergonomic belt takes pressure off the shoulders

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2.  
100% Polyester mesh.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL

TOOL CARRIERS

The integrated waist belt takes the 
weight off your shoulders. Can be worn 
in two positions, on the outside... 

...or inside of the toolvest for optimum 
protection. The choice is yours. 

Comes with a built in expander, which 
means the toolvest can be easily 
expanded and worn over a jacket.

PROTECT YOUR BACK. 
For heavy tool carrying 
distributing the load will save 
your back. Our advanced 
Toolvest with wide shoulders 
and integrated ergonomic 
belt is designed to ensure 
working comfort.
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9743 Smartphone Pouch
Your call. Convenient smartphone pouch with 
firm protective flap, combining compact design 
with easy access to your phone.

Smart and compact box design - fits most 
smartphones

Laminated protective flap with Velcro closure for 
added convenience

Smooth inside padding for enhanced protection of 
your phone

Wide opening for easy access

Fits on your belt or on the Velcro fasteners of your 
work trousers

Material: 100% Polyester, 100% EVA foam

Size: One size

9745 Protective Smartphone 
Pouch
Keep it safe. Reliable and hardwearing smartphone 
pouch for 100% water and dust protection of your 
phone or communication gear.

Durable and waterproof fabric with welded seams for 
100% water resistance and dust protection

Flexible design with space for your phone, GPS or 
compact communication gear

Easy-to-open protective flap with Velcro closure and 
reflective logo for enhanced visibility

Smooth inside padding for enhanced protection of 
your phone

Fits on your belt or on the Velcro fasteners of your 
work trousers

Material: 100% Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)

Size: One size

9082 Flexi Hammer Holder
A popular standard. A metal hammer holder that 
features a smart, secure design. Ready for 
on-the-job action.

Fits tool fasteners on Snickers trousers and 
waistcoats and Snickers Flexi Pocket system

Material: Metal

Size: One size

9716 Hammer Holder
Advanced, hard-wearing hammer holder with ergonomic design. Angled for 
easy access and comfortable positioning of the hammer against the leg.

Ergonomically angled design prevents the hammer-handle from hitting your leg 
when walking and getting in the way when bending down on your knees

Easy to attach to Snickers tool fasteners, trousers, belts, Toolvest and Flexi 
Pocket system

Angled slightly away from your body for easy access to the hammer

Accommodates most hammers in the market

Made in a hard-wearing yet flexible material that will not scrape delicate 
surfaces

Material: Hardwearing Hytrel® from DuPont™ - 100% Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE)

Size: One size

9794 Flexi Holster Pockets
A popular standard. Two attachable holster pockets that features a smart 
design. Fits tool fasteners on Snickers toolvest , trousers and Snickers 
Flexi Pocket system. Made in extremly durable Cordura® fabric for a long 
service life.

Attachable holster pockets that can be attached either with Velcro tool 
fasteners or to a normal belt

Very strong Cordura® fabric for a long service life

One main compartment with smaller outside compartments

Bar tacks at critical parts for maximum durability

Material: 100% Cordura®-Polyamide 300 g/m2.

Size: One size

9700 Flexi Velcro Fastener
Bringing it all together. Velcro Fastener Flexi 
Pocket makes life easy. Can be attached to the 
waiststrap belt.

Flexible – choose between many different 
accessories and combine them according to your 
particular needs

Material: Polyester

Size: One size

9708 Flexi Tool Pouch
Perfect for large, bulky tools. Padded tool pouch 
with loads of functionality and working 
convenience.

Designed for Snickers Workwear Craftsmen  
Toolvests 4192 & 4294

Padded for working comfort

Two large compartments for long tools and bulky work 
implements

Five narrow, deep compartments

Two compartments in the middle for medium-sized 
tools

Material: 100% Polyamide 290 g/m2, 100% 
Polyethylene.

Size: One size

9709 Flexi Tool & Nail Pouch
Designed for medium-sized tools and nails/
screws. Padded pouch that keeps the essentials 
where they belong – in easy reach.

Designed for Snickers Workwear Craftsmen 
Toolvests 4192 & 4294

Padded for working comfort

Three compartments for nails and screws (two 
large, one small)

Two compartments for long tools or folding rulers

Two knife buttons with elastic knife holders

Material: 100% Polyamide 290 g/m2, 100% 
Polyethylene.

Size: One size

9753 Smartphone Pouch  
– Display Box 10 pcs

9755 Protective 
Smartphone Pouch  

– Display box 10 pcs

9736 Hammer Holder – 
Display Box 10 pcs

TOOL CARRIERS

NEW
Launch Winter 2012

NEW
Launch Winter 2012
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MORE THAN GOOD LOOKS.
Contemporary design is just the 
beginning. With our inspiring range of 
cuts, quality fabrics and colours you’ll 
get hard-working garments designed 
to work in. For real.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT. 
Experience work wear that works – and moves – with you.  
The Snickers Workwear range of T-shirts, polo shirts, sweaters  
and shirts feature ergonomic designs for true freedom of  
movement and outstanding working comfort.

FUNCTIONALITY  
EVERYWHERE. 
We know what it takes to get the  
job done. Several of our T-shirts  
and polo shirts feature our patented 
MultiPockets™ convenience, allowing 
you to lean forward without your 
mobile phone falling out.

TO
P

W
EA

R
HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS. 
All our garments are made in durable materials with 
specific qualities for each garment. Sturdy yet comfortable 
fabrics, easy care finish, UV protection and advanced 
breath able materials are just a few examples. 

Patented MultiPockets™

Patent No EP 1.684.605
With MultiPockets™ you have easy 
access to your mobile phone…

…and can lean forward without 
your phone falling out.

Your job and working environment  
deter mine the choice of material for your 
top wear. Take for example our polo shirts 
that are available in  three different fabrics. 
For durable yet outstanding soft comfort 
choose our 100% heavy pre-washed  cotton.  
For even more durable and easy care  
qualities, including maintaining colour  
and shape when washed at 85°C, our 
smooth polyester  cotton is the perfect 
choice. And for truly dry and fresh work ing 
comfort in the heat, our high-tech, breath-
able A.V.S. fabric gives you true anti-odour 
comfort and UV protection.

THE RIGHT MATERIAL  
FOR THE RIGHT TASK
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2812 Sweatshirt with MultiPockets™
Handsome, hardworking – a modern favourite. Designed to enjoy, this round-
neck Sweatshirt with patented MultiPockets™ convenience won’t let you down.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets,  
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

A highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Pre-washed for a comfortable pre-shrunk fit

Ribbed cuffs and bottom protect against cool breezes

Advanced design for a contemporary fit

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2.  
Pre-washed.

Size: XS–XXXL

2813 ½ Zip sweatshirt with MultiPockets™
A contemporary look with all the right moves. Get ready for a modern fit, 
robust comfort and patented MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

A highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Pre-washed for a comfortable pre-shrunk fit

Ribbed neck with zipper for added comfort and convenience

Advanced design for a contemporary fit

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 
Pre-washed.

Size: XS–XXXL

2820 Logo Sweatshirt
A given for every craftsman. Round-necked sweatshirt with contemporary design 
and printed Snickers Workwear logo on the chest. Hard-wearing pride at its best.

Highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Pre-washed for a comfortable pre-shrunk fit

Ribbed cuffs and bottom hem protect against cool breezes

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Advanced design for a perfect fit

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton and 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 
Pre-washed.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2808 Sweatshirt Hoodie with MultiPockets™
Empower your attitude in this high-quality hoodie with adjustable drawstring  
in the hood. Count on three-thread fabric comfort and patented MultiPockets™ 
convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile  
phone or glasses. With inside Guided Wire System protecting your audio cables.

Elastic draw string at hood.

Made in a 80% Cotton 20% Polyester for comfort and durability.

Reinforced elbow for extra ruggedness.

Advanced design for a contemporary fit.

Material: Comfort, durable fabric in 80% Cotton 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2.  
Garment washed.

Size: XS–XXXL

2810 Sweatshirt
Robust, straightforward sweatshirt in a range of colours. 
Easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Brushed inside for extra comfort

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL

2815 Logo Hoodie
Hood on or hood off? It’s up to you in this hardworking hoodie made in heavy 
and durable yet soft and comfortable fabric. Features thumb grip which holds 
the cuffs in position.

Highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Elastic drawstring at hood

Kangaroo pocket to warm the hands

Pre-washed for a comfortable pre-shrunk fit

Ribbed cuffs and bottom hem protect against cool breezes

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton and 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 
Pre-washed.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2801 Zip Hoodie
Robust, straightforward Zip Hoodie with added flexibility and a large kangaroo 
pocket to warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Brushed inside for extra comfort

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2800 Hoodie
Robust, straightforward Hoodie with a large kangaroo pocket to 
warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Brushed inside for extra comfort

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Reinforced elbows for enhanced durability

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2816 Zipped Logo Hoodie
Open to ventilate, close to stay warm. Enjoy this hardworking zipped  
hoodie made in heavy, durable fabric that’s equally soft and comfortable. 
Features thumb grip which holds the cuffs in position

Highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Elastic drawstring at hood

Kangaroo pockets to warm the hands

Pre-washed for a comfortable pre-shrunk fit

Ribbed cuffs and bottom hem protect against cool breezes

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton and 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 
Pre-washed.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2811 Women’s Zip Hoodie
Straightforward Zip Hoodie with female fit and a large kangaroo pockets  
to warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit

Brushed inside for extra comfort

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

2712 Rugby Shirt
A contemporary classic, designed to last. Rugby shirt made in heavy  
yet smooth fabric for soft working comfort. Ideal for company profiling.

Large spaces with few seams for easy and bold company profiling

Made in heavy yet smooth and pre-washed fabric for comfort and durability

Advanced design, elastic cuffs and side slits for optimal fit

Chest pocket for added convenience and a smart look

Material: Silicon-washed and brushed fabric in 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester, 300g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2814 Sweat Pants
Relaxed and comfortable, to and from work. Modern sweat pants with 
pre-bent legs for optimal fit. Made in heavy and durable yet extremely  
soft fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash.

Elastic waistband with drawstring for a perfect fit

Highly stable three thread fabric that keeps its shape – wash after wash

Pre-bent legs for optimal fit and freedom of movement

Convenient mobile pocket on the right leg

Two large side pockets for added convenience

Material: Comfortable, durable fabric in 80% Cotton and 20% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 
Unbrushed backside for reduced warmth and increased comfort.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2817 Sweatshirt Jacket
Empower your spirit with this inspiring sweatshirt jacket. A perfect 
combination of contemporary design and warm working comfort,  
with a range of pockets for extra everything.

Soft pile fleece lining, even in the hood and pockets for extra warmth

Large front pockets with outside patched pockets, zipped pocket for safe 
storage of keys and a convenient pen pocket on the sleeve

Elastic rib at cuffs and bottom hem help keep cool air out

YKK full-length zipper at front for maximum convenience

Advanced design for a perfect fit

Material: Comfortable and durable fabric in 80% Cotton and 20% Polyester, 
320 g/m2. Lined with 100% Polyester Pile, 250 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2819 Logo Jacket
Works everywhere. This logo jacket in an attractive, contemporary design 
makes an impact – whether you’re on or off work. Made in classic Polyester 
Tricot fabric with brushed fleece lining for soft working comfort.

Comfortable high collar protects your neck from the elements

Elastic rib at cuffs and bottom hem help keep cool air out

Two easy-access zipped front pockets

YKK full-length zipper at front for maximum convenience

Advanced design for a perfect fit

Material: 100% Polyester Tricot, 350 g/m2. Brushed fleece on the inside.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2821 Profile Jacket
Show your logo. Sporty jacket in an attractive, contemporary design with 
plenty of opportunities for company profiling. Made of classic Polyester 
Tricot fabric with brushed fleece lining for soft working comfort.

Large spaces with few seams for easy and bold company profiling

Comfortable high collar protects your neck from the elements

Elastic rib at cuffs and bottom hem help keep cool air out

Two easy-access zipped front pockets

YKK full-length zipper at front for maximum convenience

Material: 100% Polyester Tricot, 350 g/m2. Brushed fleece on the inside.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

TOP WEAR

NEW
Launch Spring 2013
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8503 Service Line Shirt
A hard worker. Attractive, professional fit with unique non-scratch design, 
easy care surface and the patented convenience of MultiPockets™.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Easy care finish: maintains colour and shape in 85° C washing

UV protection 50+

Unique non-scratch design helps protect work surfaces

Advanced design for a contemporary fit

Material: Robust, Easy care fabric 65% Polyester 35% Cotton Twill, 155 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

8506 Rip Stop Shirt, Short Sleeve
A light-weight favourite with short sleeves. Made in durable yet soft 
rip-stop fabric, this shirt gives you amazing working comfort combined 
with patented MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Light-weight yet durable rip-stop fabric, pre-washed for enhanced soft 
working comfort

Shirt in advanced design for a contemporary fit

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Press buttons for easy closure and enhanced durability

Material: Soft and comfortable pre-washed rip-stop fabric. 80% Cotton,  
20% Polyester, 150 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

8508 Rip Stop Shirt
A light-weight favourite. Made in durable yet soft rip-stop fabric,  
this shirt gives you amazing working comfort combined with patented 
MultiPocket™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Light-weight yet durable rip-stop fabric, pre-washed for enhanced soft  
working comfort

Shirt in advanced design for a contemporary fit

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Press buttons for easy closure and enhanced durability

Material: Soft and comfortable pre-washed rip-stop fabric. 80% Cotton,  
20% Polyester, 150 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2501 A.V.S. T-Shirt
The ultimate in dry and fresh comfort. Advanced UV -protective T-shirt in high-
functional fabric for extreme moisture transport in the heat. Count on cool working 
design with patented MultiPocket™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a 
mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable material for extreme moisture 
transport

Innovative combination of A.V.S. polyester and bamboo charcoal fabrics for fresh 
anti-odour comfort and UV-protection

Superior design and stretch material for optimal body fit

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: 100% breathable A.V.S. Polyester 140 g/m2 with Bamboo anti-odour treatment 
and UV-protection.

Size: XS–XXXL

2706 A.V.S. Polo Shirt
Let off some steam and stay fresh. Count on extreme moisture transport in this 
advanced UV -protective Polo Shirt in high-functional fabric. Contemporary design 
for cool comfort combined with patented MultiPocket™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for  
a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable material for extreme 
moisture transport

Innovative combination of A.V.S. polyester and bamboo charcoal fabrics for fresh 
anti-odour comfort and UV-protection

Superior design and stretch material for optimal body fit

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: 100% breathable A.V.S. Polyester 140 g/m2 with Bamboo anti-odour treatment 
and UV-protection.

Size: XS–XXXL

2707 A.V.S. Polo Shirt with stripe
Stay dry, fresh and on the cutting edge. Advanced UV -protective Polo Shirt in high-
functional fabric, giving you extreme moisture transport with every move. Get ready  
for superior working comfort combined with patented MultiPocket™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for  
a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable material for extreme  
moisture transport.

Innovative combination of A.V.S. polyester and bamboo charcoal fabrics for fresh 
anti-odour comfort and UV-protection

Superior design and stretch material for optimal body fit

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: 100% breathable A.V.S. Polyester 140 g/m2 with Bamboo anti-odour treatment  
and UV-protection.

Size: XS–XXXL
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2504 T-shirt with MultiPockets™
A cutting-edge, reinforced T-shirt design complete with patented  
MultiPockets™ convenience – and soft, yet durable cotton comfort.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets,  
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back neck

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Lycra in the neck rib helps maintain shape – wash after wash

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Material: 100% Heavy Cotton for extra durability, 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2710 Polo Shirt with MultiPockets™
A sporty classic with a modern twist. This handsome Polo shirt with raglan sleeves 
combines the comfort and robustness of heavy, soft washed cotton with patented 
MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets,  
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back neck

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Printed neck label to avoid itching

2-button design and raglan sleeves for a contemporary look

Material: 100% soft washed heavy cotton fabric for outstanding working comfort, 240 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2709 Women’s Polo Shirt
A contemporary fit for the modern woman. Get inspired by this sporty, 
reinforced Polo shirt – designed for enduring comfort and patented 
MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets,  
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Advanced design and female fit

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Easy care finish: maintains colour and shape in 85°C washing

Material: Easy care finish fabric 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL
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2400 Logo T-shirt, long sleeve
Stay proud at work with a long-sleeved Snickers Logo T-shirt. Made in heavy  
yet smooth and comfortable pre-washed cotton, featuring 3D-effect print and 
patented MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets,  
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Pioneering design with 3D-effect injection print

Heavy pre-washed cotton for smooth working comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Printed neck label for maximum comfort

Material: 100% soft washed heavy cotton fabric, 240 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2500 Logo T-shirt
Boost the craftsman within. Wear a Snickers Logo T-shirt in highly smooth 
and comfortable pre-washed cotton with 3D-effect print and patented 
MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Pioneering design with 3D-effect injection print

Pre-washed cotton for smooth working comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Printed neck label for maximum comfort

Material: 100% soft washed cotton fabric, 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2708 Classic Polo Shirt
Attractive, robust Polo Shirt available in a wide range of colours.  
Ideal for company profiling.

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Easy care finish: maintains colour and shape in 85° C washing

Chest pocket for added convenience and a smart look.

Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 220 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL
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2402 T-Shirt, Long Sleeve
The everyday favourite. Rugged, reinforced long sleeve T-shirt with 
Cotton comfort and loads of company profiling possibilities.

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Lycra in the neck rib helps maintain shape – wash after wash

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Material: 100% Combed Cotton, 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2502 Classic T-Shirt
Open opportunities. A classic T-shirt with Cotton comfort and loads of 
company profiling possibilities.

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Lycra in the neck rib helps maintain shape – wash after wash

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Material: 100% Combed Cotton, 160 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2403 Women’s Stretch T-shirt, long sleeve
A fresh look and extra freedom of movement, this stretch shirt is easy 
to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed with a tighter, more feminine fit

Lycra in main fabric offers greater freedom of movement

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

2503 Women’s Stretch T-shirt
Free to paint. With a fresh look, optimal female fit and extra freedom of 
movement, this stretch T-shirt is easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed with a tighter, more feminine fit

Lycra in main fabric offers greater freedom of movement

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL
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WARM AND DRY.
True working comfort starts 
next to your skin. Our first- 
layer garments feature a 
highly effective fabric that 
transports sweat and 
moisture away from your 
body, keeping you warm  
and dry.

NEXT–TO-YOUR-SKIN COMFORT.
Count on an amazing body fit with our 
first-layer garments, thanks to superior 
design and extremely comfortable high-
stretch material.

XTR – THE ULTIMATE  
FIRST LAYER.
For extreme performance at work, 
wear our pioneering XTR body- 
engineered underwear.  
A new-generation first layer with 
cutting-edge design, fabrics and 
functionality for the ultimate in  
dry and fresh working comfort.

SURE-FOOTED.
For working comfort with every step,  
wear our high-tech working socks with 
innovative design and breathable 
Coolmax® material. For even more 
durability, check out our hardwearing 
yet extremely soft and comfortable 
Cordura® Socks that combine long-
lasting ventilation with just the right 
reinforcements.

A.V.S. Active Vaporize System

Breathes while it keeps your body dry  
– transporting sweat and moisture 
away from your skin.

ANTI-ODOUR COMFORT.
The innovative A.V.S. fabric in our first-layer garments  
is a blend of comfortable wicking polyester and nano-sized 
bamboo charcoal, giving you highly breathable and fresh 
anti-odour comfort.

Fabric

SkinBody moisture

Moisture
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9430 XTR Body Engineered Long Sleeve T-shirt
Optimise your body mechanics with this next generation first layer. The ultimate long sleeve 
T-shirt for dry and fresh working comfort, featuring cutting-edge design, fabrics and functionality.

Keeps your body dry and fresh with its innovative and quick-drying stretch fabric that transports sweat 
and moisture away from your skin

Advanced design and technology for the optimal combination of ventilation, insulation and protection

Extra ventilation where you sweat the most – in the armpit, at the back, on the chest and in the bend  
of the arm

Extra insulation for important areas – the shoulders and the kidneys

Extra protection where you need it the most – the elbows

Material: A high-tech A.V.S. fabric with an extremely breathable blend of 56% Polyamide,  
40% Polypropylene, 4% Elastan 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

Advanced body-engineered fabric 
that transports sweat and 

moisture away from your skin.

Quick-drying 
stretch fabric.

Extra insulation at the 
shoulders and kidneys.

Extra protection 
on elbows.

Extra ventilation in armpit,  
at the back, on the chest and 
in the bend of the arm.

UNDERWEAR

– THE ULTIM
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9431 XTR Body Engineered Long Johns
A first layer revolution. Get ready for a new dimension in dry and fresh working comfort  
with this next generation long johns, featuring cutting-edge design, fabrics and functionality.

Keeps your body dry and fresh with its innovative and quick-drying stretch fabric that transports sweat 
and moisture away from your skin

Advanced design and technology for the optimal combination of ventilation, compression and protection

Extra ventilation where you sweat the most – in the back and hollow of the knees

Extra compression to support and activate important muscles – at the back, thighs and groin

Extra protection where you need it the most – on the knees

Material: A high-tech A.V.S. fabric with an extremely breathable blend of 56% Polyamide,  
40% Polypropylene, 4% Elastan 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

Advanced body-engineered fabric 
that transports sweat and 

moisture away from your skin. Extra compression 
at the back, thighs 
and groin.

Extra p rotection  
on the knees.

Quick-drying stretch fabric.

Extra ventilation in 
the back and at the 
hollow of the knees.

UNDERWEAR

ATE FIRST LAYER
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9432 XTR Body Engineered T-Shirt
Feel the difference in this ultimate first layer T-shirt. Count on cutting-edge design,  
fabrics and functionality – giving you a new level in dry and fresh working comfort

Keeps your body dry and fresh with its innovative and quick-drying stretch fabric that  
transports sweat and moisture away from your skin

T-shirt with advanced design and technology for the optimal combination of ventilation and insulation

Extra ventilation where you sweat the most – in the armpit, at the back and on the chest

Extra insulation for important areas – the shoulders and the kidneys

Material: A high-tech A.V.S. fabric with an extremely breathable blend of 56% Polyamide,  
40% Polypropylene, 4% Elastan, 200 g/m2

Size: XS–XXL

Advanced b ody-engineered  
fabric that transports sweat and 

moisture away from your skin.

Extra insulation at the 
shoulders and kidneys.

Quick-drying stretch fabric.
Extra ventilation in the 
armpits, at the back and 
on the chest.

UNDERWEAR

– THE ULTIM
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9433 XTR Body Engineered Shorts
First layer shorts that really make a difference, all day long. Count on cutting-edge design,  
fabrics and functionality – giving you the ultimate in dry and fresh working comfort

Keeps your body dry and fresh with its innovative and quick-drying stretch fabric that transports  
sweat and moisture away from your skin

Shorts with advanced design and technology for the optimal combination of ventilation and compression

Extra ventilation in the back where you sweat the most

Extra compression to support and activate important muscles – at the back, thighs and groin

Material: A high-tech A.V.S. fabric with an extremely breathable blend of 56% Polyamide,  
40% Polypropylene, 4% Elastan, 200 g/m2

Size: XS–XXL

Extra compression at the 
back, thighs and groin.

Extra ventilation in the back.

UNDERWEAR

ATE FIRST LAYER
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9405 First Layer T-shirt
Outstanding dry comfort, next to your skin. A first layer, first-hand choice in 
high-functionality fabric that transports sweat and moisture away from your body.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative natural anti-odour treated 
and quick-drying fabric

Optimal body fit thanks to its superior design and extremely high-stretch material

6-thread, flat-lock seams for extra durability and comfort

Material: 68% Wicking Polyester, 20% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester, 12% Spandex 140 g/m2 
A.V.S., breathable with anti-odour treatment.

Size: XS–XXXL

9413 ½ Zip Micro Fleece Pullover
Stay warm and comfortable on the inside when working outside in the cold.  
Count on superior insulation and moisture transport in this micro fleece pullover, 
ideal as a warm first layer or as a lighter second layer.

Amazing fit and working comfort thanks to stretch fabric

Zipped collar with inner zip cover for comfort and convenience

Thumb grip in the cuffs holds the sleeves in position

Elastic cuffs retain their form to keep cold air out

Longer in the back so that it stays tucked in the trousers even when kneeling

Material: 94% breathable A.I.S Active Insulation System Polyester and 6% Elastan, 230 g/m2. 

Size: XS–XXXL

9414 Micro Fleece Long Johns
For extra warmth and comfort on the inside when working outside in the cold.  
Count on superior insulation and moisture transport in these micro fleece Long Johns, 
ideal as a warm first layer or as a lighter second layer.

Amazing fit and working comfort thanks to stretch fabric

Lightweight and quick drying fabric to keep your body dry

Brushed fabric on the inside for extra warmth and soft comfort

Elastic cuffs at the bottom of the legs retain their form to keep cold air out

Covered waistband designed for maximum comfort

Material: 94% breathable A.I.S Active Insulation System Polyester and 6% Elastan, 230 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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9406 First Layer Long Sleeve T-shirt
For warm and dry comfort next to your skin, wear this first layer  
long sleeve T-shirt in high-functionality fabric. You can expect  
efficient transport of sweat and moisture away from your body.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative  
natural anti-odour treated and quick-drying fabric

Optimal body fit thanks to its superior design and extremely  
high-stretch material

Longer in the back so that it stays tucked in the trousers even  
when kneeling

6-thread, flat-lock seams for extra durability and comfort

Material: 68% Wicking Polyester, 20% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester, 
 12% Spandex 140 g/m2 A.V.S., breathable with anti-odour treatment.

Size: XS–XXXL

9407 First Layer Briefs
Dry, fresh and comfortable down under – on the job.  
These first layer briefs feature a high-functionality fabric  
that transports sweat and moisture away from your body.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative  
natural anti-odour treated and quick-drying fabric

Optimal body fit thanks to its superior design and extremely 
high-stretch material

Waistband designed for maximum comfort

6-thread, flat-lock seams for extra durability and comfort

Material: 68% Wicking Polyester, 20% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester,  
12% Spandex 140 g/m2 A.V.S., breathable with anti-odour treatment.

Size: XS–XXXL

9408 First Layer Long Johns
Keep your legs warm, dry and fresh. Count on true working comfort in 
these first layer long johns in high-functionality fabric that transports 
sweat and moisture away from your body.

Keeps your body dry and fresh all day long with its innovative  
natural anti-odour treated and quick-drying fabric

Optimal body fit thanks to its superior design and extremely  
high-stretch material

Waistband designed for maximum comfort

6-thread, flat-lock seams for extra durability and comfort

Keeps cold air out with elastic cuffs at the ankles

Material: 68% Wicking Polyester, 20% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester,  
12% Spandex 140 g/m2 A.V.S., breathable with anti-odour treatment.

Size: XS–XXXL

9436 2-pack stretch shorts
For truly soft cotton comfort, wear these amazing shorts in smooth 
stretch fabric. Get ready for superior fit and feel where it matters 
most – next to your skin

Shorts with superior body fit thanks to contemporary design and 
smooth stretch material

Remarkably soft cotton fabric for maximum comfort

Waistband brushed inside for enhanced comfort

6-thread, flat-lock seams for extra durability and comfort

Material: 95% Cotton, 5% Elastane, 210 g/m2

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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9209 Cordura® Socks
For hardwearing comfort, use these durable yet extremely soft 
and comfortable Cordura® Socks. The advanced design combines 
long-lasting ventilation with just the right reinforcements.

Hardwearing sole in Cordura® yarn for extreme durability

Smooth toe seam for optimal comfort

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and support

Extra ventilation at top of the foot

Elastic knitting at arch for a perfect

Material: Extremely durable fabric, 70% Polycolon/Polypropylene,  
7% Cordura®, 17% Polyamid, 6% Lycra

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9202 Wool Mix, Mid Socks
Stay warm and fresh in the ultimate 
wool-blend socks for hard working feet. 
Advanced design with foot bump protection, 
moister transportation and anti-bacterial 
treatment ensure superior working comfort.

Padded protection at ankle

Right and left shaped and knitted rib at arch 
for optimal fit

Channels at soles for moister transportation

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and 
for support

Anti bacterial treatment

Material: Isolating Wool blend, 70% Wool,  
6% Silk, 20% Polyamide, 4% Lycra.

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9203 Wool Mix, High Socks
Warmth and protection with every step. 
Amazing wool-blend high work socks, 
featuring advanced design with shin support, 
foot bump protection and anti-bacterial 
treatment for superior working comfort.

Padded protection at ankle and shin

Right and left shaped and knitted rib at arch  
for optimal fit

Channels at soles for moister transportation

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and  
for support

Anti bacterial treatment

Material: Isolating Wool blend, 70% Wool,  
6% Silk, 20% Polyamide, 4% Lycra.

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9210 High Heavy Wool Socks
Forget cold feet. With these outstanding 
heavy wool socks, you can. High, thick, soft, 
reinforced and with a superior wool terry 
quality for extremely warm working comfort.

High shaft for extra warmth and insulation

Smooth toe seam for optimal comfort

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and 
support

Elastic knitting at arch for a perfect fit

Material: Thick and soft wool terry quality,  
84% Merinoull, 12% Lycra, 4% Polyamid

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

Hardwearing sole  
in Cordura® yarn.

Extra v entilation  
at top of the foot.

Thicker heel and toe  
for better durability.

SOCKS

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

UK Sizes: 4  – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.
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9208 Thin Coolmax® Socks
Treat your feet in the heat with thin Coolmax® 
socks. Featuring smart, low-cut design and 
high-tech yarn for superior ventilation and 
comfort, all day long.

Low-cut design for increased cooling comfort

Smooth toe seam for optimal comfort

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and 
support

Extra ventilation at top of the foot

Elastic knitting at arch for a perfect

Material: Moisture transporting Coolmax®  
75% Coolmax, 21% Polyamid, 4% Lycra

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9201 Coolmax® Mid Socks
Sharpen your footwork with these cutting-edge breathable 
works socks. Featuring innovative design with foot bump 
protection and advanced Coolmax® material for amazing 
performance and dry comfort with every step.

Padded protection at ankle

Right and left shaped and knitted rib at arch for optimal fit

Channels at soles for moisture transportation

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and for support

Extra ventilation at upper part

Material: Moisture transporting Coolmax® fabric, 60% Coolmax,  
14% Wool, 6% Silk, 16% Polyamide, 4% Lycra.

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9200 Coolmax® Low Socks
Step into top performance and stay cool with 
these high-tech working socks. Featuring 
innovative design and advanced breathable 
Coolmax® material for dry comfort and 
hardworking action with every step.

Padded back lip for Achilles protection

Right and left shaped and knitted rib at arch  
for optimal fit

Channels at soles for moister transportation

Thicker heel and toe for better durability and  
for support

Extra ventilation at upper part

Material: Moisture transporting Coolmax® fabric, 
60% Coolmax, 14% Wool, 6% Silk, 16% Polyamide, 
4% Lycra.

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

9204 Socks, Two-pack
Equip for change. With this two-pack of soft 
and comfortable working socks you always 
have a spare pair when you need them.

Dri-release fabric for dry working comfort

Elastic knitting at arch for optimum fit

Thicker heel and toe for better durability

Material: 80% Dri-release, 15% Lycra, 5% 
Nylon.

Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48

Padded ankle  
protection.

Channels for moisture 
transportation.

Advanced Coolmax®  
material.

Special knitting for  
extra ventilation. 

Right and left knitted  
for optimal fit.

SOCKS

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.
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Superior female fit. Every garment in our women’s 
range is cut specifically for women. Our new advanced 
women’s work trousers, for example, feature a low-cut 
waist with a shaped waistband for a perfect fit for the 
female form.

Contrasting design details. Pink bar tacks  
and other design details enhance the modern, 
feminine look. 

FUNCTIONALITY AT WORK. 
Designed for women – without compromising 
on functionality. Velcro tool fasteners, front 
and holster pockets, ruler pocket and a mobile 
phone compartment ensure that you have 
every  thing you need within easy reach.

DESIGNED FOR WOMEN
The Snickers Workwear women’s range is all about one thing: 
uncompromising functionality, working comfort and protection, 
specifically designed for women. Take our new women’s work 
trousers for example. They feature a low cut for women, Twisted 
Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in the crotch for  
a perfect female fit and maximum freedom of movement.

FREEDOM OF  
MOVEMENT. 
The Snickers Workwear 
women’s range features 
advanced design for a 
contemporary female fit  
with outstanding freedom  
of movement.

CERTIFIED KNEE PROTECTION.
Working on your knees takes its toll.  
That’s why our work trousers and kneepads 
with the KneeGuard™ positioning system 
give you the most advanced, certified knee 
protection available. So you can protect 
yourself today – and save your knees for 
tomorrow. Read more about our range of 
cutting-edge kneepads on page 27.
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WOMEN’S WEAR

NEW
Launch Spring 2013

3713 Women's Service Trousers
Designed for women at work. On-the-move, easy-care trousers in durable fabric – with a 
contemporary design and fit that ensures maximum freedom of movement.

Made in easy care fabric that retains shape and colour

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit and maximum freedom of movement

Left leg pocket with convenient Velcro fastening flaps and a mobile phone compartment

Two deep pockets with pocket bag at front and back

Belt tunnel in the middle back keeps the belt from riding up over the trousers and firmly in position

Material: Durable, easy-care fabric that withstands industrial washing, retaining shape and colour over the 
long-term. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 250 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: 32–54, 18–22, 76–92

3714 Women's Holster pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Amazing fit, amazing comfort. True work trousers for women, combining a superior female fit with 
advanced functionality. Made in Canvas+ fabric with Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability 
and pink design details for a modern, feminine look.

Low woman’s cut with shaped waistband, extreme Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear 
Gusset™ in the crotch for outstanding working comfort with every move

Tough Cordura® reinforcements on the knees and inside the holster pockets for extra durability

Kneepad pockets are designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection, 
and feature extra material in the front for greater comfort

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool 
compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Canvas+. An extremely comfortable, rugged fabric. 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, 340 g/m2. 
Featuring 100% Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 32–54, 18–22, 76–92

1227 Women’s Soft Shell Jacket
Active inspiration, cut for women. A casual Soft Shell Jacket in 3-layer stretchable, 
breathable and water repellant Polyester with a warm fleece inner layer. Count on 
comfort and a perfect female fit.

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit and maximum freedom of movement

Chest pocket with zipper and convenient hands-free solution

Reflective features for enhanced visibility

Two large inside pockets perfect for documents or notebook

Material: Water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in  
100% Polyester, 285g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL
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WOMEN’S WEAR

2709 Women’s Polo Shirt
A contemporary fit for the modern woman. Get inspired by this sporty, 
reinforced Polo shirt – designed for enduring comfort and patented 
MultiPockets™ convenience.

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, 
perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Advanced design and female fit

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Printed neck label to avoid itching

Easy care finish: maintains colour and shape in 85°C washing

Material: Easy care finish fabric 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

2503 Women’s Stretch T-shirt
Free to paint. With a fresh look, optimal female fit and extra freedom of 
movement, this stretch T-shirt is easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed with a tighter, more feminine fit

Lycra in main fabric offers greater freedom of movement

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

2403 Women’s Stretch T-shirt, long sleeve
A fresh look and extra freedom of movement, this stretch shirt is 
easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed with a tighter, more feminine fit

Lycra in main fabric offers greater freedom of movement

For a long service life, reinforced at the shoulder seam and back of neck

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL

2811 Women’s Zip Hoodie
Straightforward Zip Hoodie with female fit and a large kangaroo pockets 
to warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Designed specifically for women to ensure a modern fit

Brushed inside for extra comfort

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL
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EN 471 High Visibility warning clothes This standard specifies 
requirements for clothing capable of signalling the user’s presence visually. 
Performance requirements are included for colour and retroreflection as 
well as for minimum areas and for the disposition of the materials.

There are 3 different classes (class 3 is the highest class).
Class 3:  Total fluorescent area must be at least 0.8 m2 and 0.2 m2  

reflective material.

Class 2:  Total fluorescent area must be at least 0.5 m2 and 0.13 m2  
reflective material.

Class 1:  Total fluorescent area must be at least 0.14 m2 and 0.10 m2  
reflective material.

High-Vis Profiling
When customizing your High-Vis garments with company profiling, special 
requirements apply. Too large logos may jeopardise the classification of the garment. 
For optimum and safe company profiling, please contact us at Snickers Workwear for 
more information. We’ll be happy to help you find the best solution to make your 
company stand out.

Note: High-Vis garments are not availible in outside sizes.

DURABLE FABRICS FOR COLOUR-FAST PROTECTION.
Our High-Vis garments feature high-quality fabrics to ensure 
long-lasting protection. Thanks to a certain amount of durable 
polyester in each garment, they retain their shape and intense 
High-Vis colour and resist moisture, oil and dirt – wash after wash.

STAND OUT. 
Our cutting-edge range of 
High-Vis garments takes 
personal protection to the next 
level. Giving you the renowned 
Snickers Workwear functional-
ity and working comfort – while 
making sure you are seen at all 
times.

A TRUE LIFESAVER. 
We take personal protection seriously – without 
compromise. That’s why for example our High-Vis 
jackets, T-shirts, polo shirts and vests feature 
reflective stripes all around, including over or across 
the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down.

VISIBLE COMFORT. 
The Snickers Workwear unlined High-Vis 
jackets and trousers are made in working 
comfort cotton on the inside and dirt 
repelling polyester on the outside.  
A brilliant mixture for enhanced comfort 
and reduced risk of sweating.

H
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1683 High-Vis GORE-TEX® Shell Jacket, Class 3 Page: 90 1823 High-Vis Winter Long Jacket, Class 3 Page: 89

3639 High-Vis Winter Trousers, Class 2 Page: 87
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 3233 – with holster pockets 
3333 – without holster pockets

HIGH VISIBILITY

Twisted Leg™ design and 
Snickers Workwear Gusset™ 
in the crotch for outstanding 

freedom of movement.

Easy-to-access leg pockets, 
including mobile phone pocket 
and pen compartments.

Cordura® reinforced 
kneepad pockets for 
enhanced durability.

Ruler pocket designed  
for enhanced freedom  
of movement.

Three reflective stripes  
on the back of the legs  
for enhanced visibility.

KneeGuard™ positioning 
system for superior  

knee protection.

NEW
Launch Spring 2013

3233, 3333 High-Vis Trousers, Class 2
A bright innovation. Advanced work trousers combining high visibility and a contemporary design with 
limitless functionality at work. Count on a perfect fit and a range of smart pockets. EN 471, Class 2.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design and Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working 
comfort with every move

Three reflective stripes on back of the legs for enhanced visibility

Kneepad pockets are designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection, and 
comes with extra material in the front for greater comfort

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four pen/tool compartments.

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside. 40% Cotton, 60% 
Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish. 100% Cordura®-Polyamide knee reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

0213 High-Vis One-piece Holster Pocket Trousers, Class 2
Brilliant one-piece trousers featuring an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, superior knee 
protection and Cordura® reinforcements for extra durability. In addition, easy-access holster 
pockets for your essentials. EN 471, Class 2.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design that anticipates your next move

Kneepad pockets are designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Wide, adjustable shoulder straps with Velcro fasteners and stretch fabric in the back for working 
comfort and freedom of movement

Hardwearing holster pockets and easy-access chest pockets including mobile phone compartment 
and plastic-covered ID badge holder

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and freedom of movement

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside. 40% Cotton, 
60% Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish. 100% Cordura®-Polyamide knee reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 44–64, 84–120, 146–162.
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HIGH VISIBILITY

3639 High-Vis Winter Trousers, Class 2
Glowing warmth with every step. High visibility winter trousers with soft quilt lining for warm 
working comfort. Features renowned 3-series design with advanced cut, reliable protection 
and limitless functionality. EN 471, Class 2.

Three reflective stripes on back of the legs for enhanced visibility

Advanced extra high cut back and Twisted Leg™ design that anticipates your next move

Trouser legs with zippers makes them easy to put on/take off

Cordura® reinforced kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for 
superior knee protection

Left leg cargo pocket with mobile phone and pen compartment for easy access at all times

Material: 100% Polyester 230 g/m2, with Cordura®-Polyamide reinforcements. 100% Polyester lining

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3833 High-Vis Trousers, Class 1
Get noticed. High visibility trousers with a contemporary design. Advanced cut for a perfect 
fit when you’re hard at work. Count on first-class protection and built-in functionality.  
EN 471, Class 1.

Advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design that anticipates your next move

Two easy-to-access leg cargo pockets with separate mobile phone compartments  
and four pen/tool compartments on each pocket.

Leg pockets feature separate Velcro flaps for pocket and mobile phone  
compartment for easy opening and closing.

Two spacious front and back pockets.

Dark colour on lower legs for a cleaner look (dirt won’t show).

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside.  
40% Cotton, 60% Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256

3033 High-Vis Holster Pocket Shorts, Class 1
Protection in short: stand out in the ultimate high visibility work shorts. Features 
an innovative cut for a perfect fit and a range of smart pockets, including holster 
pockets. EN 471, Class 1.

Advanced cut with Snickers Workwear Gusset™ in crotch for outstanding working 
comfort with every move

Easy-to-access leg cargo pocket with separate mobile phone compartment and four 
pen/tool compartments

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and 
freedom of movement

Two holster pockets with outside compartments, perfect for small tools, pens etc

Two spacious front and back pockets and Velcro tool fasteners

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside. 
40% Cotton, 60% Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish.

Standard stock sizes: 44–62
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9133 High-Vis Vest, Class 2
A lifesaver in a bag. Innovative high visibility vest with smart inside 
pocket that also serves as a bag for the vest. EN 471, Class 2.

Large inner pocket that also serves as a handy bag for the vest

Always at hand and easy to store in the car

Wide arm openings for maximum freedom of movement

Convenient pres-stud buttons prevent the risk of damaging clothes in 
knitted fabrics and tops worn under

Material: 100% durable and comfortable polyester mesh, 120 g/m2.

Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL

9153 High-Vis Vest, Class 2
Bright design at work. Light yet hardwearing high-visibility vest with front 
zipper and patented MultiPockets™ convenience. EN 471, Class 2.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly 
visible from all directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for 
a mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Wide arm openings for maximum freedom of movement and perfect fit over a jacket

Easy-access plastic-covered ID badge holder on chest

Zipper at front for maximum convenience

Material: 100% durable and comfortable polyester, 130 g/m2.

Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

4233 High-Vis Toolvest, Class 2
Improve safety, visibility and versatility with this high visibility Toolvest. It features  
a range of easy-access pockets, including holster pockets, and stretch fabric in the  
back for superior freedom of movement. EN 471, Class 2.

Reflective stripes all around so that you’re highly visible from all directions

Wide shoulder straps and stretch fabric in the back for increased working  
comfort and freedom of movement

Front and back holster pockets and breast pockets including easy-access mobile phone 
compartment and plastic covered ID badge holder

Integrated inside expander means the tool vest can be easily expanded and worn over a jacket

Adjustable ergonomic belt takes pressure off the shoulders

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside.  
40% Cotton, 60% Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish. 

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1433 High-Vis Jacket, Class 3
A true life saver. Superior high visibility jacket with Twisted Arm™ design and exceptional  
freedom of movement. Designed to be seen in every direction. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective stripes all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible  
from all directions – even from above or when bending down

Shorter front for maximum freedom of movement, longer back for better protection over the lower back

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and  
freedom of movement

Moblie phone pocket, two large breast pockets with a protective flap perfect for your wallet or notebook

Two spacious side pockets for added convenience and a large inner pocket,  
perfect for note pad and drawings etc

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside.  
40% Cotton, 60% Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL
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HIGH VISIBILITY

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013

1333 High-Vis Winter Jacket, Class 3
Get inside and stay warm in this high visibility winter jacket. Water resistant, breathable 
and quilt lined for reliable warmth and harsh-weather working comfort. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down.

True pre-bent sleeves – anticipating a natural working position

High cut front for easy access to trouser pockets

Shaped back that follows the natural shape of the body, extra long for protection in all positions.

Material: 100% Polyester 230 g/m2, Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1213 High-Vis Soft Shell Jacket, Class 3
Brilliance in the dark. Modern high visibility soft shell jacket in 3-layer stretchable Polyester 
fabric with a warm fleece inner layer. Count on water repellent and breathable comfort that 
stands out. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ design with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and 
freedom of movement

Chest pocket with zipper and convenient hands-free solution

Two spacious side pockets for added convenience and a large inner pocket, perfect for note pads, 
drawings etc.

Adjustable elastic draw string at bottom for maximum freedom of movement and to keep the cold out

Material: Windproof, water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 100% 
Polyester 285g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1533 High-Vis Jacket, Class 2
Seen at all times. A highly functional, high visibility jacket with Twisted Arm™ design, contemporary 
look and pockets for all your on-the-move needs. EN 471, Class 2.

Reflective stripes all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all directions 
– even when bending down

Shorter front for maximum freedom of movement, longer back for better protection over the lower back

Revolutionary Twisted Arm™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and freedom of 
movement

Moblie phone pocket, two large breast pockets with a protective flap perfect for your wallet or notebook

Two spacious side pockets for added convenience and a large inner pocket, perfect for note pad and 
drawings etc.

Material: Working comfort cotton on the inside and dirt repelling polyester on the outside. 40% Cotton, 60% 
Polyester, 290 g/m2, fluorocarbon finish.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1823 High-Vis Winter Long Jacket, Class 3
Stay warm and visible for longer. Wear this light yet hardwearing high-visibility long winter 
jacket, featuring doubled cosy quilt and pile lining. Count on reliable on-the-job comfort, even 
when sitting down. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Roll-in hood with zip cover for optimum protection and soft collar for enhanced comfort

Large hand warmer pockets and chest pockets including mobile phone compartment and clear 
plastic ID badge pocket

Climate regulation at the waist and cuffs – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Material: 100% Polyester, 230 g/m2. Quilt and pile lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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Advanced self-adjusting hood that 
follows your head movements for 
superior visibility. See 1688 for 
more pictures on function.

Advanced 2-layer breathable 
GORE-TEX® keeps you dry and 

ventilated.

Convenient clear, plastic 
ID badge chest pocket.

Mesh lining for superior 
ventilation.

Adjustable cuffs and waist 
for optimum ventilation.

Pre-bent sleeves for maximum 
freedom of movement.

Reflective bands all round, 
including over the shoulders so 

that you’re visible from all 
directions. 

Easy-access front pockets  
with zippers.

HIGH VISIBILITY

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013

1683 High-Vis GORE-TEX® Shell Jacket, Class 3
A high-visibility favourite to fight the elements. Hard-working jacket in highly breathable 2-layer 
GORE-TEX® fabric for outstanding waterproof and windproof protection. Affordable, reliable and 
durable. EN 343 and EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all  
directions – even when bending down

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Advanced self-adjusting hood that follows your head movements for superior visibility and comfort

Easy-access front pockets with zippers and clear plastic ID badge pocket

Mesh lining and climate regulation at the waist for optimum ventilation

Material: Advanced 2-layer breathable GORE-TEX® fabric, 100% Polyester 223 g/m2, ePTFE membrane,  
with sealed seams and mesh lining for 100% waterproof and windproof protection.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

1973 High-Vis Waterproof Jacket, Class 3
Visible weather protection, all-year-round. Waterproof and windproof high-visibility 
jacket that combines dry and ventilated comfort with built-in functionality and freedom 
of movement. EN 343, EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down

True pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut for maximum freedom of movement

Climate regulation at the waist and cuffs – close to stay warm, open to increase ventilation

Roll-in hood with zip cover for optimum protection and soft collar for enhanced comfort

Large front pockets with zippers, easy-access chest pocket and clear plastic ID badge pocket

Material: 100% Polyester fabric, 185 g/m2, with membrane and sealed seams for waterproof, 
windproof and breathable protection. Mesh lining for added comfort.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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3373 High-Vis Waterproof Trousers, Class 2
Stay dry, visible and ventilated. Waterproof and windproof high-visibility trousers in breathable 
fabric. Count on reliable protection and Cordura® reinforcements for enhanced durability.  
EN 343, EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around for enhanced visibility

Ergonomic cut with extreme Twisted Leg™ design for outstanding working comfort with every move

Cordura® reinforcements at the knees for extra durability

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Convinient large front pockets and smart ruler pocket and Velcro tool/hammer holders at the waist

Material: Polyester fabric, 185 g/m2, with membrane and sealed seams for waterproof, windproof and 
breathable protection. Mesh lining for added comfort.

Standard stock sizes: 42–62, 84–120, 144–160, 184–204, 248–256 – New adjusted fit, see page 126

8233 High-Vis PU Rain Jacket, Class 3
A beacon in rainy weather. Completely waterproof high-visibility rain jacket. Made of 
stretchy PU-coated fabric with welded seams to ensure a 100% dry and comfortable 
working day. EN 343, EN 471, Class 3.

Soft, heat-sealed 3M reflective tapes all round, the shoulders and arms so that you’re highly 
visible from all directions – even when bending down.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally waterproof 
seams, preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Adjustable hood for reliable protection and a perfect fit

Reversed water-resistant YKK zipper for extra protection

Two large front pockets and Velcro adjustments at cuffs

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

8243 High-Vis PU Rain Trousers, Class 2
A beacon in rainy weather. Completely waterproof high-visibility rain trousers. Made of 
stretchy PU-coated fabric with welded seams to ensure a 100% dry and comfortable working 
day. EN 343, EN 471, Class 2.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms to EN 343 and designed with totally waterproof 
seams, preventing moisture penetration for 100% protection

Soft, heat-sealed 3M reflective tapes

Two large front pockets

Elastic waist and Velcro adjustments at the ankles

Convenient design – easy to pull on

Material: Light and smooth waterproof Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

9063 High-Vis PU Rain 
Jacket, Class 3
Fight the elements in this completely 
waterproof, PU-coated high visibility Rain 
Jacket. Welded seams and built-in 
ventilation ensures a dry and comfortable 
working day. EN 471, Class 3 and EN 343 
Foul Weather

Soft, heat-sealed 3M reflective tapes all 
around, on the hood, the shoulders and 
arms so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down

Material: Light and smooth waterproof 
Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 
220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9073 High-Vis PU Rain 
Trousers, Class 2
Dry in no time. Just pull on these 
completely waterproof, PU-coated high 
visibility Rain Trousers. Welded seams 
keep every drop of rain where it belongs – 
on the outside. EN 471, Class 2 and EN 343 
Foul Weather.

Superior waterproof technology – conforms 
to EN 343 and designed with totally 
waterproof seams, preventing moisture 
penetration for 100% protection

Material: Light and smooth waterproof 
Polyurethane-coated 100% Polyester tricot, 
220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL
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8033 High-Vis Fleece Jacket, Class 3
The bright second layer. This high visibility fleece with thumb grips keeps you warm and 
visible from every direction. Features a range of pockets, including patented MultiPockets™ 
convenience. EN 471, Class 3.

Soft, sewn-on reflective bands all around and across shoulders and arms so that you’re highly 
visible from all directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone or glasses. 
With inside Guided Wire System protecting your audio cables.

Thumb grip in the cuffs holds the sleeves in position.

Adjustable elastic draw string at bottom for maximum freedom of movement and to keep cold out

Two large inside pockets perfect for papers or notebook

Material: 100% Polyester, 2-sided brushed fleece with anti-pilling, 280 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

8043 High-Vis Micro Fleece Jacket, Class 3
Warm, light and visible. Be seen in this high visibility fleece jacket with hood in soft and 
quick-drying micro fleece, keeping you warm and fresh all day long. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all 
directions – even when bending down

Highly functional quick-drying fabric keeps your body warm, dry and fresh all day long

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile 
phone, PDA or glasses

Soft hood with adjustable drawstring for enhanced warmth, comfort and protection

Two large front pockets and two inside pockets that are perfect for papers or a notebook

Material: 100% Polyester Fleece, 260 g/m2.

Size: S–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2833 High-Vis Sweatshirt, Class 3
A light in the dark. High visibility round-neck sweatshirt with patented MultiPockets™ 
convenience. Makes you stand out in style, even when bending down. EN 471, Class 3.

Soft, sewn-on reflective bands all around and across shoulders and arms so that you’re 
highly visible from all directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a 
mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Ventilation in armpit for increased working comfort

Wire loop in the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Modern fit and design details in contrasting colours for a contemporary look

Material: 100% Polyester, 280 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

8053 High-Vis Micro Fleece Round Neck, Class 3
A warm and comfy light in the dark. High-visibility round neck pullover in soft and 
quick-drying micro fleece, keeping you warm and fresh all day long. EN 471, Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from 
all directions – even when bending down

Highly functional quick-drying fabric keeps your body warm, dry and fresh all day long

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a 
mobile phone, PDA or glasses

Wire loop in the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: 100% Polyester Fleece, 260 g/m2.

Size: S–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126
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2743 High-Vis A.V.S. Polo Shirt, Class 2/3
A sporty classic to be seen in. Advanced high-visibility polo shirt in highly functional fabric for extreme 
moisture transport in the heat. En 471, size XS–M Class 2, size L–XXXL Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all directions – 
even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or 
glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable and quick-dry fabric for extreme comfort

Soft and stretchy reflective tape for enhanced comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: High-tech, lightweight and breathable 100% A.V.S. Active Vaporize System Polyester piqué, 150 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2633 High-Vis A.V.S. Polo Shirt, Class 2/3
A sports favourite. Stay ahead in this advanced high visibility polo shirt. Made in quick-dry A.V.S 
fabric that breathes while it keeps you dry. En 471, size XS–M Class 2, size L–XXXL Class 3.

Soft, sewn-on reflective bands all around and across shoulders and arms so that you’re highly  
visible from all directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone,  
PDA or glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable and quick-dry fabric for extreme comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Sporty design with contrasting details for an active look

Material: High tech, lightweight and breathable 100% A.V.S. Active Vaporize System Polyester piqué, 150 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

2543 High-Vis A.V.S. T-Shirt, Class 2/3
Stay dry, fresh and visible. Advanced high-visibility T-shirt in highly functional fabric for  
extreme moisture transport in the heat. En 471, size XS–M Class 2, size L–XXXL Class 3.

Reflective bands all around, including over the shoulders so that you’re highly visible from all  
directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone,  
PDA or glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable and quick-dry fabric for extreme comfort

Soft and stretchy reflective tape for enhanced comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Material: High tech, lightweight and breathable 100% A.V.S. Active Vaporize System Polyester piqué, 150 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL – New adjusted fit, see page 126

2533 High-Vis A.V.S. T-Shirt, Class 2/3
Bright on the outside, dry on the inside. Extremely comfortable and advanced high visibility T-Shirt 
that glows and breathes – while keeping you dry. En 471, size XS–M Class 2, size L–XXXL Class 3.

Soft, sewn-on reflective bands all around and across shoulders and arms so that you’re highly visible from 
all directions – even when bending down

Features patented MultiPockets™ convenience, two smart side pockets, perfect for a mobile phone, PDA or 
glasses

Active Vaporize System (A.V.S.) is an advanced, breathable and quick-dry fabric for extreme comfort

Wire loop at the neck for hands-free and MP3 wire from the MultiPockets™

Leading-edge design for a contemporary fit

Material: High tech, lightweight and breathable 100% A.V.S. Active Vaporize System Polyester piqué, 150 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL
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RSnickers Workwear's new generation painters workwear. A cutting-

edge range for hard-working men and women who deserve the best. 
With advanced ergonomic design and a perfect fit, our painter’s 
collection combines outstanding comfort and freedom of movement 
with exactly the right built-in functionality you need to get your job 
done. Making your workday easier, safer and more productive.  
Painting has never been more enjoyable.

FEEL FREE, AT WORK
PAINTERS COLLECTION – PERFECT FIT, AMAZING COMFORT

The convenient cloth holder loop  
in 100% polyester for extra durability.

With the putty tool/ruler pocket and patented 
knife fastener for Hultafors knives you always 
have the essentials within convenient reach.

FEMALE FIT.
All women’s garments in our Painter’s 
Collection are cut specifically for women. 
The trousers feature a low cut with shaped 
waistband, and the Soft Shell jacket  
is designed with a perfect fit for the  
female form.

PERFECT FIT, AMAZING COMFORT.
Our new Painter’s trousers feature an 
advanced ergonomic cut with Twisted Leg™ 
design for a perfect fit, outstanding working 
comfort and optimal freedom of movement.

BUILT-IN FUNCTIONALITY.
Count on just the right functionality and 
reinforcements for the painter’s needs.  
For example the hardwearing cloth holder 
loop in 100% polyester the putty tool/ruler 
pocket and patented knife fastener.

ADVANCED KNEE PROTECTION.
Save your knees with the most advanced certified 
knee protection available. The polyester- 
reinforced kneepad pockets are designed for  
the KneeGuard™ positioning system, giving you 
superior and durable certified knee protection 
that follows your every move.

1277 Women’s Painter’s Soft Shell Jacket Page: 98

1275 Painter’s Soft Shell Jacket Page: 98
3275 Painter's Holster Pocket Trousers Page: 96
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3275 Painter’s Holster Pocket Trousers
Free yourself at work in these cutting-edge painter’s trousers combining advanced 
design with just the right functionality. Count on a perfect fit, amazing working comfort 
and superior certified knee protection.

™ design for outstanding working 
comfort with every move

can opener and essential tools 
™ positioning system for 

superior and durable certified knee protection

patented knife fastener for Hultafors painters knife

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154.

3775 Women’s Painter’s Holster Pocket Trousers
The ultimate painter’s trousers for women. Combining an advanced female fit with just 
the right functionality and reinforcements you need for amazing working comfort and 
superior certified knee protection.

™ design for outstanding 
working comfort with every move

gloves, can opener and essential tools 
™ positioning system for 

superior and durable certified knee protection

patented knife fastener for Hultafors painters knife

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 32–54, 18–22, 76–92.

3375 Painter’s Trousers
For advanced essentials. Hardwearing painter’s trousers combining contemporary design with just 
the right functionality and reinforcements you need for everyday working comfort and advanced 
knee protection.

™ design for enhanced working comfort 

™ positioning system for superior  
and durable certified knee protection

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154.
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3975 Painter’s Pirate Holster Pocket Trousers
Stay cool in the ultimate cut. Pioneering painter’s pirate trousers with advanced design for 
maximum ventilation and comfort. Count on reliable functionality and superior certified 
knee protection with every move.

™ design and Snickers Gusset™ in 
crotch for maximum ventilation and working comfort

can opener and essential tools 
™ positioning system for 

superior and durable certified knee protection

patented knife fastener for Hultafors painters knife

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 44–62, 84–104.

0375 Painter’s One-piece Trousers
The new generation one-piece for painters. Count on contemporary design with just the right 
functionality and reinforcements you need for everyday working comfort and superior certified 
knee protection.

™ positioning system for superior 
and durable certified knee protection

fastener for Hultafors painters knife

movement

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements.

Standard stock sizes: 44–62, 84–116, 146–156.

PAINTER

NEW
Launch Spring 2013

3075 Painters Holster Pockets Shorts
Beat the heat in these painter’s work shorts with just the right functionality. Features 
an advanced cut with Twisted Leg™ design, reinforcements and a range of pockets, 
including holster pockets and phone compartment.

Contemporary cut with Twisted Leg™ design for enhanced working comfort

Easy-to-access holster pockets with outside compartments and loops for dusting brush, 
gloves, can opener and essential tools

Patented knife fastener for Hultafors painters knife

Smart ruler pocket design with loose front corner for improved functionality and  
freedom of movement

Large, easy-to-access leg pocket with mobile phone and pen compartments

Material: 100% Cotton, 325 g/m2, with 100% Polyester reinforcements

Standard stock sizes: 42–62
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1275 Painter’s Soft Shell Jacket
Sharpen your profile to and from work in a stretchable and water repellent Soft Shell Jacket that 
breathes while you work. Count on fleece-lined warm comfort with every move and plenty of 
space for company profiling. 

™ with ergonomic cut ensures a natural working position and freedom of 
movement

Material: Windproof, water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 100% 
Polyester. 265g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL.

1277 Women’s Painter’s Soft Shell Jacket
Sharpen your profile. A casual women’s Soft Shell Jacket in stretchable and water repellent 
fabric that breathes while you work. Count on fleece-lined warm comfort to and from work and  
a perfect female fit.

Material: Windproof, water repellent, breathable and stretchable. Laminated Soft Shell fabric in 100% 
Polyester. 265 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXL.

2811 Women’s Painter’s  
Zip Hoodie
Just add paint. Straightforward Zip Hoodie 
with female fit and a large kangaroo pocket 
to warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal 
for company profiling.

modern fit

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL.

2801 Painter’s Zip Hoodie
Just add paint. Straightforward Zip Hoodie with added flexibility and a 
large kangaroo pocket to warm the hands. Easy to enjoy and ideal for 
company profiling.

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL.

PAINTER

2810 Painter’s Sweatshirt
Robust, straightforward sweatshirt in a 
range of colours. Easy to enjoy and ideal for 
company profiling.

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL.

2800 Painter Hoodie
Robust, straightforward Hoodie with a large 
kangaroo pocket to warm the hands. Easy to 
enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

2x2 rib with Lycra for solid performance

Reinforced elbows for enhanced durability

Material: 65% Polyester 35% Cotton, 300 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL
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2502 Painter’s T-shirt
Giving painters open opportunities. Classic T-shirt with Cotton 
comfort and loads of company profiling possibilities.

Material: 100% Combed Cotton, 160 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL.

2402 Painter’s T-shirt, long sleeve
The painter’s everyday favourite. Rugged, reinforced long sleeve T-shirt 
with Cotton comfort and loads of company profiling possibilities.

Material: 100% Combed Cotton, 200 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL.

2503 Women’s Painter’s Stretch T-shirt
Free to paint. With a fresh look, optimal female fit and extra freedom of 
movement, this stretch T-shirt is easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL.

2403 Women’s Painter’s Stretch T-shirt, long sleeve
The painter’s everyday favourite with a female fit. With a fresh look and extra freedom 
of movement, this stretch shirt is easy to enjoy and ideal for company profiling.

Material: 90% Cotton 10% Elastane, 190 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXL.

9081 Painter’s Rip-stop Cap
The painter’s essential. Top quality cap with large space for company 
profiling and extra-light fabric for working comfort in the heat.

greater comfort

Material: Rip-Stop 100% Cotton.

Size: One size.
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The conditions you work in leave no room for compromises or doubt  
– especially in terms of potential risks from sparks, heat and flame.  
That’s why we created a range of flame retardant clothing that combines 
an outstanding level of protection with the functionality and on-the-job 
comfort you expect from Snickers Workwear. The result is a collection  
that fulfils relevant safety norms and the demands of hard working 
 professionals like you. Making every working day a safer, more comfortable 
experience.

EXTINGUISH DOUBT

BUILT-IN FUNCTIONALITY
From underwear to a full welding overall,  
our range of garments represent superior 
functionality. Pockets and hems are sewn  
to facilitate easy access for hands and 
minimise access for sparks or welding 
bi-products. The trousers offer the most 
advanced certified knee protection available.

CREATED TO PROTECT
Every garment is light to the touch and the 
material is soft, unlike other flame retardant 
collections that often feature heavy, uncomfort-
able treated material. This has not been done 
at the expense of safety, however. All our 
flame retardant garments fulfil the relevant 
safety standards according to EN11612.

EN 11612 This standard specifies performance 
for garments made from flexible materials, 
which are designed to protect the wearer’s 

body, except the hands, from heat and /or flame.

CLASS OF GARMENT

A  – Limited flame spread

A1 – Surface ignition

A2 – Bottom edge ignition

B  – Convective heat

C  – Radiant heat

D  – Molten aluminium splash

E  – Molten iron splash

F  – Contact heat

EN 11611 This standard specifies minimum 
basic safety requirements and test methods 
for protective clothing including hoods, aprons, 

sleeves and gaiters that are designed to protect the 
wearer’s body including head and feet and that are to 
be worn during welding and allied processes with 
comparable risks.

A1:  Indicates that the garments meet the require-
ments for limited flame spread for surface ignition.

A2:  Indicates that the garments meet the requirements 
for limited flame spread for bottom-edge ignition.

Class 1:  Manual welding techniques with light 
formation of splatters and drops.

Class 2:  Manual welding techniques with heavy 
formation of splatters and drops.

EN 1149-5 This European Standard specifies 
material and design requirements for 
electrostatic dissipative protective clothing, 

used as part of a total earthed system, to avoid 
incendiary discharges. The material shall meet 

requirements according to EN 1149-1 (Surface 
resistance) or 1149-3 (Induction charging). The 
requirements may not be sufficient in oxygen enriched 
flammable atmospheres. This European Standard is  
not applicable for protection against mains voltages.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISES
It would be easy to design flame retardant clothing 
that sacrifices comfort for heavy, unwieldy materials 
– but that wouldn’t be the Snickers Workwear way. 
Our range is soft, light, cool and features Twisted 
Leg™ design and pre-bent sleeves – anything for 
your comfort and freedom of movement.

MATERIAL GAINS
The material used in our flame retardant 
trousers and jackets is specially permeated 
cotton, designed to protect on contact with 
flame, convective or radiated heat. Our 
underwear offers the same level of protection 
and thanks to the use of advanced material, 
also delivers outstanding breatha bility and 
comfort.
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FLAME RETARDANT

1557 Flame Retardant Jacket
Contemporary design and anti-flame protection through advanced material and folded 
down hems. Light and comfortable thanks to pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut. Also 
features functional chest and front pockets. Conforms to EN11612.

Pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut enhance freedom of movement

All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in

Chest and front pockets covered by fold over hem combine easy access and optimal protection

Adjustable cuffs

Material: 100% Flame retardant cotton, 290 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL

1157 Flame Retardant Winter Jacket
Stay warm in this attractive winter jacket, combining anti-flame protection with 
lightness and comfort thanks to pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut. Also features a 
range of easy-access pockets and folded down hems. Conforms to EN11612.

Pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic cut enhance freedom of movement

All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in

Quilt lined for extra warmth on chilly days

Adjustable cuffs and waist enable climate regulation

Material: 100% Flame retardant cotton, 290 g/m2. Quilt lining.

Standard stock sizes: XS–XXXL
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FLAME RETARDANT

3357 Flame Retardant Trousers
Work in safety and comfort thanks to Twisted Leg™ design and ergonomic cut for enhanced 
freedom of movement. Count on superior certified knee protection, folded down hems and 
pocket covers preventing infiltration by sparks. Conform to EN11612.

Advanced Twisted Leg™ design and ergonomic cut for outstanding freedom of movement

All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Simplified, functional front pockets, ruler pocket and one back pocket combine easy access with 
optimal protection

Material: 100% Flame retardant cotton, 290 g/m2.

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154

3257 Flame Retardant Holster Pocket Trousers
Safety with enhanced functionality. Advanced work trousers with Twisted Leg™ design, 
superior certified knee protection and holster pockets convenience. Folded down hems 
and pocket covers prevent infiltration by sparks. Conform to EN11612.

Advanced Twisted Leg™ design and ergonomic cut for outstanding freedom of movement

All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Functional holster pockets, ruler pocket, leg pocket and one back pocket combine easy access 
and optimal protection

Material: 100% Flame retardant cotton, 290 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: 42–58, 84–104, 146–154
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6057 Flame Retardant Welding Overall
On-the-job excellence for welders. Light and comfortable overall with amazing fit thanks to 
pre-bent sleeves and ergonomic Twisted Leg™ design. Features folded down hems preventing 
infiltration by sparks. Conforms to EN11611 and EN11612.

Advanced Twisted Leg™ design and ergonomic cut for outstanding freedom of movement

All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in

Kneepad pockets designed for the KneeGuard™ positioning system for superior knee protection

Adjustable cuffs and waist enable climate control

Material: 100% Flame retardant cotton, 290 g/m2

Standard stock sizes: S–XXL, M–L long

2857 Flame Retardant Sweatshirt
For extra warmth, without compromising on protection. Anti-Flame Sweatshirt with a 
soft, all over cotton feeling. Figure following cuffs and hem for increased insulation and 
protection. Conforms to EN11612 and EN1149 Anti static.

Soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat and provides permanent 
flame protection

Fitted cuffs and hem enhance garment insulation and increase protection

Insulating fabric regulates temperature and increases comfort

Material: 60% ModAcrylic, 40% Cotton with anti static, 280 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9417 Flame Retardant T-shirt
Superb comfort and full first-layer anti-flame protection. Advanced material that 
solidifies on contact with heat creates a protective skin. Features moisture transporting 
fabric for enhanced working comfort. Conforms to EN11612 and EN1149 Anti static.

Soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat and provides permanent 
flame protection

Optimal body fit thanks to superior design and high-stretch material

Insulating, moisture transporting fabric regulates temperature and increases comfort

Material: 60% ModAcrylic, 40% Cotton with anti static, 1x1 rib 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL
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FLAME RETARDANT

UK Sizes: 4 – 6, 6 ½ – 8, 8 ½ – 10 ½, 11 – 13.

9427 Flame Retardant Long Sleeve T-shirt
Full first-layer upper body anti-flame protection with amazing fit. Advanced material that 
solidifies on contact with heat creates a protective skin. Features moisture transporting 
fabric for enhanced working comfort. Conforms to EN11612 and EN1149 Anti static.

High-stretch material with soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat and provides  
permanent flame protection

Fitted cuffs and high collar enhance garment insulation and increase protection

Insulating, moisture transporting fabric regulates temperature and increases comfort

Material: 60% ModAcrylic, 40% Cotton with anti static, 1x1 rib 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9437 Flame Retardant Briefs
First layer anti-flame protection meets working comfort. Briefs made in moisture 
transporting fabric with a soft touch all over cotton feeling. Conforms to EN11612 
and EN1149 Anti static.

High-stretch material with soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat and provides 
permanent flame protection

Insulating and moisture transporting fabric keeps you warm and fresh

Waistband designed for maximum comfort

Material: 60% ModAcrylic, 40% Cotton with anti static 1x1 rib 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9447 Flame Retardant Long Johns
Stay warm with this complete lower body anti-flame protection, next to your skin. 
Features insulation and moisture transporting fabric for superb comfort in any 
conditions. Conforms to EN11612 and EN1149 Anti static.

High-stretch material with soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat and provides 
permanent flame protection

Elastic hems enhance garment insulation and increase protection

Insulating, moisture transporting fabric regulates temperature and increases comfort

Material: 60% ModAcrylic, 40% Cotton with anti static, 1x1 rib 220 g/m2.

Size: XS–XXXL

9257 Flame Retardant Socks
Anti-flame and electrostatic charge protection through advanced material and 
construction. Soft to touch with all over cotton feeling. Features heel and toe 
reinforcements for enhanced durability. Conform to EN11612 and EN1149 Anti static.

Anti-static protection helps prevent charge building up in your body

Soft, all over cotton feeling for a more comfortable fit

Insulating, moisture transporting fabric regulates temperature and increases comfort

Advanced heat and flame reactive material that solidifies with heat provides permanent 
flame protection

Material: 
Size: 37/39, 40/42, 43/45, 46/48
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PROTECT YOUR HEAD. 
A lot of your body heat escapes through 
the head – so use a beanie or cap when 
it’s cold outside. Under a blazing sun, a 
protective cap makes all the difference. 

PROTECT YOUR HANDS. 
Your hands are one of your most 
important tools. Even the strongest 
hands should be handled with care. 
Experience how the advanced design 
of our work gloves helps you protect 
them and keep them warm. 

CUSTOMISED PROTECTION. 
Explore our exciting range of 
accessories and create your own 
personal solution that supports 
your specific on-the-job needs. 
Count on added protection and 
convenience with every product.

EN 388 Gloves Giving Protection from Mechanical Risks
This standard applies to all kinds of protective gloves in respect of physical and mechanical aggressions 
caused by abrasion, blade cut, tearing and puncture. Protection against mechanical risks is expressed 

by a pictogram followed by four numbers (performance levels), each representing test performance against a 
specific risk. The performance level is from 1-5, where 4 or 5 is the best result.  

a.  Resistance to abrasion: based on the number of cycles required to abrade through the sample glove. 

b.  Blade cut resistance: based on the number of cycles required to cut through the sample at a constant 
speed. 

c.  Tear resistance: based on the amount of force required to tear the sample. 

d.  Puncture resistance: based on the amount of force required to pierce the sample with a standard sized 
point.

In all cases, 0 indicates the lowest level of performance, as follows. 

These are the requirements for each performance levels. The performance level is displayed alongside the 
pictogram.

EN 511 Gloves Giving Protection from Cold
This standard applies to any gloves to protect the hands against convective and contact cold down to 
–50 °C. Protection against cold is expressed by a pictogram followed by a series of 3 performance levels, 

relating to specific protective qualities. 

a.  Resistance to convective cold: Performance level 0–4.  
Based on the thermal insulation properties of the glove which are obtained by measuring the transfer  
of cold via convection.

b.  Resistance to contact cold: Performance level 0–4.  
Based on the thermal resistance of the glove material when exposed to contact with a cold object.

c.  Permeability by water: 0 or 1.  
0 = water penetration after 30 minutes of exposure. 1 = no water penetration. 

X=performance level not tested.

All gloves must also achieve at least performance level 1 for abrasion and tear according to EN 388.

Performance level 0 1 2 3 4 5

a. Abrasion resistance (cycles) <100 100 500 2000 8000 –

b. Blade cut resistance (factor) <1.2 1.2 2.5 5.0 10.0 20.0

c. Tear resistance (newton) <10 10 25 50 75 –

d. Puncture resistance (newton) <20 20 60 100 150 –
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ACCESSORIES

Superior protection  
with perfect fit.

No seams at fingertips 
for maximum comfort.

Grip Tech reinforcements 
for unbeatable grip and 

durability.

Soft and breathable 
Chamude® material.

9518 Craftsmen Glove
The new rugged performance standard. Provides an unbeatable grip, uncompromising 
protection and a superior fit – perfect for really tough jobs.

Designed with Chamude® – a soft light material – breathable and washable

Palm and fingers are reinforced with Grip Tech™, a durable rubber with an advanced textured 
surface, for an unbeatable grip and extra durability

4-way stretch nylon for perfect fit and comfort

Meets EN 388 Mechanical risk

Material: 55% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 12% PVC, 9% Polyurethane, 4% Cotton.

Size: S–XXL

9519 Grip Glove
True handling performance. Ensures an 
uncompromising grip even on smooth surfaces, 
while it supports and protects – a pleasure to 
work with.

Designed with Chamude® – a soft light material 
– breathable and washable

4-way stretch nylon for perfect fit and comfort

Palm covered with PU web for maximum grip

Meets EN 388 Mechanical risk

Material: 68% Nylon, 12% Polyester, 16% 
Polyurethane, 4% Cotton.

Size: S–XXL

9517 Winter Glove
Extreme protection in action. Lined, watertight 
winter gloves that breathe for the best possible 
protection – a must in cold or stormy weather. 
Designed for maximum protection from the 
elements, working comfort, and solid grip.

Designed with Chamude® – a soft light material – 
breathable and washable

Palm and fingers are reinforced with Grip Tech™, a 
durable rubber with an advanced textured surface, 
for an unbeatable grip and extra durability

4-way stretch nylon for perfect fit and comfort

Meets EN 388 Mechanical risk and EN 511 
Protection against cold

Material: Shell in 56% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 12% PVC, 
8% Polyurethane, 4% Cotton. Lining in 100% Micro 
Fleece Polyester with 100% Polyurethane membrane.

Size: S–XXL

9520 Craftsmen Glove, Open 
Finger
For extra control and flexibility when working 
with smaller tools, screws and nails – without 
having to give up a superior grip.

Designed with Chamude® – a soft light material 
– breathable and washable

Three cut fingers for extra control and flexibility, 
ideal for detail work

Palm and fingers are reinforced with Grip Tech™, 
a durable rubber with an advanced textured 
surface, for an unbeatable grip and extra 
durability

Meets EN 388 Mechanical risk

Material: 45% Nylon, 18% Polyester, 17% PVC, 
16% Polyurethane, 4% Cotton.

Size: S–XXL
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ACCESSORIES

Separated i nside  
compartment for wet 

clothes and shoes.

Hard-wearing 100% 
waterproof fabric.

Waterproof front 
compartment.

Ergonomic 
shoulder strap.

9609 Waterproof Duffel Bag
Need a change? Keep your spare clothes dry and clean in this high-tech and hard-wearing 100% 
waterproof Duffel Bag. Providing easy access and convenient solutions when you’re on the move.

Easy roll-to-close design with clips for 100% waterproof transport and storage

Keep wet clothes and shoes separated from your dry and clean clothing in special inside compartment

Waterproof ID-pocket and easy access to your smaller belongings in waterproof front compartment with zipper

Superior carrying comfort thanks to ergonomic shoulder strap with asymmetric design

Comfortable and convenient handle design with neoprene soft-grip

Material: 55% PVC 35% Polyester 10% Polyamide.

Size: 40 Liters

9610 Waterproof Backpack
Hands up! High-tech and hard-wearing 100% waterproof backpack for dry and clean 
storage of spare clothes when you’re on the move. Freeing your hands for better things.

Easy roll-to-close design with clips for 100% waterproof transport and storage

Superior carrying comfort thanks to built in back support and ergonomically designed and 
padded shoulder straps

ID-pocket and easy access to your smaller belongings in waterproof front compartment with 
zipper

Easy–access outside mesh compartment for convenient storage of water bottle or soft drinks

Comfortable and convenient handle design with neoprene soft-grip

Material: 55% PVC 35% Polyester 10% Polyamide.

Size: 30 Liters

9081 Rip-stop Cap
Stay cool and make a company statement. Top quality cap with large space 
for company profiling and extra-light fabric for working comfort in the heat.

Large front space for easy and bold company profiling

Extra light yet durable rip-stop fabric for cooling comfort on warm working days

Pre-curved visor for the right look

Metallic net eyelets in the back for greater comfort

Easy adjustment in the back for optimal fit

Material: 100% Cotton, Rip stop.

Size: One size

9083 Logo Cap
Get innovation on top. Smartly designed, premium quality cap with 
confident Snickers Workwear logo and a unique feature that holds 
your glasses in place when not in use for extra convenience.

Specially designed to hold your glasses in place when not in use, 
providing quick and convenient access

Pre-curved visor for the right look

Metallic net ventilation eyelets in the back for greater comfort

Easy adjustment in the back for optimal fit

3D Snickers Workwear embroidery

Material: 100% cotton.

Size: One size
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ACCESSORIES

NEW
Launch Autumn 2013

9090 Pile Fleece Beanie
Protect your head and fight the elements in true 
comfort. Warm where it matters, this insulated 
beanie keeps your ears covered when your work 
gets cold.

Shaped to cover the ears for extra protection

Allows a good hearing level thanks to perforated 
fabric at the ears

Keeps your head warm on cold days with extra 
insulation where needed

Truly soft working comfort thanks to a perfect 
combination of fleece and pile fabrics

Material: 100% Polyester Fleece and 100% Polyester 
Pile

Size: S, M, L

9084 Logo Beanie
Warm where it matters. 80% of your body heat 
escapes through your head. So get protected in 
this soft and comfortable beanie.

Cosy fleece lining for warm working comfort on 
chilly days

Soft and stretchable fabric for optimum fit and 
comfort

Contemporary design with Snickers Workwear logo

Material: 100% Acrylic with 100% Polyester Fleece 
lining.

Size: One size

9085 Striped Beanie, Reversable
Use your head. Combine warmth where it matters with a 
contemporary attitude in this thick and cosy reversible beanie.

Thick and soft for warm working comfort on chilly days

Stretchable fabric for optimum fit and comfort

Beanie in contemporary and reversible design with stripes and 
Snickers Workwear knitted in fabric

Material: 100% Acrylic knitted

Size: One size

9086 Logo  Beanie, Reversable
Attitude on top. This reversible beanie with 
contemporary oversized design works equally 
well indoors as outdoors

Oversized design for more relaxed looks

Light, soft and stretchable fabric for optimum fit and 
comfort – indoors and outdoors

Beanie in contemporary and reversible design with 
Snickers Workwear symbol knitted in fabric

Material: 70% Acrylic 30% Wool, knitted

Size: One size

9099 Winter Cap
Drop the earflaps. Stay warm in this comfy Power Polyamide 
winter cap with reflecting features and soft pile padding to keep 
the harsh cold out and the snow off your head.

Soft warm pile padding to keep the cold out

Earflaps with adjustable strap that can be fastened at the top, at 
the back or under the chin

3M reflecting features at the visor, sides and back

Material: Outside 100% Power Polyamide, inside 100% Polyester pile.

Size: S, M, L

9093 WINDSTOPPER® Beanie
Be bright – stay warm and visible. This 
WINDSTOPPER® beanie features an integrated 
reflecting stripe and soft fleece lining to keep 
your head warm and enlightened, at all times.

Made in advanced 2-layer breathable 
WINDSTOPPER® fabric for outstanding wind 
protection

Reflecting stripe neatly knitted in fabric

Knitted wool blend for extra warmth on cold days

Material: Advanced breathable 100% windproof 
2-layer GORE WINDSTOPPER® fabric, 30% Wool and 
70% Acrylic.

Size: One size

9088 Multifunctional Headwear
Balaclava, headband, beanie, neck warmer? 
Wear this quick-drying multifunctional 
headwear any way you want. Count on 
adaptable warmth and protection on top.

Smooth, stretchy quick-drying fabric for 
comfortable warmth and protection

Can be worn under a hard hat for superior  
warmth and comfort

Keeps long hair in place for enhanced safety

Material: 100% stretch Polyester, 130  g/m2.

Size: One Size

9080 Fleece Beanie
Warmth on top. Cover your head in this soft 
and comfortable fleece beanie and you’ll soon 
forget the chilly working conditions.

Warm working comfort on cold days thanks to 
the soft, stretchable micro fleece fabric

Can be worn under a protective helmet

Plenty of space for easy company profiling that 
stands out

Material: 100% Micro Polyester Fleece, 240g/m2

Size: S/M, L/XL
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ACCESSORIES

9044 Braces
Basic, flexible braces. Streamlined design 
and long-term dependability.

Designed with four fastening points – or fewer 
if you use the durable D-rings that are included

Can be attached in the side of the trousers, in 
the Velcro tool fasteners

Keeps the trousers up without restricting your 
movements

Material: Polyester 66%/Rubber 34%.

Size: One size

9025 Ergonomic Belt
Experience this high top quality elastic belt with a distinctive  
antique silver finish buckle. Designed for on-the-job comfort with  
a contemporary flair.

40 mm wide, elastic belt that shapes itself to your body

Quick and easy lock system

Top quality antique silver finish on buckle with Snickers Workwear logo

Discreet, yet contemporary “Snickers Workwear” embossed on belt

Material: Elastic, comfortable fabric in 95% Polyester 5% Elastane.

Size: One size

9026 Fixed Belt
The innovative buckle closure says it all. This 
is the ultimate hardwearing fixed belt to rely 
on in every situation.

Quick and easy lock system

Firm and rough webbing for extra durability

Top quality antique silver finish on buckle with 
Snickers Workwear symbol

Material: 100% Polyester webbing.

Size: 90, 110, 130 cm (35, 43, 51 inches)

9050 Elastic Braces
Elastic all the way, these reliable braces feature 
wide bands to evenly distribute your load and 
ensure all-day working comfort.

Extra wide elastic straps for comfort, support and 
optimal fit

Wide and firm clips for secure fastening

Easy length adjustment

Material: 90% Polyester 10% Lycra.

Size: One size

9033 Logo Belt
A must for the Snickers Workwear craftsman. Hardwearing fixed 
belt with non-scratch buckle. Available in several colours to 
match your image at work.

Non-scratch plastic buckle with Snickers Workwear symbol

Quick and easy lock system

40 mm wide belt with pronounced Snickers Workwear logos

Firm and rough webbing for extra durability

Available in three colours, including Hi-Vis nuance

Material: 100% Polyester webbing.

Size: 90, 110, 130 cm (35, 43, 51 inches)

9034 Leather Belt
Buckle-up in this hard-wearing classic leather belt 
in top-quality finish, featuring a sturdy buckle for 
a long service life. Available in three sizes for an 
optimal fit.

Non-chrome, eco friendly treated high-quality 
leather

4 mm thick and 45 mm wide for extra strength and 
durability

Sturdy buckle with steel pin for enhanced durability

Ideal if you are working in a heat and flame 
environment

Available in 3 sizes for an optimal fit

Material: 100% leather.

Size: 90, 110, 130 cm (35, 43, 51 inches)

9760 ID badge holder
Convenient ID badge holder that keeps your ID 
firmly in place. Easy to attach with a clip, whereever 
you want. Wear it with pride.

Easy to attach with a clip wherever you want

Top lid that protects from water and dirt

Withstands –18 °C

UV treated

Material: 100% PVC, conforms to EN 15777

Size: One size

9761 Yo-yo for ID badge holder
There and back again. Just pull, show your ID card 
and let the automatically rewinding cord do the 
rest.

Easy to attach to ID badge 9760

Ensures your ID card is accessible and always in place

60 cm long and durable string attached to a rotating disc

Material: Nylon string, Plastic housing.

Size: One size
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THE SNICKERS 
WORKWEAR ACTIVE  

CLIMATE SYSTEM
One thing is for sure: you can’t change the 
weather. However, the weather itself changes 
from one season to the next, and sometimes 
even from one hour to the next. This puts 
 extreme demands on your workwear. You need  
to be able to adapt to the constantly changing 
conditions. That’s exactly what you get with the 
Snickers Workwear Active Climate System. 

All our garments are designed to work together. 
This means our first, second and third layer 
garments are optimised to perform perfectly with 
each other. Allowing you to easily adjust to the 
climate, while at the same time retaining the 
optimum combination of on-the-job comfort, func-
tionality and protection, in any kind of weather. 

Ultimately it’s quite simple: with the Snickers 
Workwear Active Climate System you’ll be pre-
pared whatever awaits you outdoors. Allowing 
you to turn a demanding climate into extreme 
working comfort. All year round.

1198 XTR A.P.S. Waterproof Winter Jacket Page: 30
3619 Power Winter Trousers Page: 17

9085 Striped Beanie, Reversable Page: 110
9517 Winter Glove Page: 108112



WORKS ALL YEAR ROUND  
– FOR YOU

COLD, WET, HOT, WINDY?
Working outdoors is special. No matter if it’s freezing cold 
or boiling hot, or if wind and heavy rain are trying to bring 
you to a standstill, the challenge is to stay comfortable 
and properly protected while at the same time having easy 
access to your tools. With the Snickers Workwear Active 
Climate System you know you can. The wide range of 
 advanced garments for different seasons is designed to 
turn the weather issue into a non-issue – allowing you to 
fully concentrate on your job and always perform your best.

DRESS RIGHT
Dressing right is easy if you’re well-prepared. Just make 
sure you have the right garments to choose from when 
the climate changes. And make sure the garments you 
use together form a complete system. Then follow these 
basic dressing rules during your working day:

3123 Craftsmen Shorts, Rip-Stop Page: 23
2706 A.V.S. Polo Shirt Page: 66
9208 Thin Coolmax® Socks Page: 79
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STAY WARM 

THIRD LAYER FOR 
WEATHER PROTECTION. 
Here you need reliable wind and water 
protection. Your garment should be 
waterproof, breathable, strong and durable. 
Like our advanced A.P.S. garments.

SECOND LAYER  
FOR INSULATION. 
These garments are designed to insulate 
by creating a pocket of air around your 
body – keeping you warm. Choose from 
our advanced range of micro fleece, 
fleece, pile and quilt. 

FIRST LAYER  
FOR MOISTURE TRANSPORT. 
Forget cotton – it absorbs and retains 
water. Our underwear in soft and 
comfortable wicking polyester keeps your 
body warm and dry. 
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IN THE COLD
To dress warm when it’s cold is easy. But to dress right requires more attention. Because 
when the going gets tough you start sweating. But later, when the pace slows, the moisture 
your body has created cools and you start to shiver. What you need is advanced ventilation 
and the ability to control and regulate the heat from your body. That’s exactly what you get  
if you dress in 3-layers from Snickers Workwear – ensuring outstanding functionality and 
working comfort.

CLIMATE COMFORT.
With advanced ventilation you can 
adjust the temperature for optimal 
comfort. The front zipper is one way, 
ventilation zippers under the arms 
is another and so too is being able 
to adjust the bottom of jackets and 
trousers. Remember: a lot of body 
heat escapes through the head  
– so use a hat or hood.

THINK SAFE.
Staying warm in the cold is crucial 
for safety at work. When you are cold 
your ability to react is hampered, you 
become less effective and risk making 
bad decisions. The human organism 
can adapt to tropical conditions, but 
it can’t acclimatise to cold weather. 
The solution is to  always protect 
your body with  appropriate clothing 
– like the Snickers Workwear cold 
weather garments.

Body heat
Skin

Fabric

Body moisture

Fabric with 
dirt repellent  
finish

Wind

Snow  
and rain

A.P.S.  
membrane

Inside lining

Body heat

Skin

Body 
moisture

Lightweight  
face fabric 

WINDSTOPPER®  
membrane

Skin 
sensorial 
inner layer 

Totally windproof 

Maximum 
breathability 

Wind/Rain

Outer material

GORE-TEX® 
membrane

Lining

Water vapour (sweat)

9430 XTR Body Engineered Long Sleeve T-shirt Page: 72
9431 XTR Body Engineered Long Johns Page: 73
9203 Wool Mix, High Socks Page: 78

9414 Micro Fleece Long Johns Page: 76
9438 Body Mapping Micro Fleece Jacket Page: 38

3378 A.P.S. Waterproof Trousers Page: 46
1978 A.P.S. Craftsmen’s Waterproof Jacket Page: 46
9085 Striped Beanie, Reversable Page: 110
9517 Winter Glove Page: 108
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GORE-TEX®

STAY DRY IN 
Staying dry and comfortable in the rain is all about choosing the right type  
of rainwear for the job. The choice depends on how intensely you’re working 
and how long you work in the rain without taking a break. When hard at work, 
the fabric’s breathability is crucial for ventilating your body heat. The longer 
your working shifts, the tougher the demands on waterproof technology used 
in the garment.

For 100 % dry working  
comfort during long working 
shifts in the rain, choose  
our GORE-TEX® garments.

1888 XTR GORE -TEX® Shell Jacket Page: 43
9518 Craftsmen Glove Page: 108

1978 A.P.S. Craftsmen’s Waterproof Jacket Page: 46
3378 A.P.S. Waterproof Trousers Page: 46

8200 Rain Jacket, PU Page: 47
8201 Rain Trousers, PU Page: 47
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PUA.P.S.

PU

THE RAIN

For reliable waterproof protection 
during shorter shifts in the rain, 
choose our A.P.S. garments.

For quick and reliable protection 
during intense rain or less active 
jobs, choose our PU garments.

Fabric with 
dirt repellent  
finish

Outer material

Wind WindSnow and rain
Rain

A.P.S.  
membrane

PU Coating

Inside lining Tricot lining

Body heat Body heat
Skin Skin

Body moisture

Wind/Rain

Outer material

GORE-TEX® 
membrane

Lining

Water vapour (sweat)
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SOFTSHELL

CHEAT TH
When the wind starts to blow you’d better watch out. Because even if it’s a dry  
and clear day, the wind makes the temperature plummet quite drastically. However,  
if you choose the right type of windproof workwear you’ll stay warm and comfortable.  
The choice depends on how intensely you’re working and how long you stay outdoors. 
When hard at work, the fabric’s breathability is crucial for ventila ting your body heat. 
The longer your work shift, the tougher the demands on the windproof technology  
used in the garment.

For reliable windproof protection 
during less active jobs, the  
Snickers Workwear Protective 
Fleece is ideal.

For windproof protection 
during shorter working shifts,  
a Snickers Workwear Soft Shell 
jacket is the perfect choice.

PROTECTIVE
FLEECE
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WINDSTOPPER®

10°C 6°C 0°C -6°C -10°C -16°C -26°C -30°C

2 m/s 9 5 -2 -9 -14 -21 -33 -37

6 m/s 7 2 -5 -13 -18 -26 -38 -44

10 m/s 6 1 -7 -15 -20 -28 -41 -47

14 m/s 6 0 -8 -16 -22 -30 -44 -49

18 m/s 5 -1 -9 -17 -23 -31 -45 -51

E WIND
WIND CHILL FACTOR

Body heat

Skin

Fabric

Windproof and 
breathable 
membrane

For 100% windproof protection during 
long and hard working shifts, choose 
our highly breathable WINDSTOPPER® 
Fleece or Soft Shell garments.

WindBody 
moisture

Lightweight  
face fabric 

WINDSTOPPER®  
membrane

Skin 
sensorial 
inner layer 

Total  
windproofness 

Maximum 
breathability 

1219 Soft Shell Jacket with Hood Page: 36
3314 Craftsmen Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14

8010 Protective Fleece Jacket Page: 39
3212 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, DuraTwill Page: 15

1219 Soft Shell Jacket with Hood Page: 36
3314 Craftsmen Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14

8888 WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell Jacket Page: 36
3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 10
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HIGH-TECH FABRICS.
Our high-tech A.V.S. fabric features an innovative blend 
of polyester and bamboo carbon. The bamboo is ground 
down to nano-size, one millionth of a millimetre, and 
blended with the polyester fibre. The result is a highly 
breathable material, giving you exceptional moisture 
transport, UV protection and anti-odour comfort.

Coolmax®

Soft fabric designed to transport 
moisture away from your body 
helping you to stay cool and dry. 

UV-protection

Our UV-protected garments have a UPF 
(Ultraviolet Protection Factor) of 40+ or 50+ 
to help protect your skin from the sun.

When the going gets really hot and humid, ventilation is the key. Snickers Workwear 
hot weather garments feature advanced designs and intelligent materials for extreme 
working comfort, ventilation and functionality. Original Pirate Trousers with maximum 
ventilation and amazing Shorts with all the pockets you need are just two examples.

Fabric

SkinBody moisture

Moisture

TURN DOW

3923 Pirate Holster Pocket Trousers, Rip-Stop Page: 22
2706 A.V.S. Polo Shirt Page: 66120



N THE HEAT

3023 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Shorts, Rip-Stop Page: 23
2501 A.V.S. T-Shirt Page: 66
9208 Thin Coolmax® Socks Page: 79

3913 Pirate Trousers, Rip-Stop Page: 22
2707 A.V.S. Polo Shirt with stripe Page: 66 121
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T-SHIRT PROFILING
Heat-sealing is the best choice when profiling your 
company T-shirts. Count on high quality in any size 

and colour.

FLEECE PROFILING
For a company-profiled fleece, embroidery is 
the obvious choice since heat-sealing might 

leave marks in the fabric.

QUALITY EMBROIDERY
With embroidery you get quality with every 
stitch, but remember that words or symbols 
smaller than 5 mm can be difficult to read.

HIGH-VIS PROFILING
Profiling High-Vis garments is 
rather special. Excessively 
large logos may jeopardise 
the classification of the 
garment. For optimum and 
safe company profiling, 
please contact us for  
more information.

REFLECTIVE STRIPES 
We can sew additional reflective 
stripes onto your work trousers 
and jackets. A cost-efficient 
solution to boost your personal 
protection.

A.P.S. AND GORE-TEX® PROFILING
When profiling your waterproof garments, heat sealing is 
the way to go. If you prefer embroidery, we will tape the 
rear of the embroidery to make sure the garment retains 
its waterproof characteristics.

3314 Craftsmen Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
2504 T-shirt with MultiPockets™ Page: 67

3214 Craftsmen Holster Pocket Trousers, Canvas+ Page: 14
1212 Soft Shell Jacket Page: 33
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SHOW YOUR LOGO
When done right, company profiling pays off. It is a stamp of quality  
that says a lot about you and your company. It helps your company  
stand out, making it more distinct and recognised for the right reasons. 
With Snickers Workwear you know that you are turning to the experts  
– offering a complete range of value adding services and product options. 
The right colours, customised embroidery and personalised packaging,  
just to name a few. Contact us today for all the inspiring details.

PERSONALISED PACKAGING 
When you order a range of garments for all employ-
ees we have the perfect service for you: personalised 
packaging. That means  everyone gets all his or hers 
garments in a package labelled with their name. This 
facilitates easier internal distribution at your company 
and guarantees that everybody gets the right garments 
and the right sizes. Easy, convenient and personal.

With our advanced heat-sealing technique you get distinctive 
high-quality prints in the sizes and colours of your choice.

For the ultimate in company profiling, don’t hesitate to talk to 
our experts. They know what works best and can suggest a 
cost-efficient solution designed for you and your company.

Our embroidery embodies quality with every stitch. Giving 
your workwear an image boost that stands out in all the right 
ways – for a long time to come.

At Snickers Workwear we only use high-quality threads to 
make sure your company logo stands out in the long run.
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Scan the QR code for more detailed 
information about profiling.



HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT WORK
At Snickers Workwear, we are driving the application of advanced materials in 
workwear design, taking advantage of the latest technological developments,  
when and where it can improve on-the-job comfort, protection and durability. 

A.I.S. ACTIVE INSULATION SYSTEM 
A lightweight and soft micro fleece fabric. It is an ideal 
mid-layer for any outdoor activity with its insulating and 
high moisture transportation ability. This will keep you 
warm, dry and comfortable. Available in two versions: 
with and without a windproof membrane.

GORE-TEX® MATERIALS 
GORE-TEX® Technical Garments are extremely durable, 
waterproof to keep you dry, windproof to keep you warm, 
and breathable to keep you comfortable – all day long. 

The GORE-TEX® membrane has over 1.4 billion pores per square cm. 
The pores are 20,000 times smaller than a drop of water, but 700 
times bigger than a molecule of moisture vapour. This prevents 
water from penetrating, while its aids your body’s natural cooling 
process by allowing perspiration vapour to escape. Special 
GORE-SEAM® tape ensures that all seams are 100% waterproof. 

WINDSTOPPER® MATERIALS 
WINDSTOPPER® materials combines total 
windproofness with maximum breath ability  

to keep you warm and comfortable: 
 

from the chilling effects of wind and weather. 

perspiration build-up by allowing moisture vapour  
to escape easily. 

A durable water repellent finish provides additional 
weather protection.

D3O® 
D3O® has patented a unique polymer composite that 
contains a chemically engineered dilatant so that it 
functions as an energy absorber. The material’s molecules 
flow freely in standard conditions, but on impact, they lock 
together to absorb and disperse energy, before instantly 
returning to their flexible state. This unique characteristic 

provides enhanced protection, while providing a versatile and flexible material 
that can be manufactured for a host of impact protective applications.  
Note: D3O® does not ”go hard”.

Body heat

Skin

Outer  
fabric

Inner  
lining

Shock absorption
Transmitted force

Impact force

Fabric

Body moisture
Wind

Windproof and  
breathable  
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HIGH TECH MATERIALS

Wind/Rain
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membrane
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Totally windproof 
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CORDURA®

Material: 100 % Polyamide. Features: Cordura®  
by Invista is a high technology fabric made with 
air-textured polyamide fibres able to meet the 
toughest standards of strength and durability  
– yet remain light and stylish. Because it is an 
extremely tough and hardwearing material,  
we use it to reinforce exposed parts on Snickers 
Workwear garments such as pockets, knees  
and sleeves. It is also water and dirt repellent, 
easy to care for and retains its shape.

CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES
The International Oeko-Tex® Association is an independent test 
institute, testing textiles for harmful substances according to 
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 for textile products of all types which 
pose no risk whatsoever to health. The Oeko-Tex® label indicates 
the additional benefits of tested safety for skin-friendly clothing 
and other textiles.

A.P.S. ACTIVE PROTECTION SYSTEM 
Will keep you dry and comfortable during hard conditions. 
This 3-layer construction is developed to keep wind, water 
and dirt out while maintaining high breathability.

A.V.S. ACTIVE VAPORIZE SYSTEM 
A lightweight and high-tech fabric. This garment has 
outstanding breathability which will keep your body 
dry and comfortable during hard activity.

UV-PROTECTION
Too much direct sunlight can damage the skin. 
Snickers Workwear UV-protected garments has 
a UPF (Ultraviolet Protection Factor) of 40+ or 
50+. Our garments are tested in accordance 
with the international standards; EN 13758 
and AS/NZS 4399:1996.

SUPERFABRIC® brand materials
SuperFabric® brand technology is an advanced, multi-step 
engineered process that takes ordinary fabrics and transforms 
them into a variety of unique, protective solutions, known 
collectively as SuperFabric® materials. These new protective 
fabrics are engineered for optimum resistance to cuts, 
punctures and abrasions while remaining highly flexible. 
Optional properties such as flame resistance, specialized grip 
and more make for a complete customized solution.

COOLMAX®

Coolmax® fabrics are designed to move moisture 
away from the body and enhance fabric drying 
rate, thus keeping you feeling cool and dry. 
Coolmax® moves perspiration, through channels  
in the fibres structure away from the body to the 
fabric’s outer surface, where it can evaporate 
quickly. The performance of Coolmax® is inherent 
in the fibres structure itself, thereby providing 
consistent performance wash after wash. The soft, 
lightweight and breathable fabric gives clothes a 
natural feel with an added touch of performance 
that keeps them comfortable and brings cool 
comfort to everyday apparel.

Fabric with 
dirt repellent  
finish

Wind
Snow and rain

A.P.S. membrane

Inside lining

Body heat

Skin

Body moisture

Fabric

SkinBody moisture

Moisture
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SIZE CHART

MEASURE RIGHT – FOR A GOOD FIT
The best way to ensure you get optimally fitting garments is to try them on for real. If that is not possible we  
recommend that you follow our measuring tips carefully to make sure you get the right size. Snickers Workwear keeps all 
standard sizes in stock for speedy deliveries (see specific garment for the standard size range). We also offer special sizes  
– it may take a little longer, but it’s well worth it. Outside sizes are available to order with 50% extra surcharge.

IMPORTANT MEASUREMENT TIPS 
1. Get help from someone to take your measurements.
2. Take measurements dressed in body-tight underwear.
3. Measure tight against/around your body, but without the measuring tape being pulled so hard that it “cuts” in. 
4. When measuring the inside leg, make sure the measuring tape is firmly extended. 

Every CE-marked garment 
has to have a label with  
a pictogram that shows 
the size and the body 
measurements of the 
 person that the garment 
is  intended for. This 
means that you always 
can check inside the 
 garment to see the size. 

SIZE M 
MEN

A. Body length
Top of the head to the sole of the foot 

B. Chest
Chest width, horizontally at the widest point.

C. Waist
Waist width, horizontally at navel height.  
Important measurement for one piece  
trousers and overalls.

D. Hip
Hip width the way you wear your trousers.

E. Seat
Seat width, horizontally at the widest point.

F. Inside leg 
Crotch to the sole of the foot. Extremely important 
measurement to ensure the kneepads end up in 
the right position. 

NEW ADJUSTED FIT
Snickers Workwear is continuously improving the fit according to customers demand. 
This means new products can be perceived as having ”a smaller fit” and you may need 
to go up one size compared to old styles. (See specific size charts). New products with 
new fit is marked ”New adjusted fit”. 
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C CM 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 112 120 128 136 144

(28") (30") (31") (33") (35") (36") (38") (39") (41") (44") (47") (50") (54") (57")

A CM 

146–158 (5') 180 184 188 192 196 200 204 208 212 216 220 224 228 232

158–170 (5'4") 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132

170–182 (5'8") 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68

182–194 (6'2") 142 144 146 148 150 152 154 156 158 160 162 164 166 168

194–206 (6'6") 242 244 246 248 250 252 254 256 258 260 262 264 266 268

C CM 72 80 88 96 104 120 136

(28") (31") (35") (38") (41") (47") (54")

F CM 

82 (32") XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54 56/58 60/62 64/66

C CM 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 112 120 128 136 144 152

(30") (31") (33") (34") (36") (38") (40") (42") (44") (48") (50") (54") (58") (60")

D CM 81 85 89 93 97 101 105 109 117 125 133 141 149 157

(30") (31") (33") (34") (36") (38") (40") (42") (44") (48") (50") (54") (58") (60")

F CM 

70 (28") 180 184 188 192 196 200 204 208 212 216 220 224 228 232

76 (30") 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132

82 (32") 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68

88 (34") 142 144 146 148 150 152 154 156 158 160 162 164 166 168

94 (36") 242 244 246 248 250 252 254 256 258 260 262 264 266 268

C CM 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 112 120 128 136 144 152

(30") (31") (33") (34") (36") (38") (40") (42") (44") (48") (50") (54") (58") (60")

D CM 81 85 89 93 97 101 105 109 117 125 133 141 149 157

(32") (33") (35") (37") (38") (40") (41") (43") (46") (49") (52") (56") (59") (62")

F CM 

70 (28") 184 188 192 196 200 204 208 212 216 220 224 228 232 236

76 (30") 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136

82 (32") 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

88 (34") 144 146 148 150 152 154 156 158 160 162 164 166 168 170

94 (36") 244 246 248 250 252 254 256 258 260 262 264 266 268 270

 SIZE CHART

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE BODY MEASUREMENTSPlease 
note!

Measure your body carefully. Look for your measurements in the chart and find the correct size.  
Bear in mind that it’s not you who must fit the garment, but the garment that must fit you. 
Snickers Workwear offers a size for everyone! If you don’t find your measurements in  
the chart, please contact our Customer Service for help. For standard stock sizes, see each garment.

MEN'S ONE-PIECE TROUSERS
IMPORTANT: It is important that you take into consideration your full waist measurement (C) when choosing the size of one-piece trousers.  
You may need a bigger size in one-piece trousers compared to on-the-waist trousers to make sure there is enough space for your stomach.

YOUR WAIST
 INCH 

YOUR BODY LENGTH  INCH  YOUR SIZE

Extra Short 

Short 

Regular 

Long 

Extra Long 

MEN'S BOTTOMS (Underwear, Sweat Pants, Rain Wear) – New Adjusted Fit
New Adjusted Fit styles: 2814, 8201, 8243, 9414, 9436

 YOUR WAIST
 INCH 

YOUR INSIDE LEG  INCH  YOUR SIZE

Regular

Corresponding sizes

MEN’S TROUSERS
YOUR WAIST

 INCH*

YOUR HIP
 INCH

YOUR INSIDE LEG CM  INCH* YOUR SIZE

Extra Short 

Short 

Regular 

Long 

Extra Long 

Please note!  SHORTS are available in Regular length. PIRATES are available in Short and Regular lengths.
(* Closest corresponding jeans size)

MEN’S TROUSERS – New Adjusted Fit
New Adjusted Fit styles: 3023, 3123, 3373, 3378, 3888

YOUR WAIST
 INCH*

YOUR HIP
 INCH

YOUR INSIDE LEG CM  INCH* YOUR SIZE

Extra Short 

Short 

Regular 

Long 

Extra Long 

Please note!  SHORTS are available in Regular length. 
(* Closest corresponding jeans size)
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B CM 84 92 100 108 116 132 148

(33") (36") (39") (43") (46") (52") (58")

C CM 72 80 88 96 104 120 136

(28") (31") (35") (38") (41") (47") (54")

A CM 

158–170 (5'4") XS - Short S - Short M - Short L - Short XL - Short XXL - Short XXXL - S

170–182 (5'8") XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

182–194 (6'2") XS - Long S - Long M - Long L - Long XL - Long XXL - Long XXXL - L

40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54 56/58 60/62 64/66

B CM 80 88 96 104 120 136

(31") (35") (38") (41") (47") (54")

C CM 64 72 80 88 104 120

(25") (28") (31") (35") (41") (47")

A CM 

152–164 (5'2") XS - Short S - Short M - Short L - Short XL - Short XXL - Short

164–176 (5'6") XS S M L XL XXL

176–188 (6') XS - Long S - Long M - Long L - Long XL - Long XXL - Long

32/34 36/38 40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54

C CM 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 96 104 112 120

(24") (25") (27") (28") (30") (31") (33") (34") (38") (40") (44") (48")

E CM 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 120 128 136 144

(33") (35") (36") (38") (39") (41") (43") (44") (47") (50") (54") (57")

F CM 

67 (26") 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

73 (28") 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

79 (32") 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

85 (34") 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108

91 (36") 164 168 172 176 180 184 188 192 196 200 204 208

B CM 88 96 104 112 124 132 140

(35") (38") (41") (44") (49") (52") (55")

C CM 76 84 92 100 112 120 128

(30") (33") (36") (39") (44") (47") (50")

A CM 

158–170 (5'4") XS - Short S - Short M - Short L - Short XL - Short XXL - Short XXXL - S

170–182 (5'8") XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

182–194 (6'2") XS - Long S - Long M - Long L - Long XL - Long XXL - Long XXXL - L

42/44 46/48 50/52 54/56 58/60 62 64

SIZE CHART

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE BODY MEASUREMENTSPlease 
note!

Measure your body carefully. Look for your measurements in the chart and find the correct size.  
Bear in mind that it’s not you who must fit the garment, but the garment that must fit you. 
Snickers Workwear offers a size for everyone! If you don’t find your measurements in  
the chart, please contact our Customer Service for help. For standard stock sizes, see each garment.

MEN’S JACKETS, TOPWEAR – New Adjusted Fit
New Adjusted Fit styles: 1122, 1128, 1129, 1219, 1683, 1688, 1822, 1823, 1878, 1973, 1978, 2543, 2712, 2743, 2815, 2816, 2817, 2819, 2820, 2821,  
4233, 4522, 8011, 8043, 8053, 8200, 8233, 8506, 8508, 9153, 9435, 9438

YOUR CHEST
 INCH 

YOUR WAIST
 INCH 

YOUR BODY LENGTH  INCH  YOUR SIZE

Short

Regular

Long

Corresponding sizes, Regular

Please note!  TOP WEAR, FLEECE and VESTS are available in Regular length.

WOMEN'S JACKETS & TOPWEAR
YOUR CHEST

 INCH 

YOUR WAIST
 INCH 

YOUR BODY LENGTH  INCH  YOUR SIZE

Short

Regular

Long

Corresponding sizes, Regular

Please note!  TOP WEAR is available in Regular length.

WOMEN'S TROUSERS
YOUR WAIST

 INCH*

YOUR SEAT
 INCH 

YOUR INSIDE LEG  INCH*  YOUR SIZE

Extra Short 

Short 

Regular 

Long 

Extra Long 

(* Closest corresponding jeans size)

MEN'S JACKETS, TOPWEAR & OVERALLS
YOUR CHEST

 INCH 

YOUR WAIST
 INCH 

YOUR BODY LENGTH  INCH  YOUR SIZE

Short

Regular

Long

Corresponding sizes, Regular

Please note!  TOP WEAR, FLEECE and VESTS are available in Regular length.
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0404 1818

9595

0404 1604 1704 1818

3204 7404 7595 9595

0404 0909 1212 1704 1818

2004 3204 5804 9595

0404

9595

0404 1804

5804

0404

2004

6504

0404

0404 1818

9595

0404 1604 1704 1818

3204 7404 7595 9595

0404 1212 1704 1818

2004 3204 5804 9595

6504

0400

2000

0404 1704 2004

5804 9504

0400 1800

9500

0404

9595

0400 1800

9500

0400

0400 1800

9500

0404 1818

9595

0404 1818

9595

1704 7404

9595

0404 1818

9595

0404 1604 1704 1818

3204 7404 9595

0400 1800

9500

0404 1804

2004

0404 1804

2004 9504

0404 1818

9595

0404 1804 2004

3204 9504

0400 1800

9500

0404 1804 2004

3204 9504

0604

0800

0408

0405

0404

0400 1800

9500

0404 1704 1804

2004 5804 9504

0400 7200

7700 7800

0418

1804

0400 5800

9500

INDEX

TROUSERS

3211 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, CoolTwill 
Page: 16

3212 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, DuraTwill 
Page: 15

3214 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Page: 14

3215 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Comfort 
Cotton, Page: 17

3223 Floorlayer Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Rip-Stop
Page: 18

3244 XTR Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Page: 10

3255 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Denim
Page: 16

3310 XTR Shield Trousers
Page: 13

3311 Craftsmen Trousers, 
CoolTwill
Page: 16

3312 Craftsmen Trousers, 
DuraTwill 
Page: 15

3314 Craftsmen Trousers, 
Canvas+
Page: 14

3355 Craftsmen Trousers, 
Denim
Page: 16

3393 Utility Trousers,  
Rip-Stop
Page: 20

3619 Power Winter Trousers
Page: 17

3713 Women’s Service 
Trousers
Page: 21, 82

3714 Women’s Holster Pocket 
Trousers, Canvas+
Page: 17, 82

3813 Cargo Trousers
Page: 20

3823 Service line Cargo 
Trousers, Tonal stitchings
Page: 20

3863 Service Kneepad 
Trousers
Page: 21

5283 Holster Pocket Trousers
Page: 20

5383 Trousers
Page: 20

ONE PIECE

0212 Craftsmen One-piece 
Holster Pocket Trousers, 
DuraTwill, Page: 19

0214 Craftsmen One-piece 
Holster Pocket Trousers, 
Canvas+, Page: 19

0312 Craftsmen One-piece 
Trousers, DuraTwill
Page: 19

6013 Service Overall
Page: 21

PIRATES

3913 Pirate Trousers,  
Rip-Stop
Page: 22

3923 Pirate Holster Pocket 
Trousers, Rip-Stop 
Page: 22

SHORTS

3014 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Shorts
Page: 23

3023 Craftsmen Holster 
Pocket Shorts, Rip-Stop
Page: 23

3113 Service Shorts
Page: 23

3123 Craftsmen Shorts, 
Rip-Stop 
Page: 23

KNEEPADS

9110 Craftsmen 
Kneepads
Page: 26

9111 Service Kneepads
Page: 26

9118 Floorlayer  
Kneepads
Page: 18, 26

9191 XTR D3O® Kneepads
Page: 25

JACKETS

1110 XTR Shield Jacket
Page: 13

1118 Winter Jacket
Page: 35

1119 Craftsmen Winter 
Jacket, Power Polyamide
Page: 32

1122 Craftmen’s Winter 
Jacket
Page: 35

1128 Craftsmen’s Winter 
Jacket, Rip-stop
Page: 34

1129 Winter Pilot Jacket
Page: 34
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5804 9504
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0400
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7700 7800

0404 1604

3204 5804

0404 1404 1604

9504 5804

0404 1404 1604

5804 9504

0418

1804

0400
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0400 1600

3200 5800

0400

0400

0400

0404

2604

0400

5800

0404 3204

5804

0400

0400

0406

9506

0406

9506

0400

9500

0400

9500

0404 7404

9504

0404 1804

9504

0000

0400

0400

0400

0400

0400

0404

5804

0404

5804

0404

0404

0404

0404

0404

0404

INDEX

1188 Waterproof Winter 
Jacket
Page: 34

1198 XTR A.P.S. 
Waterproof Winter Jacket
Page: 30

1212 Soft Shell Jacket
Page: 33

1219 Soft Shell Jacket 
With Hood
Page: 36

1227 Women’s Soft Shell 
Jacket
Page: 36, 82

1512 Craftsmen Jacket, 
DuraTwill
Page: 37

1513 Service Jacket
Page: 37

1822 Craftsmen’s Winter 
Long Jacket
Page: 35

4522 Craftmen’s  
Winter Vest
Page: 37

8888 WINDSTOPPER® 
Soft Shell Jacket
Page: 36

FLEECE

8008 ½ Zip Fleece 
Pullover
Page: 39

8009 Fleece Jacket
Page: 39

8010 Protective Fleece 
Jacket
Page: 39

8011 Pile Fleece Jacket
Page: 38

8088 WINDSTOPPER® 
Fleece Jacket
Page: 39

9435 Body Mapping ½ Zip 
Micro Fleece Pullover
Page: 38

9438 Body Mapping Micro 
Fleece Jacket
Page: 38

FOUL WEATHER

1688 GORE-TEX® Shell 
Jacket
Page: 45

1888 XTR GORE-TEX®  
Shell Jacket
Page: 43

1978 A.P.S. Craftmen’s 
Waterproof Jacket
Page: 46

1988 GORE-TEX® Winter 
Jacket
Page: 44

3378 A.P.S. Craftsmen’s 
Waterproof Trousers
Page: 46

3888 XTR GORE-TEX® 
Shell Trousers
Page: 43

9037 Rain Trousers, PU
Page: 47

9038 Rain Jacket, PU
Page: 47

8200 Rain Jacket, PU
Page: 47

8201 Rain Trousers, PU
Page: 47

TOOLCARRIERS

4192 Craftsmen Toolvest, 
DuraTwill
Page: 56

4294 Craftsmen Toolvest, 
Canvas+
Page: 56

9082 Flexi Hammer 
Holder
Page: 57

9700 Flexi Velcro 
Fastener
Page: 57

9708 Flexi Tool Pouch
Page: 57

9709 Flexi Tool & Nail 
Pouch
Page: 57

9716 Hammer Holder
Page: 57

9736 Hammer Holder 
10 pcs
Page: 57

9743 Smartphone 
Pouch
Page: 57

9745 Protective 
Smartphone Pouch
Page: 57

9753 Smartphone Pouch, 
10 pcs
Page: 57

9755 Protective 
Smartphone Pouch, 10 pcs 
Page: 57

9770 XTR Carpenter’s 
Toolbelt
Page: 53

9771 Carpenter’s Toolbelt
Page: 54

9775 Carpenter’s Tool 
Pouch
Page: 55

9780 XTR Electrician’s 
Toolbelt
Page: 53

9781 Electrician’s 
Toolbelt
Page: 54

9785 Electrician’s Tool 
Pouch
Page: 55
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7400 9500
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3218 9518

0400 1804

3204 9504

0400

9500

0700

0700

0418

INDEX

9790 XTR Toolbelt
Page: 55

9791 Toolbelt
Page: 55

9792 Braces
Page: 55

9795 Nail & Screw 
Pouches
Page: 55

9794 Flexi Holster 
Pockets
Page: 57

9810 Flexi Tool Bag/
Backpack 19 L
Page: 51

9812 Flexi Tool Bag/
Backpack 23 L
Page: 51

9820 Flexi Tool Bag 15 L
Page: 50

9822 Flexi Tool Bag 30 L
Page: 50

T-SHIRTS

2400 Logo T-Shirt, LS
Page: 68

2402 T-Shirt, LS
Page: 69, 99

2403 Women’s Stretch 
T-Shirt, LS
Page: 69, 83, 99

2500 Logo T-Shirt
Page: 68

2501 A.V.S. T-Shirt
Page: 66

2502 T-Shirt
Page: 69, 99

2503 Women’s Stretch 
T-Shirt
Page: 69, 83, 99

2504 T-Shirt with 
Multipockets™

Page: 67

2706 A.V.S. Polo Shirt
Page: 66

2707 A.V.S. Polo Shirt 
with stripe
Page: 66

2708 Polo Shirt
Page: 68

2709 Women’s Polo Shirt 
with Multipockets™

Page: 67, 83

2710 Polo Shirt with 
Multipockets™

Page: 67

SHIRTS

8503 Service Line Shirt 
Page: 65

8506 Rip-Stop Shirt, 
SS
Page: 65

8508 Rip-Stop Shirt
Page: 65

SWEATSHIRTS

2712 Rugby Shirt
Page: 63

2800 Hoodie
Page: 62, 98

2801 Zip Hoodie
Page: 62, 98

2808 Sweatshirt Hoodie 
with MultiPockets™
Page: 61

2810 Sweatshirt
Page: 61, 98 

2811 Women’s Zip Hoodie
Page: 63, 83, 98

2812 Sweatshirt with 
MultiPockets™
Page: 60

2813 ½ Zipped Sweatshirt 
with Multipockets™

Page: 60

2814 Sweat Pants
Page: 63

2815 Logo Hoodie
Page: 61

2816 Zipped Logo Hoodie
Page: 62

2817 Sweatshirt Jacket
Page: 64

2819 Logo Jacket
Page: 64

2820 Logo Sweatshirt
Page: 60

2821 Profile Jacket
Page: 64

 SOCKS / UNDERWEAR

9200 Coolmax®  
Low Socks
Page: 79

9201 Coolmax®  
Mid Socks
Page: 79

9202  Wool Mix,  
Mid Socks 
Page: 78
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5558
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5558
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5574
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5500

6600

5500

6600

5500

6600

5500

6600

5500

6600

5500

6600

5500

6600

5504

6604

5574

6674

5574

6674

5574

6674

5500

6600

5558

6658

7455

7466

5500

6600

5504
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INDEX

9203 Wool Mix, High 
Socks
Page: 78

9204 Socks, Two-pack
Page: 79

9208 Thin Coolmax® Socks
Page: 79

9209 Cordura® Socks
Page: 78

9210 High Heavy Wool 
Socks
Page: 78

9405 First Layer T-Shirt
Page: 76

9406 First Layer LS 
T-Shirt
Page: 77

9407 First Layer Briefs
Page: 77

9408 First Layer  
Long Johns
Page: 77

9413 ½ Zip Micro Fleece 
Pullover
Page: 76

9414 Micro Fleece Long 
Johns
Page: 76

9430 XTR Body 
Engineered LS T-Shirt
Page: 72

9431 XTR Body 
Engineered Long Johns
Page: 73

9432 XTR Body 
Engineered T-Shirt
Page: 74

9433 XTR Body 
Engineered Shorts 
Page: 75

9436 2-pack stretch 
shorts
Page: 77

WOMEN

1227 Women’s Soft Shell 
Jacket
Page: 36, 82

1277 Painter’s Women’s 
Soft Shell Jacket
Page: 98

2403 Women’s Stretch 
T-Shirt, LS
Page: 69, 83, 99

2503 Women’s Stretch 
T-Shirt
Page: 69, 83, 99

2709 Women’s Polo Shirt 
with Multipocket
Page: 67, 83

2811 Women’s Zip Hoodie
Page: 63, 83, 98

3714 Women’s Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Canvas+
Page: 17, 82

3713 Women’s Service 
Trousers
Page: 21, 82 

3775 Women’s Painter’s 
Holster Pocket Trousers
Page: 96

HIGH VISIBILITY

0213 High-Vis Craftsmen 
Holster Pocket One-piece 
Trousers, Class 2, Page: 86

1213 High-Vis Soft Shell 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 89

1333 High-Vis Winter  
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 89

1433 High-Vis Jacket,  
Class 3
Page: 88

1533 High-Vis Jacket,  
Class 2
Page: 89

1683 High-Vis GORE-TEX® 
Shell Jacket, Class 3
Page: 90

1823 High-Vis Winter Long 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 89

1973 High-Vis Waterproof 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 90

2533 High-Vis A.V.S. 
T-Shirt, Class 2/3
Page: 93

2543 High-Vis A.V.S. 
T-Shirt, Class 2/3
Page: 93

2633 High-Vis A.V.S. Polo 
Shirt, Class 2/3
Page: 93

2743 High-Vis A.V.S.  
Polo Shirt, Class 2/3
Page: 93

2833 High-Vis Sweatshirt, 
Class 3
Page: 92

3033 High-Vis Holster 
Pocket Shorts, Class 1
Page: 87

3233 High-Vis Holster 
Pocket Trousers, Class 2
Page: 86

3333 High-Vis Trousers, 
Class 2
Page: 86

3373 High-Vis Waterproof 
Trousers, Class 2
Page: 91

3639 High-Vis Craftsmen 
Winter Trousers, Class 2
Page: 87

3833 High-Vis Trousers,  
Class 1
Page: 87

4233 High-Vis Toolvest, 
Class 2
Page: 88

8033 High-Vis Fleece 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 92
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0400 0900

1400 9500

0404

0400

INDEX

8043 High-Vis Micro 
Fleece Jacket, Class 3
Page: 92

8053 High-Vis Micro 
Fleece Round Neck , Class 3
Page: 92

8233 High-Vis PU Rain 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 91

8243 High-Vis PU Rain 
Trousers, Class 2
Page: 91

9063 High-Vis PU Rain 
Jacket, Class 3
Page: 91

9073 High-Vis PU Rain 
Trousers, Class 2
Page: 91

9133 High-Vis Vest,  
Class 2
Page: 88

9153 High-Vis Vest,  
Class 2
Page: 88

PAINTER

0375 Painter’s One-piece 
Trousers
Page: 97

1275 Painter’s Soft Shell 
Jacket
Page: 98

1277 Painter’s Women’s 
Soft Shell Jacket
Page: 98

2402 Painter’s T-Shirt, LS
Page: 99

2403 Women’s Painter’s 
Stretch T-Shirt, LS
Page: 99

2502 Painter’s T-Shirt
Page: 99

2503 Women’s Painter’s 
Stretch T-Shirt
Page: 99

2801 Painter’s Zip Hoodie
Page: 98

2810 Painter’s Sweatshirt
Page: 98

2811 Women’s Painter’s 
Zip Hoodie
Page: 98

3075 Painter’s Holster 
Pocket Shorts
Page: 97

3275 Painter’s Holster 
Pocket Trousers
Page: 96

3375 Painter’s Trousers
Page: 96

3775 Women’s Painter’s 
Holster Pocket Trousers
Page: 96

3975 Painter’s Pirate 
Holster Pocket Trousers
Page: 97

9081 Painter’s 
Rip-Stop Cap
Page: 99

FLAME RETARDENT

1157 Flame Retardant 
Winter Jacket
Page: 102

1557 Flame Retardant 
Jacket
Page: 102

2857 Flame Retardant 
Sweatshirt
Page: 104

3257 Flame Retardant 
Holster Pocket Trousers 
Page: 103

3357 Flame Retardant 
Trousers
Page: 103

6057 Flame Retardant 
Welding Overall
Page: 104

9257 Flame Retardant 
Socks
Page: 105

9417 Flame Retardant 
T-Shirt
Page: 104

9427 Flame Retardant 
T-Shirt, LS
Page: 105

9437 Flame Retardant 
Briefs 
Page: 105

9447 Flame Retardant 
Long Johns
Page: 105

ACCESSORIES

9025 Ergonomic Belt
Page: 111

9026 Fixed Belt
Page: 111

9033 Logo Belt
Page: 111

9034 Leather Belt
Page: 111

9044 Braces
Page: 111

9050 Elastic Braces
Page: 111

9080 Fleece Beanie
Page: 110

9081 Rip-Stop Cap
Page: 99, 109

9083 Logo Cap
Page: 109

9084 Logo Beanie
Page: 110
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0400

0400

INDEX

9085 Striped Beanie, 
Reversable
Page: 110

9086 Logo Beanie, 
Reversable
Page: 110

9088 Multifunctional 
Headwear 
Page: 110

9090 Pile/Fleece 
Beanie
Page: 110

9093 WINDSTOPPER® 
Beanie
Page: 110

9099 Winter Cap
Page: 110

9517 Winter Glove
Page: 108

9518 Craftsmen Glove
Page: 108

9519 Grip Glove
Page: 108

9520 Craftsmen 
Glove, Open Finger
Page: 108

9609 Waterproof 
Duffel Bag
Page: 109

9610 Waterproof 
Backpack
Page: 109

 

9760 ID badge holder
Page: 111

9761 Yo-yo for ID  
badge holder
Page: 111

3355 Craftsmen Trousers, Denim Page: 16
2816 Zipped Logo Hoodie Page: 62
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 PATENT 
INFO

 REG.
DESIGN

SNICKERS COLOUR KEY

Patent and Registered Community 
Design (RCD)
Innovation and product development 
are at the very core of the Snickers 
Workwear brand. As a result of this 
intense focus, many of our advanced 
products or solutions feature registered 
patents. Many products are also covered 
by Registered Community Design (RCD). 
In this catalogue, products with 
registered design or with functions 
included in patent applications or 
patents are marked with the symbols 
below. For further information, please 
visit snickersworkwear.com.

This product is patented or has  
a patent application in selected 
countries both within Europe and 
world wide.

This product has a Registered 
Community Design (RCD), or national 
design registrations.

04 Black  05 Orange 06 Yellow 07 Ash grey 08 Aluminium Grey 09 White  

12 Brown 13 Chocolate Brown 14 Sand 16 Chili red 17 Ocean Blue 18 Grey   

19 Off white 20 Khaki 26 Mustard yellow  32 Olive green 55  High-Vis orange  58 Steel grey

65 Denim  66 High-Vis yellow 72 Blended olive 74 Muted black 75 Muted navy 77 Blended light grey

78 Blended steel grey 95 Navy

COLOURS/SYMBOLS KEY

Symbols Key 
These symbols will help you find the right garment. They are used as guides in the product descriptions 
contained in this brochure. The following definitions apply:

CE-symbols

Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) directive (89/686 EEC). 
Individual classification are 
found in each garment.

EN 343 Protection against  
foul weather (see page 41)

EN 471 High Visibility warning 
clothes (see page 85)

EN 388 Gloves giving 
protection for mechanical risks 
(see page 107)

EN 511 Protecive gloves 
against cold (see page 107)

EN 11611 Welding protection 
(see page 100)

EN 11612 Heat & flame 
protection (see page 100)

EN 1149 Electrostatic  
properties (see page 100)

EN 14404 Knee Protection 
Standard (see page 27)

Innovation

Flexi Attachment System

MultiPocket™

Mobile phone

KneeGuard™

UV-protection

Care Symbols

Handwash

Maximum washing temp. 40°C

Maximum washing temp. 60°C

Maximum washing temp. 85°C

No Bleach

Do not tumble dry

Tumble drying normal temp.

Tumble drying lower temp.

Do not iron

Iron at maximum 110°C

Iron at maximum 150°C

Iron at maximum 200°C

Do not dry clean

Dry cleaning
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Head office, Sweden
Box 989
191 29 SOLLENTUNA 
info@snickersworkwear.com
Tel. +46 (0)8 92 51 00 
Fax. +46  (0)8 92 51 98

aUSTRia
Snickers Workwear Austria GmbH
Gierstergasse 6
1120 WIEN
Tel. +43 (0) 1 8101 728
Fax. +43 (0) 1 8101 814 

BelgiUm
Hultafors Group Belgium NV/SA
Antwerpsesteenweg 285
2800 MECHELEN 
info@snickersworkwear.be
Tel. +32 (0)15 44 65 30  
Fax. +32 (0)15 44 65 39
 
cRoaTia
Morlak d.o.o.
Put Blata bb
21215 KASTEL LUKSIC (SPLIT) 
www.morlak-doo.hr
Tel. +385 (0)21/228-245
Fax. +385 (0)21/261-210

czecH RepUBlic and Slovakia
Clinitex CZ s.r.o.
Areál IN PARK
1. máje 3236/103
703 00 OSTRAVA 
www.profi-odevy.cz
Tel. +420 553 401 112
Fax. +420 597 579 005

denmaRk
Hultafors Group Denmark A/S 
Energivej 37
2750 BALLERUP
Tel. +45 44 86 06 00 
Fax. +45 44 86 06 06

eSTonia
Tamrex Ohutuse OÜ
Laki 5
10621 TALLINN 
www.tamrex.ee
Tel. +37 2 654 9900
Fax. +37 2 654 9901

finland
Hultafors Group Finland Oy
info@snickersworkwear.fi
Tel. +358- (0)20 741 0130
Fax. +358- (0)20 741 0148

fRance
Snickers Workwear France SARL
59 Rue des Petits Champs
75001 PARIS
Tel. +33 (0)1 53 40 89 90
Fax +33 (0)1 53 40 89 89

geRmany
Hultafors Group Germany Gmbh
Im Meisenfeld 26
32602 VLOTHO
Tel. +49 (0) 5228 957 0
Fax. +49 (0) 5228 957 290 

gReece
A & D Nikolopouloi o.e
11 Koritsas Street
17778 Tavros, ATHENS
Tel.  +30 210 345 56 09
Fax. +30 210 345 56 42

HUngaRy
NET-GA KFT
1183 BUDAPEST
Széchenyi István u. 2.
www.svedmunkaruha.hu
Tel.  +36 6 1 347 3590
Fax. +36 (0)6 1 291 2827 

HUngaRy
KLÍMA-EXPRESS KFT
H-1104. BUDAPEST
Bodza u. 2.
www.munkaruha-munkacipo.hu
Tel:  +36 1 260 3950
Fax: +36 1 262 0758

iReland
Snickers Workwear
Unit B5, Calmount Business Park
DUBLIN 12  
Tel. +353 (0)1 409 8400  
Fax. +353 (0)1 409 8499

iceland
HAGI ehf
Stórhöfði 37 
110 REyKjAVÍK
Www.hagi.is
Tel.  +354 414 3700
Fax. +354 414 3720

iTaly
Snickers Workwear Italy s.r.l.
Via Negrelli, 13
39100 BOLZANO (BZ)
info@snickersworkwear.it
Tel.  +39 0471 061 666
Fax. +39 0471 061 669

Tuscany, emilia Romagna, lombardia
Nimac s.r.l.  
Via Caduti di Reggio Emilia, 11
Casalecchio di Reno
40033 BOLOGNA 
Tel.  +39 051 750 572  
Fax. +39 051 750 725

laTvia
SIA Tamrex
Maskavas iela 328
LV-1063 RīGA
www.tamrex.lv
Tel nr:  +371 660 65 265
Fax nr: +371 660 65 267

THe neTHeRlandS
Hultafors Group Netherlands BV
Wilmersdorf 26
7327 AC APELDOORN
Tel.  +31 (0)55 599 98 60
Fax. +31 (0)55 599 98 70

noRway
Hultafors Group Norge A/S
Postboks 108, Kalbakken
0902 OSLO
Tel.  +47 23 06 88 80  
Fax. +47 22 16 49 80

poland
Hultafors Group Poland Sp. z o.o.
ul. Nowogrodzka 50/515
00-695 WARSZAWA
Tel.  +48 22  29 51 287
Fax. +48 22 30 01 285

poRTUgal
Flexiwear, Lda
Travessa de São Pedro, lote B
2660-335 Stº António dos Cavaleiros
www.flexiwear.com.pt
Tel.  +351 211 554 561
Fax. +351 211 554 561

Slovenia
BMC d.o.o.
Pod javorji 5
1218 KOMENDA
www.delovnaoblacila.si
Tel.  +386 183 13 156
Fax. no. 01/8315630

Spain
AT – Snickers Workwear
Labradores, 11
Pol. Ind. Prado Espino
28660 Boadilla del Monte, MADRID 
www.aghasaturis.com
Tel. +34 91 633 44 50
Tel. +34 91 632 07 15

Sweden
Hultafors Group Sverige AB
Box 38 
SE – 517 21 BOLLEByGD 
Tel. +46 33 723 74 00
Fax. +46 33 723 74 10

SwiTzeRland
Hultafors Group Switzerland AG
Gaswerkstrasse 32
CH-4900 LANGENTHAL
Tel.  +41 (0)62 923 62 81
Fax. +41 (0)62 923 62 85

Uk
Hultafors Group UK Limited
Unit N3, Gate 4,   
Meltham Mills Ind Estate, Meltham
HOLMFIRTH HD9 4DS  
Tel.  +44 (0)1484 85 44 88
Fax. +44 (0)1484 85 47 33

ConCept, produCtion and repro: VaLentin&BYHr. 
pHotograpHY: Magnus CarLsson
produCt piCtures: BsMart
printing: FaLkenBergs trYCkeri. 
januarY 2013. art. nr. 99820000011

Snickers Workwear Product Development reserve the right to 
make improvements and alternatives to products, product ranges 
and materials without notification and on an ongoing basis.

The content of this publication is subject to copyright and may  
not be copied or reproduced.

www.snickersworkwear.com

SnickerS WorkWear in europe




